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Programme 

The work of the colloquium which took place in the building of the 
Federal Ministry of Justice in Vienna, was concerned with «deviance 
and social reaction ». 

The subject was chosen because it is currently the central concern 
in the struggle against the new forms of delinquency and abnormal 
behaviour. It permits a critical examination of present-day attitudes 
and methods with a view to suggesting effective solutions as regards the 
prevention and treatment of forms of deviance which are antisocial in 
character. 

The work was divided into plenary sessions and section-meetings. 
Two press conferences were given. 

:k 
The first section, under the chairmanship of Professor l\tIarc ANCEL, 

honorary president of the Supreme Court of France, dealt with the social 
and legal aspects of the subject under study. 

The second section, which was presided over by Professor S. Inkeri 
ANTTILA of the University of Helsinki, examined problems of pre
vention and treatment. 
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Agenda 

Monday, 5th June 1972: Opening Session. 

10 a.m. 

10.30 a.m. 

- Address of welcome by Mr. J. DUPREEL, 
Pre~ident of the LP.P.F. and Chairman of 
the Colloquium. 

- Speech by Mr. Chr. BRODA, Federal Mini
ster of Justice of Austria. 

- Speech of thanks by the President of the 
LP.P.F. 

- Break - Press Conference. 

11.00 a.m.-11.45 a.m. - Introduction to the work by the general rap
porteur, Mr. P. ALLEWIJN, Secretary
General of the LP.P.F. 

- Organization of work in the sections. 

- Miscellaneous communications. 

3.00 p.m.-6.00 p.m. - Work in both sections: 

Tuesday, 6th June: 

L Sociological and juridical aspects i 
II. Prevention. 

9.30 a.m.-12.00 a.m. - Work in the sections. 

2.30 p.m.-5.30 p.m. - Work in the sections. 

7.30 p.m. - Departure from the City Hall (Lichtenfels-
gasse) by autobus for dinner in the restaura,nt 
in the Donaupark offered by Mr. F. SLAVIK, 
Burgomaster of Vienna. 
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Wednesday, 7th June: 

9.30 a.m.-l2.00 a.m. - Plenary session. 

4.00 p.m. 

7.00 p.m. 

10.30 p.m. 

Thursday, 8th June: 

9.00 a.m. 

10.15 to 12.00 a.m. 

- Town Excursion, Donaupark, H6henstrasse, 
Grinzing. 

- «Heurigenabend» in Grinzing as guests of 
the Federal Minister of Justice. 

- Return to Vienna. 

- Excursionday. 

- Departure for Gerasdorf. 

- Visit of the special institution for youth of 
Gerasdorf. 

12.00 a.m. to 14.30 p.m. - Lunch in the inn «Zur Grenze» in Pott
sching/Burgenland. 

3.00 to 4.00 p.m. 

4.00 p.m. 

6.30 p.m. 

10.00 p.m. 

Friday, 9th June: 

10.00 to 12.00 a.m. 

3.30 to 5.30 p.m. 

7.30 p.m. 

- Visit of the lawcourt and prison of Eisen
stadt. 

- Departure to the Neusiedlersee, boattrip. 

- Dinner offered by Mr. Th. KERY (Landes
hauptmann of Burgenland) at Purbach 
a/Spitz. 

- Return to Vienna. 

- Work in the sections. 

- Plenary closing meeting. 
Prenentation of conclusi.ons by the general 
rapporteur. 

- Banquet (offered by the LP.P.F. at the 
Rathausk~Iler) . 
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Opening Session 

5th June 1972 



Address of Welcome by Prof. J. Dupreel, Chairman 
of the Colloquium 

Mr. :Minister, Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Colleagues, 

It is my privilege anr.l. very great pleasure, as President of the Inter
national Penal and Penitentiary Foundation, to welcome you to this 
opening session of the Third International Colloquium organized by 
our Foundation. 

First of all, Mr. Minister, may I say what a great honour you have 
done us by your presF,nce at this opening session and by your acceptance 
of our invitation to address the meeting. 

Our Foundation wishes to express its gratitude for your patronage 
and the active support which you have given to our work. 

We are also grateful to the Austrian authorities for having received 
us in their beautiful country and wonderful capital. We shall be ex
pressing our gratitude for their valued assistance and our pleasure at 
their hospitality to each of them in turn at the various events which 
have been arranged during this Colloquium. 

My sincerest gratitude also goes to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations and the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe. 

As in Brussels in 1962 and in Ulm in 1967, our work he;:(': in Vienna 
in 1972 has been supported by their exalted patronage avd by their 
sending of distinguished representatives. 

It is my pleasure to welcome those representatives, Mr. CLIFFORD 
of the United Nations and Mr. MULLER--RAPPARD of the Council 
of Europe. 

To you, too, the Delegates of the great organizations which, along 
with and in cooperation with the Foundation, are also working to dis
cover better solutions to the problems caused by deviance and delin
quency, I should like to say how happy we are to have you here with 
us today. 

And you, Ladies and Gentlemen, Government Delegates, Experts, 
Members of the Foundation, my dear Colleagues, I greet you as partici
pants whose knowledge and experience will stimulate our discussions. 

Your collaboration is what gives this meeting its great interest and 
its value is inestimable. We are most grateful to you for having 
responded to our invitation. 

Mr. Minister, may I now call upon Your Excellency to be so kind 
as to deliver the opening speech of the present Colldquiu.'U. 
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Federal Minister of Justice Dr. Christian Broda. 
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Speech by Mr. Broda, the Federal Minister of Justice 
of Austria: 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

The numerous changes taking place in recent times cause us easily 
to forget the great and important changes. One such change concerns 
the attitude of the agents of justice towards deviant behaviour. When I 
speak of agents of justice I include those who make the law, those who 
apply the law as judges and public prosecutors, and those who e.xecute 
the law. For a long time the attitude of all these people towards deviant 
behaviour went unchallenged. The sociological reasons for this attitude 
are known, they need not be discussed here. At all events the result 
was an attitude which was equated with morality itself. At least I have 
to admit it seemed to be so. And such was the general opinion. That is 
to say there was unanimity as to th" content of moral standards on the 
part of those who made the law and tho~e who had to ensure the ob
servance of the law. Outsiders had no say at all. Penal law waS seen 
as the highest of moral bulwarks. Reforms of penal law were like exer
cises in fortress architecture, which did not change the substance of the 
bulwarks. A knowledge of devIant behaviour was important to the penal 
system only in as much as it meant a better understailding of such behaviour 
so that more efficient measures could be taken against it. 

Even if we had sketched the past less explicitly than I for simplicity's 
sake have done, we should have to recognize the changes which I 
pointed out at the beginning of my speech. Opinions at one time 
absolutely unquestioned have become open to doubt. The extent of what 
is considered the moral sphere has become much smaller. 

To what extent the provisions of civil and penal law still fall within 
this moral sphere is the subject of lively discussion. Above all, questions 
of the reform of penal law a':'e no longer questions of fortress architecture. 
The idea of bulwarIru is no longer central. The delinquent, his victim 
and society have become the focus of common interest. 

Therefore, justice needs the sciences relating to deviant behaviour 
to a much greater extent than ever before. We are not overlooking the 
fact, however, that the changes mentioned above also question these 
sciences. 

The desire for more freedom is certainly at the bottom of legal 
reforms at the present time. Although since World \Var II, the basic 
economic needs have not been entirely satisfied, they have been met to 
a greater extent than ever before. This situation has made people resent 
all the more any limitation of their freedom, for instance by the pro
hibitions and sanctions of our penal law. Technically'it is easy to «de
criminalise ». But very often one cannot predict what kind of freedom 
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may result from this decriminalisation. It may be that the social control 
exercised by society or within society tolerates behaviour .freed. fro.m 
penal sanctions, but it could also happen that such behavIOur IS dI5-

~~~~ . 
The favouring of repression, just as the exploitatIOn of tolerance, 

can cause re~ctions of insecurity. I do not think that there are good 
grounds for Cassandra-type prophecies. T~e reforms already carri~d out 
or commenced in Austria are extremely Important both III particular 
and in general. The legitimate interests of society hav~ not heen touched 
in any way. Nevertheless, the phenomena attendant upon the partial 
withdrawal of the penal law from the armoury of social control measures 
deserve our special interest. We shall be meeting our responsibilit~es 
if we advocate decriminalisation to an extent commensurate WIth 
society's state of development. 

So much for decriminalisation. Similar questions may arise in 
connection with « depenalisation ». In Austria, just as in other countries, 
it is part of the penal law reform programme to reduce sanctions con
sisting of deprivation of liberty and to replace them by fines. A first step 
in this direction was taken by the Penal Reform Act (Strafrechts
anderungsgesetz) 1971. Since this Act c::t.me into force, even serious 
traffic offences may be punished by fint's. The Act has been in force 
for too short a time for an evaluation to bf~ made of how this change 
has influenced the behaviour of motori~ts. Negative results would, 
however, have been noticed. So it may be assumed that there arc not any. 
So this success with the « Minor Penal Reform» encourages us to pro
ceed in the same manner with the «Major Penal Reform », which is 
being debated in parliament at present. 

Finally _ and, in view of its weight, it should have been at the be-
g1.i1ning of my speech - the most important question con~erning the 
penal system will always be: how can the mandate of SOCIety be ful
filled in an optimal way to keep within adequate limits deviant be
haviour that is unbearable or at any rate requiring a sanc.tion. I think 
that the sciences of deviant behaviour may offer us essential help in 
answering this question. Only if we fully understand the rules and laws 
of this behaviour and its reactions, we shall make progress with our 
endeavours to achieve a more human penal law, a more hl.tman penal 
procedure and a more human application of penal measures. You can 
be sure that the legal authorities are prepared and willing to learn more 
in this field. We are well aware that we can accomplish this task if we 
start from a secure basis, and this can be provided only by the empirical 
sciences and their experience. We also know that there is much to be 
done where nothing or too little has been done in the past. Our willing-
ness to make use of this experience is all the greater. . 

As a practical man I should like to add what I' have repeatedly 
said, so that there will be no misunderstandings: Decriminalisation and 
depelnalisation open the way to an enforcement of the law where the 
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greatest need exists: for protecting society [(10m the dangerous offender. 
Decriminalisation and depenalisation are all the more important because 
the?, make availabl~ resources [or the important task o[ protecting 
SOCIety, resources whIch were needed for tasks which we can accomplish 
more efficiently. 

However, the close connection between the state of society and penal 
treatment has not been realised in our time. 

I shuuld like to quote "orne vel'Y be>autiful and expressive words 
which were spoken in parliament by Karl RENNER, the Chancellor 
of our Republic: in the years 1918-1920 and President between 1945 
and 1950. He agreed with the famous words expressed in the year 1911 
- nearly half a century previously: «The development of culture can 
be rightly measured by de penal law o[ a nation and of a country. 
The more barbarous a country is, the more barbarous are her ptmish
ments. The quality of her penal law may be called the cultural index 
of a nation ». 

You see, our opinions o[ today are linked with the great traditions 
of yesterday. 
. . The exchange of views on an international scale is important and 
mdispensable for our work. As you know, we play an active part in the 
work of the Council of Europe concerning the unification of European 
laws. We are glad that we can providt: experience acquired over many 
decades and the special knowledge of influential representatives of the 
Austrian Ministry of Justice. I would mention here just one of them: 
Minister~alrat Dr. Wolfgang DOLEISCH, who is a member of your 
FoundatIOn and who has been representing our country in a number 
of committees o[ the Council of Europe. A few weeks ago we discussed 
similar questions with a similar aim during the VIlth Conference o[ 
European :Ministers of Justice in BasIc. The president of your Foun
dation, Professor Jean DUPREEL, was one of the participants of that 
noteworthy conference. We agreed unanimously on what was stated in 
the l'ep~rt of the Britis~ de1eg~tion: Deprivation of liberty shall only 
be conSIdered as « ultIma ratIO» amongst punishments and, in the 
same way, as «ultimo ratio» in the reaction of society towards deviant 
behaviour. vVith all emphasis and seriousness, Austria acknowledges 
this unanimous recommendation of the Ministers of Justice of all the 
member states which was made on 17th May 1972. 

VlTe shall now continue the discussion at this Third Colloquium of 
the IPPF. The list of participants shows what excellent scientists and 
exper~s, w~ose name~ are known throughout the world, will be taking 
part III thIS ColloqUIum. Your coming h~' ~ does honour to Austria 
and gives her much pleasure. 

As Minister of Justice of the Austrian Republic I welcome you 
warmly to our ~untry. I extend my besi wi~hes for fruitful discusqlC}llS 
And useful results at the IPPF's Third Colloquium. Your success will be 
to everyone's advantage. 
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The Chairman then addressed in english the following words of 
thanks to Mr, BRODA: 

I wish to thank Your Excellency for this very important speech. 
We shall find in it ideas that are stimulating for our activities and 

very valuable for the orientation of our discussions. 
These will be of a difficult nature because their theme, «Deviance 

and social reactions », is very open and very general - perhaps too 
general. 

The reports of our experts have carefl1lly analysed the various 
aspects of the notion « deviance ». This wcrk was necessary as a pre
amble and a background to our activities. 

But here in Vienna we have only a little time at our disposal. 
Subject to what our Secretary-General may suggest, I propose, then, 
that we explore the problems rather from the practical side. 

The essential thing for us is the nature of the social reactions 
against the new forms of behaviour which can be dangerous or harmful 
for the society in which we . live. 

At its first Colloquium, in 1962, our Foundation examined «The 
new psychological methods for the treatment of prisoners ». 

In 1967, the second Colloqllium was devoted to «The new methods 
of restriction of liberty in the Penitentiary System ». 

Now, continuing in a logical progression, we are extending the 
notion of treatment. We shall go beyond the prisons and even the limits 
of the cla.-~ical penal law, to examine what are the most appropriate 
reactions for defending society against the dangers which threaten its 
security. 

Our Colloquium will produce useful results, if, in the field of de
c1'iminalisation and the more general field of the limits of repression, 
it defines more precisely the still too vague notions evoked by diverse 
international meetings in past years. 

The meeting was then adjourned. 

When the meeting was resumed, the Chairman paid the following 
tdbute to the memory of the late Dr .. Akira MASAKI, Associate 
Member of the LP.P.F. 

Mr. DUPREEL: «Before we commence our business, I should 
like to pay a tribute to the memory of one of our most distinguished 
colleagues whose death has been reported since the last meeting of our 
Foundation at Kyoto in August 1970. 

Dr. Akira MASAKI, President of the Japanese Reformative As
sociation, passed away on 22 August 1971 at the age of 79. 

He was one ofth.e most knowledgeable criminological and penological 
authorities of his country. He had been Director of the Japanese 
Penitentiary Service and had also practised at the Bar in Japan. As a 
Professor at the University of Kanagawa, his works had earned him 
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considerable prestige and our Foundation had been honoured to number 
him among its members from 1962. 

His death is a great loss to penal science and to our association. 
I suggest that we observe a short period of silence in memory of 

our eminent colleague ». 

After paying his tribute, the President invited Mr. P. ALLEWUN, 
Secretary-General of the I.P.P.F., and general rapporteur for the collo
quium to give an introductory talk on the work to be done by the meeting. 

Speaking at first in German, Mr. ALLEWI]N wished to emphasize 
the fact that the participants in the colloquium had every reason to be 
in excellent spirits. They enjoyed the double privilege of staying in a 
delightful city and being able to discuss important questions concerning 
their daily work. 

Vienna, he recalled, was a city where people knew how to hold 
a congress in which work and pleasure was combined. 

Even if the present meeting was not as important or as long as the 
famous congress of 1814 it nevertheless contained the necessary condi
tions for an agreeable and successful congress. 

The speaker was very pleased with the collaboration of Mr. 
DOLEISCH, chairman of the Organizing Committee, during the period 
,,,hen the colloquium was being prepared. 

Speaking then in French Mr. ALLEWIJN expressed all his admi
ration for that language which he did not know as well as he would 
have lik~d. He expressed the hope that linguistic problems would not 
be obstacles either to the exchange of views during the working sessions 
or to per~onal contacts. 

After giving some atlvice to the speakers to facilitate interpreting. 
Mr. ALLEWIJN presented 'nis general report as follows: 

It is now my task to try to introduce the subject of our conference. 
I shall express myself very carefully, because the subject: DEVIANCE 
AND SOCIAL REACTION covers an enormously large field of 
problems. It covers not only the penal and penitentiary field, it may 
even extend to society as a whole, to philosophy and religion, to the 
social and behavioural sciences and to ideas about culture and the 
appreciation of culture. 

In a way, you might say that the subject of «deviance and social 
reaction» has to do with life, dealing with all the problems arising 
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from the very fact that we have to live with other people, that we have 
to live in a society. I think you will agree that it is not a simple task 
for me to introduce to you such a «lifesize)} problem. Were we, was 
the International Penal and Penitentiary Foundation wise to choose 
such an extensive, such a comprehensive subject for a one-week 
conference. I believe it undouhtedly was. 

When - at an evening meeting of the Foundation in Kyoto in 1970 
if I remf!mber rightly - you, Mr. DUPREEL, proposed the subject of 
«deviance and social reaction », there was immediately general agreement 
without much discussion. 

I think there were three reasons in particular for that general ac-
ceptance of our present subject. 

1. - So long as we are not quite sure that our classification of behaviour 
and our social reactions to deviance in society are correct, we have 
the duty to discuss this subject over and over again. And I do not think 
we are in fact quite sure. We are not sure at all about the boundary 
lines between our standards of normality and deviance, about our ideas 
of what kinds of deviance may be tolerated, perhaps even accepted and 
'what kinds of deviance have to be disapproved of, rejected or even 
pUIlished. 

Besides, we are aware of the fact - for history has proved to us -
that such boundary lines between normal and deviant are never fixed 
lines. These border lines are constantly open to question and liable 
to change. 

We are not quite sure that all our penal regulations are necessary 
and represent the best means of combating the range of different forms 
of deviance concerned. 

We are not quite sure that we are always right to label certain 
people with deviant behaviour as criminals, that we are always right 
to arrest them, to try and sentence them and to take away a part of 
their money or their freedom. 

When I say we are not sure at all about our policy in the penal 
and penitentiary field, I mean that we even have the idea that we may 
be making mistakes. 

Only a few weeks ago, Professor ANTTILA from FINLAND made 
a statement at the first meeting of the Crime Prevention and Control 
Committee in New York about what she called the most costly mistakes 
of the developed countries. 

She said it was a mistaken idea that criminality was a kind of 
disease that could be «cured» through massive investment in «treat
ment» facilities. 

Another mistake she pointed to was the failure to integrate crime 
prevention policy with long-term social planning policy. 

One of rhe experts invited to this congress, Dr. PAWLIK, comes 
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in his report to the conclusion that one lesson that may be learned from 
a more careful study of the mechanism of behaviour, social opinion and 
their functioning is: that our traditional concept-formulation in this 
field should undergo a healthy broadening of perspective. 

Mr. VERIN, our judicial expert, speaks in his report - giving 
guidelines for jurists - of the awarenes~ of a certain sclerosis. 

Mr. President, as long as we are not quite sure about our selection 
of behaviour and of our social reactions to deviant behaviour and about 
the radical measures we often take in this regard, and as long we even 
have the idea that we may be making mistakes, we have, I think, a duty 
to discuss the subject. 

2. - The second justification for our subject is related to the fact that 
the general development of life, of society is proceeding much faster and 
becoming more complex in our time than at any time before. 'Well, 
in one way or another, development means deviance. Rapid develop
ment means mcreasing deviance. In our private lives as also in our 
professional lives, we are constantly being compelled to revise firmly 
held opinions about a lot of already known phenomena and to form 
an opinion about new phenomena. 

What was true yesterday is not always true to-day; what is deviant 
to-day will perhaps be normal or at least acceptable or tolerable to
morrow. 

We hardly have time to think about the completely new phenomena 
which appear. We have perhaps the inclination to reject all phenomena 
which are out of tune with the present order. On the other hand, we 
realise that much of society's development in the past was due to people 
who were opposed to the' established order, who behaved in a deviant 
way and caused the new phenomena. '"Vhatis to be done with 'people 
who protest against a war and thereby disrupt the traffic? How should 
we deal with people who refuse to enter our work-oriented society by 
not working? How should we deal with tourists who come into the 
country without money, sleep in the streets, make love in public and 
smoke marihuana? How should we judge those people who, as mam ,~rs 

of industry, work day and night to raise the national income for ollr 
and their own profit but meanwhile reduce our possibility of living a 
healthy life by polluti,1g air, soil and water with their waste products? 
It would seem very useful for us at least to have one week here to 
consider these kind of problems, to exchange our experiences, our ideas 
and conceptions for the near future. If we do not allow ourselves time 
to reflect on what is really happening in our developing society, we run 
the risk that a gulf will arise between us and the new generation. 

Further, the experts at our conference, Dr. DESSAUR and Dr. 
PAWLIK speak in their reports of the influence of development and 
the complexity of our society. ' 

For instance Dr. Dessaur states that in a modern, complex society 
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many more laws, including penal laws are needed to regulate social 
behaviour than was formerly the case. 

White-collar crime, crimes born of new technical possibilities are 
- in her opinion - generally inflating the potential criminal population, 

Mrs. Dessaur states also that historically we have gone from being 
a relatively uniform society, where criminality arose most of the time 
from need, to being a very dynamic, pluriform society with much 
welfare criminality. 

Dr. PAWLIK also mentions the influence of development. He says 
in his report: as technology, economy and science develop, non-p1.mitive 
legal measures, therapeutic, educative and environmental change seem 
to be added to punitive measures. 

3. - A third possible justification, for our subject is that precisely in 
a fast developing society - such as I have just described - we must 
give ourselves the time to reflect on how new ways of approaching our 
problems may be developed. It is very dangerous, I think, for practical 
experts to handle problems, new phenomena, in a traditional way, in 
the way we have been used to handling problems. Particularly in a 
period of fast development, we are in need of help from those who spend 
their time on research into what is really going on in our society, the 
behavioural scientists. 

I think the justification for today's subject also lies in the possibility, 
this week, of an exchange of views between practitioners and scientists. 
We are very grateful to the three experts for the work they have already 
done, as it is recorded in the documents, and for the help they will give 
us in the discussions. 

The experts also underline the importance of contact between 
practical and research experts. 

Dr. DESSAUR and Dr. PAWLIK in particular call for more em
pirical research in order to provide a better base for legislators, policy
makers and those, responsible for implementing penal sanctions. 

Dr. DESSAUR states in her report that anybody wishing to explain 
and predict deviant behaviour will have to rely on empirical research. 
Of course, one can also try to explain and predict deviance on the basis 
of expeJ:,ience and common sense. This may lead to more or less fortunate 
trial-alld-errol' results. 

In Dr. DESSAUR's report - speaking about the fact that, in the 
field of penology, we have only just begun to do sound scientific re
search - the words of Leslie Wilkins are quoted: «We are as yet only 
at a stage where the nature of our ignorance is beginning to be revealed ». 

Dr. PAWLIK, who develops in his report a new model for classifi
;'ation of behaviour and its social control, remarks how little empirical 
knowledge we actually possess about the major variables operating h 
this field and, furthermore, how wide a gap there is between our actual 
knowledge about deviance and CrL'1le on the one hand and criminolo-
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gical and other theorizing about these phenomena on the other. 
Dr. Pawlik's advice: «more data and less theory», may be a healthier 
po)nt of view for the years to come. 

Well, Mr. President, I have mentioned three justifications for our 
subject on deviance and social reaction. 
Firstly: the very fact that we are not sure that our division between 

normal and deviant, between punishable and non-punish
able is correct. 

Secondly: the rapid development and the complexity of our society 
confronts us with a series of new deviant phenomena, which 
we have to evaluate. 

Thirdly: the importance of a meeting between practitioners and 
researchers on the subject of deviance in the interests of 
a better understanding and in order to stimulate each other. 

How shall we try to treat, to discuss our subject this week? Not 
a simple question for such an immense subject. Perhaps I can offer 
some advice. 

In the first place, I think, we shall have to avoid too many defini
tions. It is very tempting to plunge too far into the question of deviance. 
Our congress is not in the first place a scientific congress, but a meeting 
of practitioners and academics. 

In the second place: Thinking and speaking about deviance and 
social reaction, one is perhaps inclined to start too early with questions 
about persons who act in a deviant or criminal way: what are the motives 
for their conduct, where do they come from and what is the explanation 
for their not behaving in a proper, normal way? 

Well, I think it is better in the first place not to think and to speak 
about the people with deviant behaviour. The more important question 
is why do we find certain conduct deviant or judge it to be such? What 
reasons are there to label certain conduct deviant? 

Perhaps it is still bet~er to start with what I consider to be the most 
iUlportant question: are our conceptions of what we call proper or 
normal behaviour valid compared with the deviant . behaviour we 
criticize or deplore? 

Let me give you an example taken from real life. In Holland there 
is still an enormous housing shortage. In a way you might say that 
this is our national problem. Well, a certain not very strongly organised 
group of mostly young people calling themselves «gnomes» tried to 
oppose the authorities, saying that too little was being done to solve 
this serious problem. 

One method was to occupy empty houses or flats which were for 
sale and had usually been so for many months. The gnomes selected 
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a family waiting for a dwelling and put it into one of these illegally 

occupied houses. Well, yoU may wonder what kind of people these gnomes are with 
their long hair and beards and their unusual dress. But you may also 
wonder why their behaviour - admittedly illegal - is deviant or 

abnormal. It would be better I think to ask why it is considered right for 
a large number of houses to be empty for months, at a time when there 
is a tremendous housing shortage. With such an approach there is a 
chance to come t.O the conclusion that what seetnS to be deviant or 
abnormal ~nay in fact be the more normal, while the reverse may also 

be the case, of course. Treating the current problems of deviant behaviour in this way 
may perhaps give us a better ihsighL into what is really going on. Re· 
member again that progress comes mainly from deviants. Bernard Shaw 
once said that progress always comes from discontented people and 

never from the contented. On the other hand, not all deviance leads to progress. But we have 
to be careful about labelling deviance, if we are to rule with wisdom. 
V..re shall have to be selective and to make our decisions. This aspect is 
in particular underlined by Dr. PAWLIK in his report, where he says 
that a social system will manifest the extent and kind of deviance and 
crime which it has decided to have; namely through its decisions as 
to how it should classify and react to its member's behaviour. 

For the sake of convenience we have divided the conference into 
two sections. The first section, under the leadership of the' highly ex
perienced Prof. Dr. ANCEL, will deal with the sociological and legal 

aspects of our subject. Section I has two experts, Prof. PAWLIK and Mr. VERIN, who 
have treated the subject in their documents to provide you with the 

necessary background. Mrs. DESSAUR has done the same for section II. This section 
should have been led by Mr. CARLSON of the United States of America. 
But quite unexpectedly he was unable to come. In his place we found 

• Mrs. ANTTILA prepared to take the chair for section II. She is a pro
fessor of penal law from Finland. So, two ladies will be serving you 
in section II; perhaps a woman's view on our subject is different from 

a man's, in OUl' male society! I will not speak about the documents prepared by the experts. 
They will introduce to you their reports in the section meetings to take 

place this afternoon. So the arrangements we have made should enable you to have a 
fruitful discussion this week on the conference theme of «deviance and 

social reaction }). But remember that you can and ought to make your own conference. 
We _ the steering committee, the experts and the organisation com-
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mittee - can nl r. b ., u y create lavourable conditi r. ut It IS up to you to make your ow ons or a good conference, 
When shall we be able t n, successful conference. 

cess? What kind of results aOrsay that our colloquium has been a suc . e we expect' ? W 11 -
mIstake. I do not believe 't' th F mg. e , let us make no 

L' 1 IS e < ound t' ,. . 
conlerence should lead to l' a IOn s mtentIOn that thl's 

. resu ts In the f 
conclUSIOns about what should b . d sen~e 0 generally adopted 
what as deviant or criminal b h ~ conSI ered m future as normal and 
t b W e aVlOllr or what . l' . . o e. e have called our co L" soclet s reactwns ought 
I thO 1 nlerence a coll' . . m (, that the aim is implicit in th . ?qUl~m, whIch means, 
WIll have been achieved if yo bel dISCUSSIOn Itself. A fine result 

uareena edtot. 1 
more clearly and to gain a bett d . ormu ate your own ideas 

S '" er un erstandm f h peak frankly, listen carefull d g 0 ot er people's ideas. 
people here will be tolerant and y'U

an 
open your mind. I am sure 

I shall end b . WI not label you. 
h y quotmg a short corom t 

rat er progressive young man H ,'d en m~de by a young and 
generation is not that th h e Setl that what IS wrong with toclay's 
answ~rs. The present gen:;ati:~ ~ao I~~sw~rs. They do have a lot of 
questIOns. u IS t at they have forgotten the 

. Perhaps, Mr. President we can fi d d Issues this week. It would be n an formulate some of today's an exc:ellent result for Otl!' colI . oqmum. 
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The Jurist and Deviance 

1. - For some time now we have been witnessing a kind of invasion 
of criminology by deviance. 

Does not the jurist have some cause to stop and think about this 
idea which is doubtless as old as the world itself, but the present 
recognition of which seems to spring from a suspicious reaction on the 
part of the sociologist tow::trds him at least as great as the reaction 
towards the medical experts? The pure jurist as such has doubtless 
.::eased to ex.ist and the law specialist has begun to lend an ear to human 
sciences. But perhaps it would be useful for him to examine, in his 
function as a legislator, a judge or a person responsible for the execution 
of sentences, in what way this idea of deviance could be of interest to 
him. 

2. - Theories and deviance have been developed at lenght in the course 
of recent international gatherings, such as the Eighth social defence 
Congress (techniques of judicial individuali'lation), the Ninth Conference 
of Directors of Criminologicill Research In~titutes, at the Council of 
Europe (the perception of deviance), the Premieres Journees franco
quebecoises de criminologie (Social Reaction to Deviance), the most 
recent Brussels Criminology Congress (the frontiers of repression); thus 
I do not have to review them all yet again here. There are also several 
recent pUblications containing excellent summaries (1). This brief report 
will thus be concerned mahily with suggesting some of the conclusions 
whichjurists may draw from these deliberations on the theme of deviau(.;c 
To provide a basis for further discussion I shall. deliberately present 
my propositions in an unequivocal, polemical form.-

3. - The literature on deviance is vast and the suecessive stages in 
its development, from DURKHEIM to the Chicago school, and the 

(1) We should mentioiJ particularly the following works: 
ALBERT COHEN «Deviance and Control », Prentice Hall, Inc., Engle
wood Cliffs, 1966. 
MARSHALL B. CLINARD ({ Sociology of Deviant Behaviour}) Holt, Rim:
and Winston, Inc., third edition, 1968. 
bENIS CHAPMAN « Sociology and the Stereotype of the Criminal », 
Tavistock, London, 1968 . 

. DAVID MATZA « Becoming Deviant », Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, 1969. 
DENIS SZABO (ed.) « Deviance et criminalite » Armand Colin, Pads, 1970. 
SHLOMO SHOHAM « The mark of Cain» Israel University Press, Jeru
salem, 1970. 
PHILIPPE ROBERT « La sociologie entre une cri'q'linologie du passage 
a l'acte et une criminologie de Ia reaction sociale », series of lectures on 
criminal sociology, University of Bordeaux, roneo, 1972. 
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. . TON to the new Chicago school with 
functionalIsts hke Robert. MERMERT Ervin GOFFMAN and Albert 
Howard BECKER, E~wmlL~ well ~nalysed by David MATZA (2). 
COHEN have been Sll1gu ar Y ." 

, . r to list here the baSIC feature,. 
It will be sufficIent lor me 
I believe that they can be reduced to three: . 

a scientific concern for a neutral approach to the law a~d moralIty 
1) . 't of the phenomenon of deVIance, from 
2) a stress on the contmUl y . 1 fon of the most sar-red norms 

offences against good manners to VlO a I . ' 
. . to the stigmatising effece of socIal reactlOn 

3) the 1mportance glve~ 
in the genesis of deVIance. 

h . d ? In my view, three 
What can th p jurist extract fr.om ~ e~e 1 eas. 

uidelines on which he can base hIS thmkmg: . 
g . d a more or less unconsciOUS 

the awareness of a ce:~ai~ :~~ri:'~~~al social structures and mor~s, 
attachment to hypo~ntlca f th eed for a renewal of studIes 
and arising from thIs, awareness 0 en 

of morality, d' . 1 
d d' ttitude opposed to the tra ItlOna 

the adoption of an un er~tan mg a h h nism of the new social 
punitive spirit, which brmgs us to t e uma 

defence, 
the adoption of a criminal policy in the true sense. 

, . for our thoughts which I shall be 
These are the three dthlrec~o: tinO' their justification, as I see it, 

examining one after the 0 er, m ca " 
in the theories of deviance. 

NEUTRALITY 

I _ BAD CONSCIENCE AND MORALITY 

. f d' were born of a concern for scientific independ~nce 
4. - StudIes 0 evmnce 1 and beyond law, ethICS. 
from the disciplines of Psyc~opatI:0logy, aw a ~inst is: what sort of 
The problem which all cf1mmolo.glstSf~otme:: a!d has to admit help-

., h' h has no domam 0 1 so. h? 
science IS It w 1C d b ther sciences as they WIS . 
lessly that its limits can .be ch~nge . X.o f n of this search for an ob-

The very term dev1ance 1S an m lca 1~ue judgement or hint of 
jective ~riterion ~ndep~d~t id~al an:th~fogy and even that of social 
reprobatlon. The 1dea 0 u: ,IV P h' h must be dispelled and re
pathology convey a morahsmg tone w 1C 

(2) 

(3) 
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DAVID MATZA, opus cit., particularly pp. 1-85. 

DAVID MATZA, opus cit., pp. 41·66. 
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placed by the notion of diversity. This is what was done first of all by 
MERTON and the functionalists and then even more definitely by 
LEMERT, GOFFMAN and BECKER (3). This position, as summed 
up by Mr. VERSELE, is that: « It must be openly proclaimed and 
genuinely admitted that penal law does not support any moral view of 
life and that its objectives are of a social and not a moral order» (4). 

In their concern for liberation with regard to moral conceptions 
and legal rules, some people have even extended the notion of deviance 
to all those who are perceived in a community as being different, even 
if they have not deliberately infringed any norm, such as the manifestly 
handicapped (5), foreigners, the poor (6), etc .... 

Any ~tatistical definition of deviance is however too simple a solu
tion and BECKER himself dismisses it since, as he says, the hunter 
armed with such a definition would return with a very incongruous 
bag of game: fat people, murderers, red-heads, homosexuals, traffic 
offenders, etc.. .. (7). 

COHEN also distinguishe& deviant roles from devalued roles which 
are not all deviant: in contrast to the role of the slave, the hunch
back, the mental defective, the sick and the blind, roles such as the 
coward, the thief, the scoundrel and the ad'llterer have one common 
characteristic, which is that the people concerned know what they are 
doing and choose tn violate certain normative rules (8). 

5, - But if we talk of violation of norms, these norms will be any social 
rules whatever and not the rules given special status by the law and 
the penal system. This is the idea of a deviation continuum to which we 
shall return later. Having freed themselves from metaphysical, moral 
and judicial ideas, sociologists concerned with deviance will take as 
their point of reference only those rules which are in fact accepted and 
applied in practice by social groups of any kind. This increase~ the 

(4) S. C. VERSELE « La perception de la deviance et de la cl'iminalite. Aspects 
juridiques », paper presented to the Ninth Conference of Directors of Crimi no 1-
ogical Research Institutes, pp. 26-27. 

(5) Cf. FRED DAVIS in «The Other Side », cd. Becker, New York, 1964. 

(6) Cf. CHAPMAN, opus cit., p 239 in which analogies are drawn betwecn 
the stereotype of the delinquent and the stereotype of the poor person, also 
burdened with moral- reprobation, scientifically studied for the first time in 
« Poverty: a Study of Town Life» (1899) by B. Seebohm Rowntree. 

(7) BECKER « Outsiders» (New York, 1963) p. 5. All the morc ~o since this 
consideration should not be a determining one for those who, like Becker, 
think that it is the stigmatisation which creates the deviant. Shoham shows 
clearly (opus cit. pp. 104 et seq.) that oddness and perceptibility are sufficient 
to produce fear and anxiety in others and to release the mechanisms of 
stign:atisation, as if the moral norms had been tran~gressed at the same time 
as the physkal ones. 

(8) A. COHEN, opus cit., ed. Duculot, p. 70. 
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. . one may very easily be deviant in 
relative nature of devIa:,ce smfce £, ml'ng to a group or a subculture. 

. . t by Virtue 0 con or l' 
relatlOn. to a SOCle y. back to the study of the systems of mora .lty 

This tendency brmgs us d' t b adrnl'tted that notwithstandmg 
. d' . ciety an 1t mus e h 

practlse m a glVen. so. of such concepts as value, norm, t e 
the frequent use m soc1010gy . 1 f moral life has been singularly 
nonnative system etc .... , the SOClO ogy 0 

ignored (9). 
r h lways been the goaL But it 

Until now scientific nell:~~ Iti w:~d: traditional bourgeois morals, 
would seem that declared hOStllty.O h led deviance theori,~ts, para
linked with religion and metarhllyslcs, .a~s attitude in order to denounce 

. 11 t t k up an essentla y mar . . doxlca y, 0 a. e f h t frequently recurnng themes m 
official hypocns~. O~e 0 t. e ~~ existence of a gulf between official 
literat~re on devmn.ce IS s~o~;ng the machinery by which the .rich and 
moralIty and real-lIfe. mo a ~''l -5 without being stigmatlsed (10). 
powerful gain exorbItant pnvi ege edures and situations which 
Some people analyse th? num~~ous .f~~~gard to penal law for certain 
ensure more or less totallmmun~ y. WI the significance of white collar 
social classes (11), otherS

f 
:p 1 a~ze (chiffre noir) criminality, the 

crime, and the extent 0 a~ { ~ethe administration and in busi
frequency of favours or « per (s}} 1~}} (12) or Krugovaia poruka (13) ; 
ness - {( give-and-take arrange~en l' and moral schizophrenia 

. . ' this selectlVe mora lty . 
each 111 turn stlgmatlses t' . orality)} (14)' they pomt 
which MILLS has called 1 <~~~e hg:Se:~~~w~:onfusion to r~ign betwe~m 
out that for decades pena. "1 (15) and they stress the generosIty 
civic morality and econormc pnvl ege , 1 than those who hound 

f h ' g often more mora 
of the revolt 0 t e )' oun, h £, f a leviathan devoid of morals, 
them (16). Th? St~te takes on ~ e rm ~nd the international scene is 
pitilessly crushmg ItS adve:sane~h\ ~~ highlight the machiavellianism 
a favourite background agamst Vi IC 0 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
(14) 
(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
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. Third edition, Vol1l, p. 139 
Cf. G. GURVITCH «Traite de sociolog1e ) 

et seq. 
Cf. SHOHAM, opus cit., « Les privilegies» p. S4 et se.

q
. 'al distribution 

CHAPMAN, opus cit., Chapter 3 «Social class and the different! 

of immunity», pp. 54-97. 
SHOHAM, opus cit., p. 86. 
A. COHEN, opllS cit., pp. 176-1S0. 

Quoted by SHOHAM, ~. ~S. . , . s de la 0 ulation, du milieu 
VERSELE «Rappor~ go.n:ral ~ur,. Les att!t~d':stice fn~e'» Ninth French 
criminel et du monde Jt;-dlclare ~ 1 e~ard de ~n~ de la Justice penale ), Faculty 
Criminology Congress, In «Le <onctlOnnem 

f L w Montpellier 1971, p. 233. . . 1 
o a, 'h N' tl Conference of Directors of Crhmnolog1ca 
VERSELE , Paper tot t e 10 1 

Research Institutes, p. 8. 
MATZA, opus cit., pp. 162 et seq. 
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of people in power and their immorality (18). Following the example 
of DURKHEIM, writers discern the opposite of retrograde criminality, 
an «anterograde» (progressive) criminality, which contributes towards 
social and moral progress. But it is even possible to take this one step 
further and to think that the real deviants are the people who betray 
true morals and stigmatise others, as it is they who have all the power 
in their hands. 

One needs all the ability of a DURKHEIM to avoid the moral 
aspect of this judgment; he endeavoured to base his argument on the 
fact that normality may at certain times be no more than an illusion. 
It is something which should be quoted (in translation) here as it applies 
so well to our «period of transition during which the whole species 
is evolving without yet being finally fixed in a new form ». «In this 
case» writes DURKHEIM «the only normal type of person who has 
ever existed, is the one belonging to the past; yet this type is no longer 
attuned to the new conditions of life. Thus a fact may be continue to be 
accepted by an entire species although it may no longer meet the re
quirements of the situation. Thus all there is left is the seMblance of 
normality; since the generality it presents is no more than a wrong 
label, only kept alive by the blind force of habit, it is no longer any 
indication of the fact that the phenomenon observed is closely linked 
to the general conditions of collective existence,» (19) And the two 
examples given by DURKHEIM are also worth quoting here: one is 
the capitalist organisation, which to socialists constitutes, despite its 
generality, «a deviation from the normal state, produced by violence 
and artifice» (20), and the other is the lack of economic organisation 
on the part of the European nations, which constitutes at present a 
morbid state; because this situation is hound to the old social structure 
which we have elsewhere described as being segmental and which, from 
having been at one time the essential framework of societies, is now 
rapidly disappearing.» (21) 

If deviance is assessed in relation to the society emerging at present, 
should we not consider as criminal anything which perpetuates the 
division between nations, war, famine, anything which imperils the 
survival of the human race? Should we not then see the petty thief 
and murderer as belonging to a category of innocents and victims, 
like Charlie Chaplin's «Monsieur Verdoux », alias Lanclru, going out 
to his execution against the background of the smoking chimneys of 

(IS) Cf. J. VERIN. « La criminologic et l'immoralite internationale» Revue de 
science crimineJle et de droit compare, 1971, pp. 745-750. 

(19) DURKHEIM, «Les regles de la methode sociologique », Seventeenth 
edition, PUF, Paris, 1965, p. 60. 

(20) DURKHEIM, opus cit., p. 73. 

(21) DURKHEIM, opus cit., p. 61. 
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. ? B his whether we like it or not, is a moral 
the armaments factones. ut t . ' f d' e ror all their neutralist 

, d r the theones 0 eVIanc, l' • 
standpomt an lor me, r f uilt in the jurist and urge hIm 
pretensions, aim at a~ousmg fee ::~ ~o;als, The jurist has to examine 
to seck a better equatIOn of law 11 h' If to be satisfied with a totally 

, ' D es he not a ow Imse , h 
hIS conSCIence, ,0 , h n or ethics tucked away m t e 
theoretical acquamtanc~ WItt :eO:;~lry' lost sight' of later on? 
preamble to legal treatIses 0 

, . k' g to their scientific 
7. - The sociologist and crimm010giStt. aretheeehP~:tus between official 

'b' f: ts and documen mg 
role by descn mg ac d th h' f real life . but is it not sollen, 

. 'd b 1 '" an e et lCS 0 , 'b ethIcs sanctlOne y a. d ' f the J'urist and would It not e . th t . s the omam 0 . h rather than sem, a.l. t ew his acquaintance WIt 
a failure on his part If he dId not try 0 ren 

the living source of ethics?d f tt mpts to work out a new system 
To judge by the abun a~ce ~ a. e case of DURKHEIM (22) 

of ethics, based on h~man s~hdan~y l~t~~cience by FRIEDMAN (23) 
or CAMUS, on the vlrtues ,0 expenmth t by MONOD (25) on the 
or }'OURASTIE (24), on m~en1c~~h ~~~n race and the defence of 
need to ensure both the surVlva B~RG;'R (26) one senses the need for 
the individual by Father HAM Sho~ld the jurist be the only 
a moral system better adapted to our age. 1 . ? (27) 
~erson not to take part in this work of sa vatlOn. 

\I - CONTINUUM, STIGMATISATION 
AND UNDERSTANDING 

. . 'th f deviance theorists, has cut himself off 
8, -- If the Junst, III e eyes 0 . h th h pocrites he has also denied 
from ethics and made a pac~ WIt e. ( heno~ena and of human 
himself any real understandIllhg °df so~ta fpenallaw which he himself 

. fin' g himself to t e omam 0 • d 
nature In con III I' th t this is an artificial barner an 
has marked out. He has fOrgotten a 

d't' pDF Paris 1963. 
(22) DURKHEIM, « L'education morale », newel lOn, , .' d P . 
(23) GEORGES FRIEDMAN, « La puissance et la sagesse », Galhmar, arIS, 

1970. ." '< Essal's de morale perspective », Gonther, Paris, 
(24) GEORGES FOURASTI£-, ' 

1966. • " L Seui1 Paris 1970. 
GUSTAVE MONOD, « Le hasard et la necessite », e '.' . 

~~~~ .JEAN HAMBURGER, « La puissance et la fragilite» Flammanon, Pans, 

1972. , . t Montreal has been one of the few ~entres 
(27) The Department of CrimmologY' : k tudies into moral values and Judge

of t;rimirtologica1 resea:c~ to un e~~S e S~ABO who thinks that we ,are « at 
ments. 1 share the oplmon ?fhD~n e new _ forced _ interest In moral 
the dawning of a decade whie WIse a 
problems» (opus cit., p. 6). 
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that there is an underlying continuity not only between all acts of 
deviance but also between deviant behaviour and conventional behaviour. 
The existence of a continuum linking total conformity with the most 
extreme deviance is one of the major themes of the deviance schools. 
The complexity of the relationships between deviant phenomena and 
conventional phenomena is also stressed by several writers: between these 
phenomena there is not only continuity, often there is also overlapping, 
interaction and symbiosis (28). It is because they have lost sight of these 
realities that jurists, and sometimes even criminologists, have been able 
to transfer their abstractions to real life, to attI'ibute a special nature to 
acts which contravene penal laws and to see in the delinquent a different 
being belonging to a different race altogether from respectable people. 
Thus the stereotype of the criminal was born (29), creating an obstacle 
to any understanding of the man, a barrier to all communication. If the 
delinquent is seen as an enemy to be eradicated, all those processes of 
devaluation, degradation and annihilation which have been so well 
analysed as taking place in the criminal himself (and in people at war) 
will also intervene in the mind ofthe lawyer so as to create an abstraction 
which can be dealt with more easily. 

9, - The merit of the deviance theorists has been to show us that there 
is a need to consider deviants as individuals and not as objects and to 
temporarily banish not only all feelings of hostility but also any reform
ing attitude towards them in order to put ourselves in their place and 
to see everything through their eyes, in short to substitute empathy for 
blind condemnation (30). This is a step which the new social defence, 
and its spirit of humanism have recommed to us (31) and from which 
it has drawn a m:mber of consequences with regard to the penal process. 

10. - Another consequence of the point of view advocated by BECKER, 
LEMERT, GOFFMAN and others is that it puts an end to this kind of 
incarnation of deviance in the action and the person of the deviant, 
It dispels the manichaeism of the good and the evil and the righteous 

(28) Cf. the concepts of overlap and iron). whose' development through the various 
schools is traced bij MATZA (opus cit., pp, 68-85) and CHAPMAN's theory 
of symbiosis between delinquents and non-delinquents (opus cit., especially 
pp.40-46). 

(29) Cf. the analyses of D. CHAPMAN (opus cit.) 

(30) Cf. the chapter dealing with this opposition between « correetioll a/ld appreci
atioll» by D. MATZA, opus cit., pp. 15-41. 

(31) MARC ANCEL, « La defense sociale nouvelle» Second edition, Paris, 1966, 
especially p. 240 et seq. Note the link between this consideration of the 
personality of the delinquent <lrtd that of moral values (p. 242): «this human 
nature replaced in its sociological complex, C<ln only ,be understood by de
liberate reference to commonly accepted moral values on which social defence 
will increasingly ur.<;quivocally base its policy of 'resocialisation' ». 
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indignation so scorned by Aldous HUXLEY in his short stories and 
novels, To put oneself into the shoes of tb(: deviant and to follow with 
him the stages leading from the commission of an act to the constitution 
of a personality is to study social reactions and to realise the importance 
of the labelling and stigmatisation process in the genesis of deviance -
another of the dominant themes of deviance thcorists aptly summarised 
in this quotation from William FAULKNER which BECKER takes as 
an epigraph to his work «Outsiders» - «It's like it ain't so much 
what a fellow does, but it's the way the majority of folks is looking at 

him when he does it)}. (32) 
Deviance is not a characteristic inherent in behaviour itself but in 

the interaction between the person who commits an act and those who 
respond to it. (33) (( Criminals, pariahs and outlaws are the product 
not so much of the law, of ethics or of God, as of man exploiting social 
stigmatisation)} (34). This idea has been repeated a hundred times; 
it is no longer neW and it would not he possible to retrace its origin in 
the space available. There is no need to quote DURKHEIM yet again, 
since we may recall that it is a major theme of the works of SARTRE -
both of the philosophical works where we find the famous phrases 
{( L'enfe

r
, c'est les autres» (Hell is the others) and » lYIa chute origi

nelle, c'est I'existence de l'autre» (My original sin is the existence of 
others) (35) and of the psychological works as in «La question juive» 
(The Jewish Question), in which Sartre takes apart piece by piece 
the mechanism whereby the anti-semites created the Jew. 

The effects of social or judicial stigmatisation on the deviant, the 
consequences of this prophecy which bring~ its own fulfilment and in 
any case accelerates development from deviant action to deviant 
character have been analysed so often by our writers (36) that there 

is no need to labour the point. 

11. _ I shall confine myself to pointing out that the lesson to be learned 
concerns everyone and not only the jurist and the penal system. There 
are many more judges and courts of law than we think and it would be 
a good thing to put official, formal justice in its right place in the totality 
of sodal reaction. There too there are numerous interactions and it has 
often been noted for example that social disgrace has come to be at
tached to the penal sanction almost independently of the offence, thus 
adding to the legal sentence consequences which are often more serioUS 

than the sentence itself. 

(32) WILLIAM FAULKNER, «As I lay dying». 

(33) :BECKER, «Outsiders », p, 14. 

(34) SHOHAM, ajms cit., p. 114. 
(35) Cf. ERIC WERNER, « De 1a violence au totaHtarisme. Essai sur la pensee 

Camus et de Sartre », Chapter III entitled « L'enrer, c'est les autrcs », 

p. 165-176. 
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12. - Nevertheless penal «sti mat" . 
o,wn and the jurist should learn

g 
a u IS;,:tt» has an importance of its 

tioned above for legislation; s~ esson from the analyses men 
of justice. A deep understaI;rlfn:s:l~tlOn, sentencing and the executio~ 
processes at work in the g .' f um~n nature and the psycho·s '1 th . . eneSlS 0 devIa . all OCIa 
as . e Junst is not simply an aca . nce IS the more necessar 
action, responsible for conceiving ~=c b~t. a man engaged in sociJ app ymg a « criminal policy». 

III - DEVIANCE AND CRIMINAL POLICY 

13. - For a long time criminal r so:n~ pr:ople, within very narrow lf~~cy was conceived, as it still is by 
w;thm. the .f~amework· of existing insti:~:s a set;f meast;res worked out 
o optimalmng the repression of cri ons an laws WIth the purpose 
(37): «this conception h' h me. As Georges KELLENS 't th t ' w IC reduced cri . al' wn es ~ s rat~gy and tactics employed by th ~lln pohcy to the status of 
cnrne» IX: which torn criminals fGrm e ",tate ~gainst «the army of 
c~me rapIdly outdated. Criminal ol~d t~e «bIg battalions », has be
o penal law essentially in the f, p f cy l~ mo:-c than the application 

orm 0 pemtentmry « treatment », » 

14. - The neW social defence mo t~e field of action of criminal ol~cement ,has c?nsiderably broadened 
dIsp.utable transformation f Pd y, whIch «m the face of th . as t f 0 mo ern societ hIe 1n
, ys em 0 penal law which is no I . . y» s ou d now ({ work out 
mto account human and . 1 o~ger anachronistic and which t k , . . SOCIa reality d h' a es 
provlSlon for this with th . an w lch endeavours to k I e maXImum clarity d' rna e 

, . n a study entitled «Criminal' t ' t d' a;n effectiveness» (38). 
~~:imelle» (Criminality and devian~: ~ r eVlance, !3s~ai de politiq1.

1
e 

. CORNIL also asks the Ie islat~r p ~posed crlmmal policy). (39) 
addmg new texts or partial arne gd to mtervene not so muclI by 
~~~~~~ati~n of the whole npc~=ft~r~b1~~lIa~s, a~ by undertaking 

t e fight against the h . n t e eyes of Jean 
concerted action far broader than thP enomenon of crime «calls for e narrow framework of a penology 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Cf. The syntheses i thO and SHOHA n IS connection presented b MA GE M, alms cit., po. 154-237. y TZA, opus cit., p. 87-197 

. ORGES KELLE'NS «L'el b . 
In Revue de droit penal ~t de crim~~~~Og~ed'~\n~ politique criminelle rentable» 
MARC ANCEL « L d'li . ,s year, no. 9,June 1971 p 902 
p 15 (1 ,a e ense socmle n 1I ,. , . ntroduction of the first eclition)~uve e», second edition, Cujas 1966, 

PAUL CORNIL « C·' , 1" nelle et d d . " nmIna lte et deviance» . R auth e rOlt penal comparee 1970 ,In evue de Science crimi 
la p~riti~~n~J:~tiiye criminelie realist~~; ~!9:~~~ Se,e ~Iso by the sam~ 
Father DONNED~~U dmoderne », A coll~ction of s~~r;Clp~UX aspects de 

e VABRES, Paris, Cujas, 1960. les In memory of 
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limited to the study of measures taken with regard to deli.nquents who 
have fallen foul of the judicial system ». «Today», he wnt~~, «we are 
thinking more in terms of the treatment of delinquency which goes far 
beyond the personality of the d,Jinquents ... » (40). 

15. _ This tendency towarcls a broadening of th: notion of cri~i~al 
policy to include both social and general preventIOn and the re~lSlon 
of penal law and the judicial ~yst~m is supported by analyse~ of d~vrance. 
Some of these stress the contlUUlty of attltudes and behav~our [10m t.he 
strictest conformity to thv most serious crimes, some underl~ne the maJ~r 
role of social reaction) and of stigmatisation in par~:ular, In the gen.esls 
of deviance, others accentuate the state of moral C~'lSIS of, moden~ socIety 
and the inequality between the treatment of devrance In the nch and 
the poor, the governing and the goverr:ed, b:lt ~ll thes~ analY3es should 
provoke those responsible for formulatmg cnmmal pohcy to ttndertake 
a fundamental review of the penal system. 

16. _ The idea of a continuum draws attention to the numerous 
similal'ities between deviants and non-deviants underneath the super
ficial differences. A. COHEN, writing of th~ories of cultural ~ra?s
mission, claims that «they minimise the myshc aura and ~ecuhanty 
of deviant behaviour and maximise «the common humamty of the 
deviant and the conformist» (41). The resulting attitude of under
standing and sympathy, in contrast to the attitude of s~o~n, ha~red and 
unrelenting repression, is the sine qua non of a tealistlc,enhghtened 
and effective criminal policy. .., 

The legislator is also asked to consider this contm~um WIth new 
eyes, disregarding existing legislation in ~rder to dete~mIl1e, as a fur:c-
tion of modern society, the sectors of devrance for WhICh he would lIke 
penal sanctions to exist. . 

On this point I should like to take Messrs. CO~I~ ~d DU
PREEL to task since by contrasting the terms of crJmmahty and 
deviance, they do not ~eem to me to adopt the visi~n ?f criminal policy 
which they themselves advocate, until after the dIe IS cast, the Ia~els 
affixed and certain deviant behaviour has bc::"n dee~ed to fall out.sIde 
the province of penal law whilst other deviant behaVIOur has been gIven 
criminal « status ». Perhaps it is purely a question of language, but are 
we not nevertheless in danger of taking the short st?P from t~ere to 
the idea that deviance and criminality are two dIfferent kinds of 
phenomenon and deviants and criminals two different kinds of human 

(40) 

(41) 
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JEAN DUPREEL, « L'avenir de 1a penoJogie », in Revue de ~cience crimi
'neUe 1971, pp. 319-331; and his « Notre epoque face au cnme », Revue 
de droit penal et de criminologic, 50th year, no. 9, June 1970, pp. 838-851. 

ALBERT COHEN, opus cit., p. 187. 

beings? There would then be the temptation of advocating resociali
sation treatment for one category and a degree of« neutralisation» 
for the other; this would lead us to a dualism which is contrary to all 
the theories of deviance and to the spirit of the new social defence. 

17, - The second aspect of these theories, the one which makes social 
reaction to anything different and unfamiliar into an elc:ment in the 
creation and amplification of deviance, provides criminal policy _ 
which was previously concentrated exclusively on the delinquent _ 
with another equally important objective; to actively campaign among 
the p~blic, in voluntary institutions, and in the judiciary itself against 
anythmg that encourages and pi'omotes the development of deviance. 
The catalogue of harmful mechanisms of this type could usefully be left 
until the subject is c~ebated and I shall have nothing more to say on 
this point at present. 

18. - Finally the state Df moral crisis in HlOderne society, as tUlder
lined by the deviance sociologists, in its turn makes a criminal policy 
in the full meaning of the term imperative. As has been pointed out 
already we are faced here with a twofold problem: the first is to as
certain the real nature of ethics, or mores, if you prefer that term and 
their e~olution: and the second is to accept the major responsibility of 
the legIslator and all the organs of the judiciary in the selection of the 
values to be protected either by penal law or by other means. 

As far as the first point is concerned, people have often pointed out 
the state of extreme confusion of moral values in which human society 
finds itself, a society whose evolution has been so rapid during recent 
years that it has even been described as a true mutation (42). 

Society has become so complex - this refers principally to Western 
industrialised societies, though their example is being followed by many 
other countri.::s - that it tolerates within itself a multiplicity of different 
normatieve -systems which are often conflicting: this has been called 
a permissive society, but also a society where the spirit of tolerance is 
?"ettin¥ out of hand (43), an anomic society in complete confusion (44) 
1U whIch the best and the worst rub shoulders, profoundly immoral _ 
or amoral, some would say - but at the same time a soc~ety eager 
to find and impose a new moral system by violence if need be, and to 
reinstate social justice by terrorism if need be, and notwithstanding 
the implied contradiction; a society without love, without purpose, 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

Cf. DUPREEL, opus cit.; CORNIL, opus cit.; PINATEL, «La societe cri
ffiinogene », Colmann-Levy, Paris, 1971. 

Cf. HAMBURGER, « La puissance et la fl'agilite ». 

VERIN, «Notre societe anomique », Revue de Science criminelle, 1971, 
pp. 987-994. 
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mediocre devoted to the cult of living for the present (45), but also an 
aggressiv~, fanatical society in which men sacri~ce their lives and the 
lives of others, in their millions, for a problematical future, , , 

The thing that stands out most clearly in this confused picture is 
that the society in which we live has lost its ~(collective ?onscience, », 
its « consensus» (46), Becraria's compass, w~lch was desl~n;~ to ;n
dicate to both the ignorant citizen and the,philos?pher the dlvIdmg,l:~e 
between right and wrongj has come unhl~ged m the. storm o~ CIVIli
sations as First President AYDALOT put It at the EIghth SOCIal De
fence Congress. Does even the notion of deviance have any validity 
nowadays? COHEN rightly noted that ({ in a :a'pid~y changing hetero
geneous society there are few rules whose valIdity IS not contested by 
individuals and whose application is not considered by them to be 
an illegiti~ate attempt by some individuals to impose. their views on 
others.» (47) And the list of people who refuse to consIder then:selves 
as deviants, homosexuals (48), people who have recOurse to l!legal 
abortion, political extremists, marihuana users, could be contmued 
indefinitely. 

19. - It is for this reason that the task .facing criminal policy is im
mense and arduous. It must certainly modify «the frontiers of re
pression» decrhninalise behaviour which no longer assaults « the 
strongholds of collective conscience» (49), and establish, o~ the other 
hand, new charges in certain sectors of our contemporary lIre (50) -
it must also develop preventive social action and make the SOCIal defence 
viewpoint heard in all sectors of development planning, But is not the 
role of the jurist today even more basic; should he not, even before 

(45) Cf. the developments devoted by BHOHAM to bad c01;science and .the ~~n
drome of amorality, alld to the absen\.~ of a goal ~nd hfe plan,. the mabill5Y 
to love, the cult of living for the present and aggressIveness (opus CIt. pp. 31-46). 

(46) Cf ALVIN TOFFLER « Le choc du futur )}, pp. 292-309, «A society 
which has lost its conscn~us ... which is witnessing a,rapid ~isintegr~tion of 
its values and life styles questions all the old mechamsms of mtegratlOn and 
calls for completely new bases for i~ rec?nstitu.ti?n. .. .As diver~ity ~ombiI:~s 
with the ephemeral and novel socIety IS precIpItated mto a hlstoTlcal crlSls 
of adaptation ». 

(47) A. COHEN, opus cit., p. 48. 
'4BL Cf. the manifesto of the «Front homosexuel d'action revolutionnaire)~, en
,""0",,: ":ili1ed ({ Rapport contre la nor.mo!lite », ed. Champ libre, Paris 1971. 

(49) Cf. LEVASSEUR summary (p. 31 of the typewritten t.ext) presented to ~he 
Eighth International Social Defence Congress, P~:I$, Novem,ber ~ 9 i1; 
Criminology Congress, Brussels, 1972, on « Les fronheres de la repressIOn ». 

(50) Not forgetting, however, the dangers which decrimin~lisat~on may so~eti~es 
present and to which Mr~. ANTTILA draws atte~tlOn (I;t « Scan~lnavlan 
Studies in Criminology, vol. 3, pp. 15 et seq.); m partIcular an mcrease 
in severity and a reduction of legal gua\'antef:s, 
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deciding how the values to be protected should be divided between 
penal law and other measures, himself participate in the selection of 
these values? 

Like Jean PINATEL, I too believe that jurists have a very im
portant role in this hour of decision (51). In any case they can en
deavour to fill the gap between the law and morality and to restore 
that unity and coherence without which there can be neither morality 
nor law. 

(51) JEAN PINATEL, «La societe criminogene », pp. 240.241, «There exists 
(thus) a possible choice for legislators and jurists. They have too often dis
regarded this possibility and have been content to reeord the resolutions 
dictated by a thousand twists and turll!J of historical and social evolution. 
Thi~, abdieation of responsibility cannot be tolerated». 
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Deviance, Crime. and Social Reactions 

Scientific progress, at least in the behavioural sciences, often seems 
to require a systematic broadening of research approach and a shift 
away from what at first appeared to be the primary object of study. 
For example, psychological research on traffic offences and road safety 
concentrated for decades on the study of accidents and their psycholo
gical etiology. However, a considerable proportion of this research 
produced negative findings failing to isolate - at any satisfactory level 
of statistical confidence - the psychological factors underlying road 
accidents. It later became apparent that this was due to the rather low 
reliability of accident data, and a fruitful new research strategy was 
initiated when, instead of concentrating on accident data, people start
ed studying traffic (especially: driving) behaviour in general, including 
near-accidents and the situational and psychological determinants of 
the measurable variables of driving behaviour. 

A similar situation seems to obtain with regard to criminology and 
crime. Classifying behaviour as either criminal or non-criminal (with 
respect to its compatability with existing legal norms) is essentially a non
behaviouristic approach to certain forms of behaviour. For the very 
same behaviour may ')1' may not be criminal, depending on the set of 
legal norms against which we happen to «measure» it. What is con
sidered criminal in one society at one time may be completely legal at 
another time or in another social system at the same time. Thus, 
looking for differential causes of crime may amount to asking fOi: different 
causes of one and the same type of behaviour as it is judged in relation 
to different legal systems. It is in this context that the study of deviallt 
behaviour rather than crime has seemed to offer to the criminologist 
a new and more appropriate perspective for empirical research and 
theoretical consideration (cf. LEMERT, 1951; SELLIN, 1938; 
SUTHERLAND, 1945). 

This paper will not attempt a full bibliography or a systematic 
review of the deviance approach to the study of delinquency. A number 
of excellent summary reports serving this purpose have been published 
recently (cf. CLINARD, 1963; COHEN, 1966; LEFTON et al., 1968; 
LEMERT, 1967; WILKINS, 1964). In addition, an international 
conference (Ninth Conference of Directors of Criminological Research 
Institutes, Council of Europe - Strasbourg, 1971) has recently been 
devoted to this process of stock-taking, and several very informative 
reports of the current state of research were presented there (see 
FERRACUTI & NEWMAN, 1071; KUTSCHINSKY, 1971; VER
SELE, 1971). 
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The present paper will rather: 

(1) cr,ilically re-examine the concepts involved in dealing with 
critae and deviance; 

(n) study the interrelations between the two concepts 
and 

(111) proceed to the construction of a new model of deviance, 
crime, and social control. 

Finally. this model will be applied in considering 

('Yi factors encouraging deviance. 

The multi-disciplinary character of the subject of criminology in
evitably limits the area of knowledge an individual researcher can aim 
to cover on his own. In the present paper the deviance-and-crime issue 
will be approached from the point of view (and with the methodological 
equipment) of a psychologist studying crime, the dominant approach 
being that of differential and social psychology. The legal issues are 
taken up separately by Dr. VERIN in his report to this conference. 

1. The basic concepts: deviant, criminal 

In English the terms deviant and criminal can both be used in two 
ways, only oue of which , seems scientifically sound: they serve either 
as adjectiyes (as in: criminal act, deviant behaviour) or as notins (as in: 
he is a criminal, he behaves like a deviant). Each term implies a classifi
cation of observable features with respect to a (more or less explicit and 
mOre or less objective) criterion of judgement. Deviant refers to the 
classification «different from the standard », and there are degrees of 
deviance depending on the extent of this difference, and different kinds 
of deviance depending on the nature of the standard of reference em
ployed (e.g. deviance with respect to sexual practices, intellectual deviance, 
or deviance in dress). Criminal refers to the classification «punishable 
by the state» (1), and different subclasses of criminal are distinguished 
by reference to the relevant section of the legal code according to which 
punishment is or will be meted out by the state. Deviant and criminal 
are necessarily synonymous if the standard of classification for deviance 
is identical to the totality of non-punishable vs. punishable acts. What is 
important is that both classifications are belzaviouristic ones since the 
standard of reference is expressed in behavioural terms (engaging in cer
tain sexual practices, exceptionally good or poor performance on in
tellectual tasks, dressing in a specific way, stealing, committing murder, 

(1) 
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Restricting the use of criminal to «punishable by the criminal law» would 
exclude white-collar criminality, for example (d. SUTHERLAND, 1949). 
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etc.). Therefore, used properly, both deviance and crime are applicable only 
to instances of behaviour. (2) 

In contrast, the use of deviant and criminal as nouns implies a clas
sification of people into deviants and non-deviants or into criminals and 
non-criminals. This, however, implies a typology (of two distinct sub
populations of people: those who commit crimes and those who do not) 
which is behaviourally an over-generalization and empirically an erro
neous 1I1ensclzenbild. The present author does not know of a single study 
on self-reported crime that does not give evidence to the fact that the 
commission of criminal acts is a continuous quantitative variable for most 
of the acts concerned, with no neat separation of people into two groups: 
those who do and those who do not (cf. for example, HOOD & SPARKS, 
1970, esp. chapter 2). On the whole, the distributions are of type A 
rather than type B in Figure 1 'c_ with the possible exception of some 
rare serious crimes. 

frequency 
of 

behaViour 

1 

FIGURE I 

B 

degree to which behavior I; judged 
"crlmlnaltl (seriousness) 

Alternative types of frequency distributions of criminal and non-criminal behaviour 
A Typical unimodal distribution found in studies on self-reported crime' and in 

victimological research 
13 Bimodal distribution implied in typological thinking about crime 

In the present paper questions of deviance and crime will be dealt 
with solely in behavioural terms. A model will be presented which is 
thought to clarify certain major variables operating in these classifications 
of behaviour and in their social control. Be'fore this can be done a few 
remarks on the interrelation of the two systems of classification are 
necessary. 

(2) This, however, does not exclude the fact that in such cl~ssifications of behav
iour situational, personal, or other circumstantial evidence may have to 
be taken into account as well. 
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2. Interrelation of the concepts of deviance and crime 

For some decades the sociological criminologist has been making 
a plea for crime to be dealt with in terms of deviant behaviour (and 
its underlying factors) rather than from the legal (especially criminal 
law) point of view. WILKINS (1964), for example, discusses crime and 
social reaction to it within such a frame of reference. More recently 
the deviance approach has also received attention outside the social 
sciences proper, and it seems at times as if deviance has in fact even been 
adopted as a more general concept, superseding that of crime, with 
crime being viewed as a special case of deviance. 

This, however, is starting on the wrong foot. Logically, the relation
ship between deviance and crime can be any depending on the relation
ship between the respective standards of classification. If the two 
standards are made identical (i.e. if deviance simply refers to behaviour 
which is deviant according to the rules of societal punishment) deviance 

~ and crime necessa:ily become tautological, and one construct dispensable. 
Conversely, if the two standards differ, deviance and crime will be 
correlated only to the extent that the standards ax/:! correlated over 
different behaviours. Figure 2 provides a simple graphical illustration 
of this point. Behaviour falling within the boundaries of the left-hand 
circle is classified as deviant, behaviour outside this circle is classified as 
nOll-deviant: the samc applies to the right-hand circle with respect to the 
classification into criminal and non-criminal behaviour. The common area 
where the two circles overlap contains behaviour which is both deviant 
and criminal - but behaviour may also be judged deviant without 
being criminal and behaviour which is not deviant may be judged 
criminal. Obviously the amount of such c<)nceptual overlap is a function 
of the behavioural correlation of the respective standards of classification. 

Let us, for example, consider deviant as being defined in terms of 
the criterion of middle-class rules of conduct, behaviour being classified 
as deviant if it differs from the model behaviour serving as the rule of 
conduct of middle-class people. In this case, exceeding the speed limit 
on city streets, fur instance, would not be called deviant although this 
same behaviour, if recorded officially, is liable to state punishment and 
thus has to be classified as criminal. Conversely, homosexuality among 
consenting adults may still be considered deviant according to middle
class standards even if no longer prosecuted by law. 

Figure 2 is still an oversimplification, however. Quite often one 
and the same kind of behaviour is judged in relation to several criteria 
of evaluation, depending on the social role and social class of the person 
exhibiting this behaviour, and on situational, temporal, regional, urban! 
rural and other circumstances. Thus, regional, social class, and other 
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subcultures also differ in their views of what is regarded as deviant 
behaviour. And in addition to this within-culture variability there is 
a large between-culture variability in the criteria for deviance and crime 
(c£, for example, SUTHERLAND & CRESSEY, 1960, p. 15 £). To be 
realistic, figure 2 should be redrawn to show many different, only partly 
overlapping circles for each concept. With such great variability in 
behaviour norms vis-a-vis one common set of legal norms even within 
a given culture (3), attempts to account for crime in terms of deviance· 
are futile. This leads to the conclusion that the traditional covariance 

(3) In the case of individuals el!:hibiting multipl('. sub-culture membership, 
multiple ~'oles etc., the different norms may even be in. conflict within one 
individual, the [same behaviour being both deviant and non-deviant, de
pending on its judgmental context. 
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hypothesis (of penal law and social I:orms) is untenable, and that 
mechanisms of behavioural deviance cannot explain why people commit 
acts which are classified as crimes. And instead of trying to account for 
deviance and crime per se on the level of behaviour, the scope of analysis 
will have to be extended to include the variables underlying the societal 
mechanisms of behaviour classification and control. This will be at
tempted in section 3. 

3. A model of social systems with respect to deviance and crime 

3.1 Basic assumptions 

The model maintains that the working of a social system can be 
described by a utility model (4) of social action. 

Let: 

at - a certain state of affairs of social relevance (e.g. someone 
committing a certain crime); 

rij - a particular societal reaction rj to this state of affairs (e.g. 
sending the offender to prisoo for two years or handing him 
over to a psychiatric hospital for medical care); 

Pij the conditional probability that rij will occur in response 
Z; 

to ai, so that . Pij 1.00 ; 
J 

Vi - value (positive, zero, or negative) of state of affairs ai 
(if at is a crime, Vi will generally be negative, as crime 
means costs to society); 

c· J 

value (positive, zero, or negative) of societal reaction rij 
to aj (if at is a criminal act and rij the reaction to this 
offence, Vij will be positive ifthis reaction (e.g. imprisonment 
of the offender) represents a gain to society, zero or negative 
or otherwise); 

costs incurred by society in executing reaction q costs of 
imprisonment, of running hospitals, etc.). 

(4) See, for example, WALD (1950) for a general treatment of utility theory 
and decision theory. 
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It is required that Vi, Vij, and Cj be measured along the same 
quantitative scale (which need not be a monetary one). If 

Pi = the probability that state of affairs at will occur (e.g. that 
a bank robbery will be committed, and 

11 the number of times a decision has to be made as to which 
societal reaction fj, if any, is to be selected (i.e. frequency 
of occurrence of at requiring a decision as to social action), 

the model maintains that, as 11 becomes a large number, a societal 
system has to behave in such a way that the overall utility 

z; ~ Z; ~ Z; 
U - n . Pi Vi + (n . Pi . PU vij - n . Pi . Pjj Cj) 

1 1 J 1 J (1) 

is at least non-negative. Obviously this assumption is a necessary pre
requisite for a societal system to be able to continue its specific way of 
functioning can no longer be sustained owing to lack of resources. (5) 

Let us briefly examine some components and properties of this model, 
beginning with the value parameters: Ideally, the value varil'lble vij ought 
to be positive, that is society should gain something from reacting to ai 

with meastlre rj. Such gains could come from reduced recidivism on 
the part of the offender who has been SUbjected to ({ treatment» rj, 
the general deterrence effect of measure rj (reduction in the frequency 
of that crime and thus reduction in expected future societal losses from 
that crime), the value of behavioural improvement due to therapeutic rj, 
etc. As to the control !'actions rj, five major classes of reaction will 
des('rve special attention: 

(1) penal measures: punishment in the sense of penal law; 

(n) non-penal legal measures: compensation of victi.ms by virtue of 
civil law, administrative legal action, etc.; 

(lll) nOll-penal therapeutic measures: psychological, psychiatric, psy
chotherapeutic or other therapeutic treatment intended to 
change the offender's behaviour or behaviour disposition; 

(IV) lion-penal educative measures: ways of re-educating the offender 
towards the societal standards in question (e.g. special 
training, special edm:a.<ion, etc.); 

(5) A stronger formulation would actually require U to b~come a maximum 
relative to the variables il1 (1). 
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(v) non-penal sodal and environmental change measures: action initi
ated with the aim of changing the social or other environ
ment so as to reduce the likelihood of future deviation from 
the various behavioural norms (for example: therapeutic 
community approach, building city streets in a way which 
would preclude automobile-pedestrian accidents). 

Each of these five types of social action is based on a different 
« theory» of the behaviour ai which it seeks to control, vi?. that this 
behaviour can be conceived as being 

(1) criminal and therefore requiring to be punished; 

(n) socially harmful, though not criminal, and therefore re-quiring 
to be compensated for; 

(111) due to poor mental and/or physical health, and therefore 
requiring treatment; 

(lV) due to insufficient knowledge or education, and therefore 
requiring special education; 

(v) due to inadvertent social-environmental circumstances, and 
therefore requiring environmental support. 

The (implicit or explicit) decision process in the social control of 
deviance and crime has to serve three functions: 

(1) to decide which behaviours ai are to be subjected to the 
control process; 

(11) to decide which reactions (kinds of control) rj are to be 
selected; and 

(111) to decide on the probabilities pij connecting behaviour and 
the respective control measures. 

Cross-cultural comparison leads one to conclude that decision (11), 
the choice of control measures, is primarily a function of the technological
economic-scientific1evel of a society. Young cultures or cultures suffering 
from economic pressure tend to restrict control to punitive measures; 
as technology, economy and science develop, non-punitive legal mea
sures therapeutic, educative, and environmental-change measures seem 
to b~ added to the punitive measures in that order - subject to the 
restrictions of non-negative utility pointed out above. 
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The probabilities Pu originating from type (111) decisions describe 
the strategJ} of co~ltrol in a g~ven social system. Proper decisions of type (1) 
have recelVed httle attentlOn so far. They are, however, of special rel
evance to the deviance-versus-crime issue this paper is concerned with. 
For example, given inadvertent probabilities for acts ai and/or in
a~ve~tent values and. costs, there may be no solution to equation (1) 
Yleldmg a non-negatIve U. In this case a society will either have to 
improve on the costbenefit side (increase vij and/or reduce c') or change 
its tolerance level with respect to a i • J 

3.2 De'fiance and crime: four standards of behaviour c[assification, 
th(~ conflict model 

The general social control model presented in section 3.1 pre
supposes a society of but «minimum rationality»: The direct and in
direct gains from social conro! must al least equal the losses due to 
deviance and crime plus the cost of executing that control. We shall now 
consider the behavioural classifications underlying social control. 

. J?iffer~nt people behave in different ways, even under apparently 
IdentlCal C1rcumstances. Behavioural variability is in fact a very general 
phenomenon which holds true for all species, human and infrahuman 
(see, for example, ANASTASI, 1958) (6). And deviance and crime are 
no more than special cases of such individual variation. Thtrefore, the 
causal factors underlying deviance are the same as those responsible for 
th;: v.ariability of behaviour in general; to this must be added the dyna
mIC ll1tcrplay between these factors and the aforementioned variables 
of social control, including social perception and labelling. This inter
play i.s mediated through social behaviour classification standards. For our 
present purpose four such standards are relevant. Each implies classifi
cation with respect to a different judgmental criterion, viz.: 

(1) the true or real behaviour distribution: the statistical distribution 
of the behaviour variable in question, e.g. the frequency 
distribution of shop-lifting (how many, say, 30-year-olds 
have done it once, twice, etc.?); 

(ll) the presumed or image behaviour distribution: the distribution 
of the above behaviour variable as conceived by public 
opinion: 

(6) In the following we shall restrict ourselves to behaviour for which individual 
differellc;es are of a continuous quantitative nature (i.e. differences in the 
extent, degree, intensity, severety, and frequency of the behaviour in question) 
although a parallel derivation could be given for discontinuous and fo~ 
quantitative behaviour variables as well. 
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(111) the required, permissible, or norm distribution: the distribution 
of the same behaviour variable, subject to the requirements 
or restrictions of social norms and to their application in 
practice. Legal norms are an important special case; 

(IV) the presumed or image norm distribution: same as (m), but as 
conceived by public opinion, as to what is required by, or 
permissible according to, social norms. It reflects the way 
these norms are internalized in a given culture. 

Example: Figure 3A gives the real behaviour distribution (7) for the 
variable «speed when driving a car along a city thoroughfare»; we 
assume this distribution to be normal Gaussian. It shows that, on 
the average, people drive at 62 lan/h, with a standard deviation of 
about 10 km/h. The image behaviour distribution is given in Figure 3B. 
According to this second graph public opinion assumes that people 
at about 60 km/h (i.e. a little closer to the maximum speed permitted 
by traffic regulations). The major difference, though, is a drastic re
duction in standard deviation in comparison with 3B, public opinion 
l.mderestimating the actual extent of behaviour variability. Figure 30 
gives the norm distribution for the behaviour in question. With a speed 
limit of 50 kmJh and regulations prohibiting exc'!ssively slow driving 
this distribution should be positively skewed and exhibit a sharp break 
at 50 km/h. However, general traffic regulation enforcement policy 
tends to allow for speed excesses of up to about 10%. The curve thus 
falls of in a less abrupt manner to the right of 50. Finally, Figure 3D 
gives the probable image norm distribution in this case; it differs [rom 
30 in mean value, public opinion on driving norms appearing to be 
more permissive about excess speed thans are the law and the law 
enforcement authorities. 

Obviously, behaviour can be deviant with respect t() one, several 
or all of these four criteria - and deviance has an entirely different 
meaning in relation to each of the four criteria: actual statistical deviance, 
presumed statistical deviance, behaviour which does not conform 
with the norms, and behaviour which is presumed not conform with 
the nOl:ms. These distinctions are important for three reasons: 

1. - Criminological literature abounds with sophisticated treatises on 
the probable causes of deviance. Etiological factors held responsible for 
deviance in the past included medicalfactors (abnormal character develop
ment, psychiatric or neurological disorders), psydlOlogical factors (person
ality factors, early childhood influences, family and other socialization 

(7) All the distdbutions given are fictitious examples set up for illustrative pur
poses only. 
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influences, law awareness and law acceptance), socialJactors (differential 
association with sub-cultures, social class influences, social roles, the 
acceptance or rejection of social status) and what might be called 
societalJactors (anomie, the cultural lag hypothesis;,. The debate on their 
relative contribution to deviant behaviour overlooked that there may 
also exist a «differential as~ociation» between these putative deviance 
factors and the different deviance criteria: Medical and psychological 
factors will be instrumental in the development of deviance with respect 
to the true behaviour distribution criterion, social factors seem to be 
most influential in deviance in terms of the image behaviour distri
bution and the image norm distribution, while societal factors may play 
a major role in deviance with respect to actual norm distribution criteria. 

2. - For certain types of behaviour only certain distributions may be 
known or considered relevant. Thlls, for many crimes we have little 
knowledge about the real behaviour distribution (an issue known as the 
dark-figure problem of criminology); conversely there are instances of 
behaviour for which norms either do not exist or are not accepted or 
understooG in a uniform way. It is of paramount importance for 
behavioural criminology to carry out further very careful emperical 
research into this matter before using deviance as an explanatory con
cept in the field of crime. 

3. - Only simultaneous data on an four kinds, of criteria will enable 
the criminologist to deal effectively with the prevention and treatment 
of deviance and crime. He will also require data on the nature and 
degree of the variability in each of the four distribution criteria for 
different subsections of a social system (age groups, the sexes, occupa
tional groups, social classes, regional groupings, etc.). 

From a scientific point of view, this model is more powerful and 
flexible than a onc-distribution model (cf. WILKINS, 1964), for ex
ample). It also takes account of different forms of social conflict with respect 
to deviance and crime. As illustrated in Figure 4, public opinion may on 
the one hand en.' with respect to the actual behaviour distribution 
(conflicting self-image) or with respel.'t to the actu~l ~orms (~onflicting 
image of norms), and on the other hand - and th1s 1S more 1mportant 
in our present context - the real behaviour distribution or the image 
behavio1;l.r distribution may differ from the norm distribution for that 
behaviour. This constitutes a conflict between 1I0rms and behaviour: people 
behave differently (or think they behave differently) from the way they 
ought (or think they ought) to behave. And it is this conflict of norms 
and behaviour which gives rise to social control. We shall show that 
the kind of control exercised by society va.ries with the specific features 
of this conflict. Principally there are three major types of conflict 
between norms and behaviour: 
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FIGURE 4 
A schema of three kinds of conflict in behaviour evaluation 

(1) Type I conflict: the behaviour norm coincides with one extreme 
of the behaviour continuum and the norm distribution has a different 
mean, median, and mode than the behaviour distributiotl. This seems 
to be the case, for example, for various property offences; the norm 
requires that we never take, use without permission, keep or damage 
anything belonging to another person. In contrast, according to the 
research on self-reported crime both the real and the image behaviour 
distribution seem to be (symmetrical or asymmetrical) distriibutions of 
a sizeable standard deviation and to have a mean deviating from the 
extreme behaviour l'equired by the norm. The norm distribution itself 
may be rectangular or J-shaped (8). A steep rectangular norm distri. 
bution indicates a stricter norm (or a stricter application of the norm) 
than in the case of a J -shaped norm distribution. The latter will be 
obtained if in certain (e.g. extenuating) circumstances -some slight 
deviation from the ideal norm is still tolerated (for instance, petty theft 
of food committed by a pvor and hungry adolescent). 

Figure 5 illustrates various forms of this type I conflict between 
norms and behaviour. The behaviour continuum (abscissa) may be any 
behavioural dimension (frequency or intensity of an act) correlated with 
an aspect of seriousness, harmfulness, or simply evaluation as good or 
bad behaviOllr. In Figure SA the behaviour norm is strict (rectangular 
distribution) and requires behaviour at the lower end of the continuum. 
The behaviour distribution overlaps the norm distribution to a consider-

(8) A distribution is called J-shaped if its mode (frequency maximum) coincides 
with one of the extremes of the behaviour continuum. 
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able extent. The resulting conflict is thus smaller than the one shown 
in Figure 5B. In Figures 50 and 5D the norm is less strict (J"shaped 
norm distribution); 50 illustrates a mild conflict and, 5D a serious one. 
Finally, Figure 5E illustrates the coincidence of the norm with the 
higher end of the behaviour continuum (e.g. the religious norm of doing 
good for one's fellow man). Irrespective of the shape of the norm distri
bution, Figures 5A and 5D illustrate symmetrical behaviour diRtributions, 
and 5B, 50, and 5E asymmetrical behaviour d.istributions. 

(2) Type II conflict: the behaviour norm coincides with one extreme 
of the behaviour continuum, but norm distribution . .md behaviour 
distribution do not differ in central tendency (mean, median, or mode). 
In such a c<.se, typically behaviour distribution will be an extremely 
skewed, or even .I-shaped, distribution of the same mode as the norm 
distribution but with a different mean, median, and standard deviation 
(average de'.'iation of cases from the mean). This seems to hold true 
for behaviour resulting in the infliction of physical or psychological 
injury on others, i.e. various forms of assault, indecent assault, causing 
bodily harm, offensive behaviour, etc. In type L conflicts between 
norm and behaviour the most frequent behaviour (i'. f. the mode of the 
behaviour distribution) is in accordance with the norm, bl.l.t both the 
mean or median behaviour and the standard deviation of the behaviour 
distribution are outside the norm distribution. 

Figure 6 gives examples of such type II conflicts between norms 
and behaviour. In 6A the two distributions have the same mode and 
median, in 6B only the same mode; in each case the behaviour distri
bution has a higher mean and standard deviation. in 60 a behaviour 
distribution is shown in conflict with a particularly strict (or strictly 
applied) norm. 

(3) Type III conflicts: the behaviour norm refers to an intermediate 
section of the behaviour continuum somewhere between the two extremes. 
For example, one must neither exceed the speed limit nor drive so slowJ.)' 
as to impede the traffic. The conflict cap take various forms depending 
on the form of the behaviour distribution and that of the norm distri
bution (cf. Figure 7). 

Finally there is yet a fourth type of relationship between norm 
distribution and behaviour distribution' which, however, no longer gives 
rise to conflict. In this lJpe IV relationship the norm distribution is rec
tangular (or nearly rectangular) over the total range of the behaviour 
continuum (see Figure 8 fOl an example). This is the case with behav
iour continua for which there is no (or no pronounced) social norm so 
that, from a normative point of view, each section of'the continuum is 
equally admissible and thus equally probable. Rectangular or nearly 
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rectangular norm distributions indicate complete or nearly complete 
liberalization for that behaviour continuum. For example, voting 
behaviour in public elections has rectangular norm distributions in free 
democratic societies. Other things being equal, this liberalization of 
behaviour is one of the signs of societal evolution: the higher the evolu
tionallevel of a social system the larger the number of behaviour continua 
that have become liberalized in this manner. Religious affiliation, once 
the case of collective warfare and individual praise or punishment, but 
today liberalized in free societies, is one example; the growing tolerance 
of other races and cultures is another. At the present time the liber
alization of various kinds of sexual and sex-related behaviour is occupying 
the attention of several European countries. 
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3.3 Resolution of the conflict between norms and behaviour: 
an expanded model of social action and control 

We now are in a position to expand the basic propositions of section 
3.1 into a more complete model of sodal action and control with regard 
to deviance and crime. We have said earlier that a social system has 
at its disposal a range· of alternative measures or reactions to those 
behavioural states of affairs which it wishes to control because of their 
negative value for some, many, or all of its members. Each of these 
measures resuits in a value (Vii from reacting to aj by rj), and each 
measure also results in costs (Cj). In this case the minimum rationale 
for the social action of such a system is to select the behaviours to be 
controlled to select the control measures, and to devise a control strategy 
(given by probabilities PU) in such a way that the costs, the positive 
and the negative values will at least b~lance out evenly over aU actions 
of the social control. Now the developments of section 3.2 allow us to 
further explicate this model with respec::t to the societal decisions in· 
volvl;:d in devising such a control strategy. We shall do this in six main 
statements and some corollaries: 
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(i) Economic and technological conditions, together with other 
cultural determinants, give rise to a certain value system in 
a society. 
Also the values Vi of behavioural state of affair ai and the values 
vij of the control measures are determined by and expressed 
within the framework of this value system. They change with 
changes in technology, economics, or the culture of the social 
system (cf. the value of stealing food in war time as compared 
to the value given of that same behaviour in prosperous times 
of peace). 

Oi) As far as the values of behaviour are concerned, the value 
system gives rise to social norms of behaviour. 

(iii) Fm' each behaviour continuum the first term on the right-hand 
side of equation (1), 

(2) 

defines a value junction for the consecutive scale points i of this 
continuum. 

The value function gives the expected value (expected gain or loss) 
of behaviour up to point 1 of the continuum. It is a monoto
nically increasing function of i. Similarly, value functions can be 
defined for the continua of control actions. 
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(iv) For each behaviour continuum a tolerance threshold (critical value 
of Wi) is set by society, subject to the required non-negativity 
of U in eq\lation (1). 

Thus, if there were only one behaviour continuum to be con· 
trolled, the tolerance threshold would be identical with that 
point ai along the continuum at which the bracket~d term in 
equation (1) first exceeds the respective value function for that 
behaviour. With more than one behaviour continuum to be 
subjected to control the tolerance threshold for each continuum 
obviously has to be set with reference to all other continua and 
any simple change in one tolerance threshold is likely to affect 
all the other thresholds. The same holds true of changes in the 
value system and the range, value and costs of control actions. 

(v) If the value function of a given behaviour does not exceed the 
threshold criterion, that behaviour continuum ought not to be 
subjected to social control (liberalization according to type V). 
Conversely, all behaviour whose value function exceeds the 
tolerance threshold will give rise to social action aimed at re
solving this conflict between norm and behaviour. The resulting 
social action is called social control if the resolution of this conflict 
is sought by changing behaviour so as to make the behaviour 
distribution converge towards the norm distribution. Alterna
tively, if the conflict is resolved by changing the norm to con
form more closely with the behaviour distribution, social action 
will take the form oflegal riform (e.g. decriminalisation), a change 
in the value system and/or law enjorcement. In this process the 
tolerance threshold ought to be subject to a continuous re
evaluation resulting fr0m the choice of measures of social action. 

(vi) The form of social control (the choice of control measures rj) 
depends also OIl the type oj conflict prevailing between norm and 
behaviour. 
The typical reaction to type I and III conflicts will be either 
non.penal measures of social control or less severe forms of 
punishment. In type I conflicts a decrease in statistical overlap 
between the behaviour distribution and the norm distribution 
will necessitate very high tolerance thresholds and/or low-cost 
control measures. 
Non·controlling action such as legal reform a'ld decriminali
zation will have to be considered as serious alternatives. With 
behaviour resulting in high losses to society, educative and 
environmental change measures may.be the only practical means 
of control (cf. road safety and traffic offences). 
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Conversely type II conflicts account for much of what is known 
as «traditional criminality », and punitive measures are the 
traditional form of social control in dealing with them. Very 
little is known about the value function and relative costs of 
these control measures, particularly in comparison with the 
value functions of the behaviours subjected to such control. 

4. Factors encouraging deviance 

There can be little doubt that the model of deviance, crime and 
social reaction presented in the preceding section of this paper may 
not be complex enough in some of its assumptions and may deal rather 
superficially with the dynamics of the various individual and social 
forces involved. On the other hand, the model may already look quite 
difficult and complicated enough owing the number and nature of the 
parameters introduced and their inter-relationship in determining practi
cal social action. But one lesson to be learned from a more careful study 
of the mechanisms of behaviour, social opinion, social norms and their 
enforcement is that our traditional way of concept formation in this field 
should undergo a healthy broadening of perspective. The characteristics 
of deviance and crime are open to serious misinterpretation if deviant 
and criminal behaviours are explained solely in terms of the factors 
operating on the part of the individual offender. In addition to the 
organic, psychological, and sociological factors which cause people to 
differ in their behaviour, there are the mechanisms of behaviour classifi
cation and control explained above, which operate in a social system at 
large, and which determine whether certain forms of behaviour cause 
social concern ar.d are given labels such as deviance and crime. Because 
of this dynamic interplay it is correct to say that, everything else being 
equal, a social system will indeed manifest the extent and kind of deviance 
and crime which it has «decided» to «have » - i.e. through its 
decision as to how it should classify and react to its members' behaviour. 
This fact should be taken into account in the study of factors encouraging 
deviance. 

The model presented in section 3 also illustrates how little empirical 
Imowledge we actually possess about the major variables operating in 
this field. We are not in a position to describe the respective social 
mechanisms even in terms of this model, simplified as it may be. All we 
do know is the norm distributions for those norms which have become 
legal norms. We have little systematic knowledge of other norm distri~ 
butions and their variability, and of image norm distributions, let alone 
of the real and image behaviour distributions and their variability in 
relation to social indicators. One has to fully comprehend this fact in 
order to be aware of how wide a gap there is between our actual knowledge 
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about deviance and crime on the one hand and criminological and other 
theorizing about these phenomena on the other. « More data and less 
theory» may be a healthier point of view for the years to come. This is 
especially true of putative etiological factors of deviance which have an 
important effect on prevention and treatment policies. This point may 
be illustrated by the following examples. 

Rapid technological development has been assumed to encourage 
the frequency and extent of deviance. The cultural lag hypothesis of 
sociological criminology would make this a plausible assumption. On 
the other hand, we have no systematic data to hand to verify this hypo
thesis in a scientifically conclusive manner. The development of a « youth 
society» in recent years has certainly transformed norm distributions 
as they are accepted by teenagers and yotmg adults. But how far is this 
development actually a deviation by the young away from the rest of 
the population and how far is it a two~sided affair, with each side having 
its own specific motivation? 

Or consider the mass media and their possible influence on deviance 
and crime. Films shown on television may induce imitative aggressive 
behaviour on the part of the viewers. Experimental psychologically 
studies of overt aggressiveness in children following the TV presentation 
of aggressive films (westerns, crime films, etc.) give evidence to the 
contrary however: the films did not increase either the frequency or 
the intensity of aggression in these children (cf. FESHBEIN, 1971). 
Obviously imitation learning cannot be the whole story, and these 
studies also showed why this is so. Most of the children in the experiment 
maintained a certain «cognitive distance» from the medium and con
tent of the TV films. In addition, the effect of the films was much more 
of the need-fulfilment kind (satisfying one's own aggressive tendencies 
by temporarily identifying with aggressive behaviour in a non-commital 
socially accepted situation) than of the need-arousing one (stimulation 
of aggressive motives due to watching other people's aggressive con
duct) (9). \Ve have no systematic information, however, on the statis
tics of these psychological effects of mass media and on their covariation 
with different social indicators. 

This list could easily be continued at length. The few examples 
given, however, suffice to illustrate the point in question: Since social 
norms and the utility of social action (with resp'~\!!t tu a certain system 
of values) determine what is regarded as deviant and criminal and how 
this behaviour is to be controlled, stereotypes and belief systems will play 

(9) Similarly, pornography is reported to have become less of a problem in 
Denmark since its liberalization. 
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an important part in the perception of such behaviour. The criminol
ogist, the penologist, and the legislator will all be open to such in
fluences as well, as long as therc is no relevant objective evidence avail
able. So the second lesson to be learned from section 3 is the tremendous 
importance of objective data on deviance and crime (both fro m a 
scientific and from a socialplanning point of view) and of knowing where 
to look for it. 

The third and final, but not least important, lesson concerns the 
working of social control itself. The application of a utility model such 
as the one explained above the first step towards a rational evaluation 
of the benefits of the system being studied. Estimates of the respective 
behaviour distributions, values and Costs "vill enable the strategy of con
trol and the implicit tolerance thresholds to be tested with respect to 
the miillmum requirement of non-negative utility. This in turn will 
enable practical criminology to evaluate the degree of rationality and 
efficiency of our existing system of social control in the various areas of 
deviant and criminal behaviour. Arid it will enable the scientist to 
specify his model and improve his understanding of deviant behaviour 
and the way society reacts to it. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper investigates deviance, crime, and their respective social 
control from a strictly psychological, i.e. behavioural approach. 

In sections 1 and 2 evidence is presented to the fact that deviance and 
crime are but partly overlapping concepts of behavioural classification 
depending on the degree and nature of the standards of reference em
ployed in each classification. Deviance refers to behaviour which differs 
from a standard, crime refers to the classification of behaviour according 
to the criterion «punishable by the state ». The nature as well as the 
explanation of behavioural deviance is complicated by the fact that the 
same behaviour is likely to be judged and evaluated simultaneously 
with respect to several different standards of reference, depending on 
the age, sex, and social class of the person showing this behaviour and 
of the person evaluating it. Thus, the same instance of behaviour may 
be deviant or not, depending upon circumstances. 

In section 3 a model is presented which maintains that the working 
of a societal system can be described in terms of a utility model taking 
into account the values and costs of the behaviour to be controlled and 
of the respective control measures. The minimum assumption for such 
a model is non-negative utility so that values and costs will at least 
balance out even. On the subst&ntive side five classes of control measures 
are distinguished and three kinds of decision processes underlying these 
control procedures. It is maintained furthermore that social control will 
take place whenever there is a conflict between actual behaviour and 
any of the four different standards f01" behavioural classification set out 
in the., text, given that the value of this behaviour exceeds a certain 
tolerance level set by societal decision. Depending on the kind of the 
conflict and the nature of the behavioural standard involved a different 
control procedure will be enacted. Also the explanation of deviance 
(and for that matter: of crime) will have to differ with the standard 
of reference against which a behaviour is judged. 

In the final section 4, the model is applied in indicating the kind 
of empirical data required for theoretical criminology and for practical 
criminal policy. Emphasis is given to the need for empirical research 
on the four types of behaviour distributions developed in the text, on 
the social tolerance threshold and - most important - on the decision 
processes and social control strategies underlying traditional penal 
procedutes. 
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A. THE CONCEPT OF DEVIANCIE 

It is a remarkable fact that a learned society consisting mainly of 
penal lawyers, organizing a congress that is meant primarily for people 
working in one of the legal professions, should want to occupy itself 
with a theme as broad as «deviance)}. 

The concept of deviance is an evasive one which has been defined 
in at least two fundamentally different ways: 

(a) Deviant behaviour is behaviour which violates institutionalized 
expectations (COHEN (1)), departs significantly from the norms set for 
people in their social statuses (MERTON (2»), and does so sufficiently 
to exceed the tolerance limit of the community (CLINARD (3)). 

(b) Deviant behaviour is behaviour so labelled (BECKER (4)), 
it is not a property inherent in certain forms of behaviour but rather 
a result of creative and successful action by social control agencies 
{ERIKSON (5)); it is the product of the responses of the conventional 
and conforming members of the society (KITBUSE (6)). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

COHEN, A. K, Deviance and COlltrol, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1966. 

MERTON, R. K, Social Theory and Social Struclllre, New York, 1968 (1957). 

CLINARD, M. B., Sociology rif Deviant Behaviour, New York, 1968 (1957), 
p.22 (quoting C. C. van VECHTEN, 1940). 

BECKER, H. S., Olltfiders, New York, 1963. 

ERIKSON, K T., Notes 0/1 the Sociology rif DCliiallCe, in: Sodal Problems, 9, 
p. 308, 1962. 

KITSUSE, J. 1., Social Reattiolls to DCllimlt Behavior, in': Social Problems, 9, 
p. 253, 1962. 
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Both categories of definitions have their weaknesses, but before we 
go into that, it should be explicitly noted that deviance according to 
either type of definition encompasses a much larger set of (norm~trans
gressing or labelled/stigmatized) acts than even the most fanatic and re~ 
pressive of penal lawyers could possibly want to deal with. 

Criminal and delinquent behaviour, even if we consider it very 
broadly, induding pre-d<::1inquent acts and also acts that just happen 
to have been considered criminal at a certain time in a certain place, 
only form a small and diminishing subset of all the behaviour that might 
somewhere, in certain conditions, be regarded by certain people as 
deviant. 

The sick, the mentally ill, the crippled, the manifestly neurotic, 
(he aged, the young, foreigners, social upstarts, intellectuals, artists, 
geniuses, women, social reformers, mystics, in short anyone who is not 
that hypothetical male, WASP (<<white, American, sane and protestant »), 
may be considered and in certain circumstances treated as a deviant 
person, manif(;sting deviant behaviour. And that, of c;ourse, is far more 
than any penal lawyer who is not a sociologist would want to bother 
himself with. 

So when penal lawyers talk or write about deviance, what they 
really have in mind is probably deviance with respect to the present 
local penal law: deviance in the form of criminality, or behaviour border
ing on it, if the behaviour has not been criminalized yet: behaviour 
possibly analogous to crime as we define it. 

This implicit restriction with regard to «deviance» is no problem 
among lawyers, but it might create a social problem if the general public 
came to regard de\'iance as something equivaiellt to, or resembling 
criminFl.l bellaviour. So let us declare from the outset, that. what we 
really have in mind at this congress is : deviance in relation tv the penal law 
and the penal system. 

The definition of deviance according to type (a) mentioned above, 
thus implies in the restricted sense that deviant behaviour is behaviour 
which violates antecedent penal law (or norms that are possibly 'dut 
to be formulated as penal norms) and that exceeds the tolerance limit 
of the penal system. 

vVe then immediately run into difficulties. Thanks to empirical dark 
number studies (7), it is by now a well~known lact that practically all 

(7) For a first overview of dark n'umbel' research by lntel'Vlewing potential actors 
see, e.g., GOLD, M., Undetected Delinquellt Behavior, in: Journnl if Research in 
Crime ami Delinquency, 13, pp. 27-46, 1966. 
This type of research has rer:ently been done amon&, students in Holland by 
'R. lONGMAN, of Groningen UniveJ;sity. 
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of us now anu again commit acts that are infringements of penal norms. 
But only a very small minority of those who commit criminal a~ts. are 
detected, prosecuted and convicted, i.e. come to be known as cflmm~ 
deviants (and come to be considered as people for whom treatment 111 

some form or another seems necessary). .. 
What is clearly lacking in definition (a), when used m tht: restl'lcted 

sense of interest to penal lawyers and criminologists, is that chance and 
perceptibiliry playa major roll in determining whether or not a person 
shall be considered deviant with respect to the law. (We also Ja:ow 
that the penal treatment, be it repressive ur very humane, once apP.hed, 
tpnds to work as a deviance-amplifier (WILKINS (8)). These conSIder .. 
a~ions might make us more towards a type (b) definition. 

But the other type of definiticn, which stresses not so much the 
activities of the performer as the influence of her or his fellow-~umans 
in the creatIOn of deviance, also has its drawbac~{S. It does a~mlt more 
insight into the fact that any penal law system is ,a rather a.r~l:rary a,nd 
highly selective system. It does draw our attentlO~ to ~C~1Vltles whl~h 
are often overlooked the selecting, labelling and stigmatIzmg of certam 
people by the community, and the human need ~o cre~te scape-goats 
(CHAPMAN (9»). But it seems too easy a solUtlOn ol.the very real 
differences between, £8Y, a sadistic murderer, a professlOna~ b~l'g~ar, 
a compulsive arsonist, an occasional shop-lifter, a person mfrmgmg 
some minor traffic regulation) a hippie sleeping out m the streets and 
industrial polluter. . \ 

Whereas the definition of deviance accordmg to type (a) would -
at least when applied to criminology - imp!v a d~stinction b.e~ween 
people that just does not exist to that degree m re(lhty,. a defimtIOn of 
type (b) would imply more similarity tha'1 there really ~s. 

Roth SARTRE (10) and RYLE.(lJ) drew attentlOn to the fact 
- that to be say potentially a «great writer» does not mean very much 
if one nev~r w~ites anything g"eat during one's lifetime. To be poten-
~ially a big-time thief and a ruthless murderer, which ,,;e .ma: prob-
ably are) is still very far removed from ar.tually comml~tme "cts. 

Though the labelling prOLes may pe inconstant. ~rbitrary ' .• elec
tive there are still distinctive stimuli that may ehclt th~ selectIve re
spo~ses, and not all of us provide of the same stimuli for the labelling 
community. . ,. . 

The dilemma that either defimtlOn of deVIance confronts. us WIth 
- particularly if we want to narrow it down to criminal deVIance -
has been indicated in criminological literature, by seme authors at least. 

(8) WILKINS, L. T., Evaluatioll of Pt/wl Measmes, New York, 1969. 

(9) CHAPMAN, D. H., Sociolog)' and the Stereotype of the Crimitlal, London, 1968. 

(10) SARTRE, J. P., L'e/re et te Neallt, Paris, 1961 (1943). 

(11) RYLE, G., The Concept oj Milld, London, 1962 (1949). 
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The two most important proposed solutions to the dilemma are the 
following: 

(A) To make a clear distinction betwt'en deviant acts (which all of us 
commit from time to time) and a deviant identit.y (which is the 
product of « visibility» and labelling); 

(E) To treat only secondalY deviance (deviance that has come to be used 
as a role, as an adaptation mechanism for self-defence, reaction
formation etc., i.e. as a reaction to the community's reaction to 
primary deviance) as «the real thing ». (12) 

Both proposed solutions still fall down in one important respect: 
if we consider a person deviant (or for that matter secondarily, that is 
«seriously», deviant) it implies that she or he is behaving according to 
the rules of some subculture. 

(A deviant is, of course, not without norms, although he does not 
behave according to the dominant norms in a certain context. The sub
culture is a system of non-dominant norms which she or he, for some 
reason or other, allows to prevail.) But is there really one dominant 
culture with a hierarchy of several subcultures « under» it? Or should 
we admit that part of our dominant (legal) norm is also the expression 
of the interests of certain dominant group(s) and that what we t(;'nd 
to define as deviance may be, partly, subcultural behaviour in the 
traditional sense, partly the expression of very realistic alternative norms 
and values, ill the il1tere&ts of groups of people other than those that 
draw up the Jaw? 

The concept of deviance as such, regardless of hl)w it is specified, 
seems to imply a kind of harmony model thai' is further removed from 
empirical reality in 01: ~ pluriform, dynamic modern society than a 
conflict model (in which there would be no room for the concept of 
deviance) n~ight be. 

We shaH come back to this point later. 

B. TRADITIONAL REACTIONS TOWARDS DEVIANCE 

It seems st'J.'crfiuOl.ls to note what the traditional reactions towards 
deviance have been in the past and which traditional reactions still pre
vail. The catalogue of ancient and modern penal sanctions, from torture 
and imprisonment to therapy and the fine, is familiar to us all. 

Both the general public's reac .ion towards deviance (whether de
fined as criminal or not) and the institutionalized legislative and peniten-

(12) LEMERT, E. M., Social Pathology, New York, 1951. 
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tiary reactions demonstrate. however, several common fundamental 
traits. In practice there is, of course, a very real difference between the 
burning of a witch, the banishing of a person considered dangerous, 
the imprisonment of a small-time thief, and the therapy imposed upon 
a compulsory arsonist. Yet all of these vastly different reactions do 
resemble each other in a few important respects. The traits that they 
have in common are (the order i; arbitrary): 

(a) they create a distance between the deviant and the community, 
Inaking the deviant into «different kind of person»; 

(b) they isolate the deviant from the community by some physical 
means or other; 

(c) they mark the deviant more or less permanently, using methvds 
ranging from physical branding (as employed even in World 
War II by the Germans), to verbal labelling, and social stig
matizing. In short they make the deviant into a scapegoat 
(CHAPMAN (7)). 

It is indeed very remarkable t.h.at the same fundamental traits are 
present in both very ancient and very modern reactions towards deviance. 
Even the most m.odern and· enligl.tened reaction towards deviance, 
therapy by medically qualified per~ons instead of primitive sanctio~s by 
legally qualified ones, still show very clearly the same three tralts of 
(a) dichotomizing people into «us» and «them », (b) isolating the 
deviants in preferably distant and rural spots (behind thick walls and 
windows or at least in an isolated house in a big park) and (c) labelling 
and stigmatizing them more often than not for the rest of their lives 
(regardless of the degree of inadaptation for which they were treated) 
as ex-patients, if not permanent psychopaths. 

The common traits in what are on the face of it very distinct forms 
of reaction towards deviance, have led sociologists to look for the «func
tion» (m.anifest or latent) that deviance has for a community. 

One of its primary functions has already been noted by DURK
HElM (13), one of the founding fathers of sociology, who wrote: 
« Crime brings together upright consciences alld concentrates them. We have ollly 
to I/otice what happens, particularly in a small tOWI!, when some moral scandal 
Jzas been committed. They stop each other on the street, the.)! visit each 'other, they 
seek to come together to talk of the event and wax indignant ill common. ( .... ) 
there emerges a unique temper ( .... ). That is the public temper». 

(13) DURKHElM, E., The Division if Labor in Sociery, New York, 19b5 (1933). 
Ori('inal French edition: De la divisioll du tnll'Cdl social, Paris, 1893. Th(' quo
tati~n stems from BOX, S, Deviance, Reality and Society, New York/London, 1971. 
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Some examples of collective white-collar crime are enviwnmental 
pollution, mislcading advertising, trust formation, bribery, illegal 
manipulation of the price system, discrimination against groups of 
employecs on physical grounds (coloured people, women, both 
coloured and white), and illegally using early inside knowledge 
about the rise and fall of the stock-markct to one's advantage (this 
has recently been criminalized in thc U.S.A.). 
Some examples of professional (individual) white-collar crime are 
fraud, bribcry, abuse of information (see above), abuse of power 
and medical crimc, 

III Re(Jl inJlovations, are, for example crime in connection with organ 
transplantation, data-banks, intruoion on privacy by means cf new 
electronic devices, hijacking aeroplancs. 

It should be noted that the dynamic, cultural explanatior lor new 
types of criminal deviancy mainly applies to crimes of category I (those 
traditional crimes that may really or apparently have increased), whereas 
category III has arisen from geniussely new technical possibilities for 
committing crime and from technical changes in the environment, where
as category II is less a matter of the person committlOg the act than of 
a change in consciousness among the general public. What was formerly 
not recognized as criminal behaviour a t all, either because of its relative 
insignificance or because of its imperceptibility or simply owing to 
traditional thinking may now become criminalized through a new 
awareness of its danger to the commOn welfare and its deliberate, per
nicious immorality. 

D. THE GENESIS OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR 

Anybody wishing to explain and predict deviant beh?viour (a rough 
description of some important types of which, old and new, has been 
given above) will have to rely on empirical research and its theoretical 
interpretation, or, thereafter i~ not yet available, on pre-empirkal theo
reti..:al models (19). Of course one can try to explain and predict deviance 
on the basis of experience and common sense, as most older lawyers 
would tend to do. This may lead to more 0)' less fortunate trial and 
error reactions to devjance in an attempt to control it. From the very 
poor result:, of traditional types of reaction to criminal deviance (maybe 
not as a general preventive measure but as a means of re-adapting the 

(19) For the methodological status of model;;, typologies, hypotheses, theories, 
explanation, predKiion, etc. (at least in one interpretation) see DESSAUR, 
C. r., FOl/lldatiolls rif T!recJry-Form~tioll in Criminology: a Methodological At.t(ysis, 
The Hague, 1971. 

." 

deviant person (20)), one gets the impression that it would be useful 
to attempt to work out a scientifically sound method of explanation 
and prediction. This in turn means that, since traditional lav\'yers have 
not been trained to carry out or even critically read empirical research, 
they will have to rely on information from criminologists who have been 
trained in behavioural sciences. 

What kinds of explanation do criminologists have to offer with 
regard to deviance, how can these explanations be reformulated as pre
dictions, and in which way do these explanations and predictions lead 
to a possibly more effective way of controlling (criminal) deviar:cy? 

Let us start by declaring that the main problem of a penal l~.wyer 
is hardly the treatment of those people who, owing to severe· psychotic 
disturbances, cannot adapt themselves to the proscriptions and pre
scriptions of the penal law, and for whom the exigencies both of every
day behaviour rules and of the specific penal norms of any time or place 
are beyond their emotional and/or mental capacity, Though, as a so~i
ologist, one might wonder whether social mech~nisms h~d ~ny role III 

their mental and emotional disturbance, we shall here omit thIS category 
of deviants for simplicity's sake and only look into the behavirur. of 
suppoJedly psychologically normal, responsible people. (For a SOCIO
logical approach to the mentally disturbed deviant see SZASZ (21) ) .. 

What is the matter with mentally «normal» people "'ho commtt 
deviant acts? From a suciological point of view there are, as we know 
already from the definition of deviance in chapter A above, two main 
classes of explanation; those that stress the individual origin of deviance 
and those that stress its environmental origins. 

Whe shall first take a closer look at the several genetic explanations. 
their possible empirical corroborations and theh implications for social 
control. 

(1) Genetic explanations of deviance stressing the abnormality of the 
individual. 

The two main categories of genetic explanations of deviant behaviour 
are the biological and the psychopathological. 

From a biological point of view, certain anomalies in a person's 
genetic and/or physiological make-up lead to behaviour L~at is unaccept
able to a given society. People who for s()me biological reason are more 
inc1ihed to aggressive behaviour than is usual in our (already rather 
aggressive, male-dominated) society, may easily find themselves in con-

(20) WILKINS, L. T., opus cil. 
(21) SZASZ, T. S., The .i\lylh rif MeJltallllJles, New York, 1961, and also: ibidem, 

. Ideolog)1 and Insaniry, New York, 1970. 
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fliet with the penal law, especially when traditional outlets like war and 
pioneering are blockt;d. Whether such people exist in significant num
bers, is, however, doubtful, given the long years of social training be
tween the original biological predisposition and the final clash with the 
dominant culture, and given the various outlets and sublimations that 
even an extremely high potential for aggressive behaviour may find. 

The most recent biological explanations of certain forms of deviancy 
are, } owever, more subtile. They do not stress so much .the abnormality 
of some constitutions, as the essentially normal, natutal and mor,~ cr 
less instinctive reactions of (some) people to unnatural circumstances. 
The overcrowding - aggressiveness hypothesis of ethologists is a good 
example of recent biological trends in the explanation of (some) deviant 
behaviour (22). 

From the psychopathological point of view, deviant behaviour is 
expla!ned in ~arious ways. Psyc~odynamic (Freudian and neo-Freudian) 
theones say, III essence, that eltber a person's subconscious, asocial or 
anti-~ ,cial strivings have become unusually strong through some process 
or other, or the other, more conscious psychological processes that nor
mally keep the Es (or Id) impulses under control, have remained or 
become unusually weak through some process or other. For a much 
more detailed exposition of the various psychodynamic standpoints 
(often mutually contradicting) and some fundament.al criticism of them 
all, see DESSAUR (23). 

Other psycho(patho)logicaI explanations are of the behavioural 
type i:e. p:opl~ who behave deviantly. (which is equated with wrong 
behavlour 1U tillS case), have been condItioned wrongly for some reason 
or other (24), 

Or they are of the frustration-agression type (a compromise between 
Freudianism and behaviourism) i.e. frustration (none too well defined) 
leads to aggression (also not very well defined). 

For a full survey of both the biological and the psychodynamic, so
called «control» theories. of deviancy, see A. K. COHEN (25). 

Notwithstanding the very heavy criticism that may be levelled at 
these ({ control» theories in general from a methodological and/or theo-

(22) ~or an intr?~uction to etholo.gy on aggression see: LORENZ, K., a,l Aggres
SIon, 19 (ongmal German edition: Das BO'se Zur Naturgeschiclzte elem8lltarer Ver
haltensweisen, Munchen, 1970. 

(23) DESSAUR, C. r., opus cit., Chapter V: Some Current Types qf Criminological 
ExPlatlqtion. 

(24) This ~s ~eoretic~lly the beha:iouri~tic assumption (PAVLOV; SKINNER). 
AppIrcatIons 0\ It a.re to be tound In what is generally termed «behaviour 
therapy», whIch IS ,,(hvcated (for criminals) by among others H. J 
EYSENCK. ' . 

(25) COHEN, A. H., opus cit. 
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retical point of view (or even because of their, often implicit ph.ilo
sophical-anthropological assumptions (26»), it is easy to see how they 
might be put the use if one believed in them (even if only partly or 
only for practical reasons). 

If it is true that the human male is, among all the higher species, 
the only intra-specific aggressive and even outright murderous (half.) 
genus, then special measures could be taken to create socially accept
able outlets for his aggression, and teaching and training should be 
explicitly aimed at the sublimating of aggression, especially for the less 
gifted. 

On the other hand, individual psychological deviancy should be 
coped with by individual therapeutic measures and individual preven
tion (the latter by means ofinformation for parents and teachers, among 
others, on how to educate young people in optimal Id-control). 

We shall revert to the treatment theme more extensively in the 
next chapter of this paper. Let us first examine what kind of theoretical 
reaction the so-called control-theories of deviancy evoked. 
(N.B. These control theories themselves may be seen as a reaction to 
rationalistic Enlightment trends (the so-called Classical School) in cri
minological thinking. Control theories drew attention to the fact that 
it may take more than quick, severe and consistent punishment to deter 
people from committing crimes. The irrationalistic roots of human 
behaviour were stressed and the foundations were laid for the present 
penal policy of holding many criminals not, or only partly, responsible 
for their deeds.) 

(2) Genetic explanations of deviance, stressing the strains and culture 
conflicts in society. 

The strain theorists' assumptions, most prominantly heralded by the 
American sociologist R. K. MERTON (27), are identical with those of 
the control theorists in so far as they tend to take for granted one dominant 
value system for any given cultw'e from which it is possible to deviate. 
However, when trying to explain behaviour in terms of deviant norms 
or striving for deviant goals, they are not looking so much for strains 
within the individual but for strains in her or his surroundings. At the 
root of their theory of deviance lies the philosophical-antropological 
belief that people, far from being «essentially» asocial or. anti-social 
by nature, want to conform and are motivated to manifest behaviour 

(26) 

(27) 

DESSAUR, C. r., Het Sociologische Mensbeeld, in: WENTHOLT, R. (ed.), 
Het }lfensheeld in de Wetenschappell, Rotterdam, 1972 (?) (forthcoming), 
(An expanded English version of this article, entitled F~milla Sociologica, is in 
preparation. ) 

MERTON, R. K., opus cit. 
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that is as well adapted to present standards as circumstances will permit 
them. 

It is predominantly owing to the lack ofkgitimate means to achieve 
dominant cultural goals (e.g. prosperity, power, status in the U.S.A.) 
that people become (criminal) deviants. Others may find a solution in 
consciously rejecting the dominant cultural goals (that happen to be 
unattainable for them) and become (criminal) deviants out of (un
conscious) spite. 

The strain theory, in its most well-known form the anomie theory 
and its derivates (such as CLOWARD and OHLIN's differential op
portunity theory (28) ), is in essence a social harmony model including 
the (superficially conflict) concept of social scarcity. 

Social control attempts which accept this attitude towards deviancy 
should be primarily of a macro-social kind, creating more opportunities 
for more people or indoctrinating people with the belief that there are 
alternative cultural goals which are equally as laudable as the scarce 
dominant ones. IViarxism, which because of its sh'essing of scarcity 
concepts has often been thought to represent a real conflict model within 
sociology, does offer in criminology a poim of view that is fundamentally 
similar to the harmony of anom:e-theorists. 

In the final and optimal communist society there will be no more 
crime, it is believed, because all people will agree on the goals that are 
striven after, and there will be no lack of opportunity for anyone to 
achieve the legitimate goals which are suited to her or his position and 
talents. Even today crime in Russia, either « does not exist» or it is 
a remnant of {( hourgeois mentality» that will eventually die out by itself. 

Both MertOllians and Marxists, by accentuating the role of scarcity 
and social strain in the genesis of deviance on the one hand, and by 
their belief in the fundamental unanimity and ideological equality of 
people on the other, would inspire penal policy makers to take the same 
kind of measures in treating and trying to prevent deviance. Both could 
convince the policy-makers of the essential futility of traditional treat 
ment (the prison or psychiatric institution) with regard to the macro
social causes of (criminal) deviance. Both ought to lead, if pursued to 
their logical end, to political measures beyond the merely temporary 
and partial individual ones, to fight deviance. 

In contrast to the excessively optimistic and rationalistic Classical 
School of Criminology, in contrast to the stressing of man's asocial animal 
nature by control theorists, but also in contrast to the (scarcity-creates
tensions-in-a-by-nature-harmonious-society) model of strain theorists, 
there are the viewpoints of those sociologists who eplain the genesis 
of deviance by (sub)cuItural (deviant) sociallearningplocesses. The main 

(28) CLOWARD, R. A., and LL. E. GHLIN, DelmquCIICY and Opportullily, New 
York, 1966 (1960). 
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exponent of this school of thought has been SUTHERLAND (29), whose 
ideas have been modernized and refined by many disciples, partly by 
the integration of his original « differential association» theory with con
('epts from role-theory, as attempted for instance by GLASER (30). 

According to the theorists of the cultura i deviance school criminal 
behaviour is learned in exactly the same way as conforming behaviOlJr, 
namely through social learning processes. In so far as deviant learnirlg 
processes, leading to deviant values and norms, are learned through 
parents and teachers, there is some correspondence between cultural 
deviance theorists and psychodynamic control theorists. However, most 
of the criminologists in this school would prefer to stress learning pro
cesses thrOl.',gh other agencies than parents and teachers. In particular 
they dre','" attention to the overwhelming importance of peer groups in 
the genesis of youthful gang behaviour (most juvenile delinquency is 
committed in larger or smaller groups and only rarely by the individual . 
alone). 

Apart from specific peer groups which may teach deviant values 
and norms, there is alw for instance, the lower class as a whole, with 
its subcultural values and norms (as compared to those of the dominant 
middle and upper classes) which may lead to a proportionaU)' greater 
lower class participation in crime (statistics). (See MILLER (31) on 
this point.) 

On the other hand, there is also a point of similarity between 
cultural deviance, theorists and strain theorists as opposed to control 
theorists. The former two both believe that cultural factors are respon
sible for the genesis of crime, whereas control theorists - in a modernized 
version of the Fall of .lvlan, now described in biological and/or psycho
logical jargon - see crime as an innate tendency of h'lmans. 

If these cultural deviance theorists are right, the social control of 
d~viance should be attempted through offering young people especially 
« good» possibilities of association and identification, in short the tra
ditional youth work approach would be most appropriate in the treat
ment and prevention of crime. 

The bewildered jurist, confronted for the first time with the several 
more or less contradicting explanations of deviant behaviour, may won
der' how social control of (criminal) deviance is to be effectively and 
efficiently attempted if the scientists do not agree on its causes. 

(29) 

(30) 

(31} 

SUTHERL\ND, E. H. and D. R. CRESSEY, Principles qfCrimillology, Phila
delphia, 19661. 

GLASER, D., Crimillali!y Theories and Behavioral Images, in: Am. J. qf Sociol., 
61, pp. 433-445, 1956. 
MILLER, W. D., Lower Class Culture as a GCIlerating Milieu of Gang Deli/!
quenC)', in: J. qf Social bsues, 1+, pp. 5-19, 1958. 
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To be really efficient and effective in the treatment and prevention 
of (criminal) deviance one should both know the factual manifestations 
of deviant behaviour very thoroughly (see Chapter C above for an 
attempt at a schematic description) and have some insight into its causes. 
(See this chapter for a perforce extremely succinct indication of some 
of the most important attempts at explanation. The literature given in the 
Notes should certainly be consulted if further and more detailed in
formation about them is required.) 

There is perhaps a way out of the labyrinth of conflicting expla
nations (and thus predictions) of deviant behaviot\r, namely by testing 
them empirically in so far as they are only pre-empirical models or 
hypotheses derived from tl:lese models. This testing has been clone, is still 
being done and 'will continue to be clone by criminologists trained as 
social scientists and might eventually lead to an empirically well-founded 
theory that could be a,;; effective a means of social control as physical 
theory (founded on tested hypotheses) is a means of contl'olling physical 
nature. 

However, as every scientist knows, it is a long way from the first 
attempts at empirical testing of hypotheses to unambiguous results. 

Further, most penal policy-makers, having been trained in the 
traditional way as jurists, are not able to read empirical research reports 
and the conclusions based on them, let alone read them critically. 

And last but not least, at the present time only a few initial attempts 
have been made to test explanatory assumptions empirically; the trend 
today is leading away from careful fundamental research and towards 
rapid solution~ for (partial) a,d hoc problems. 

For penal policy-makers, whose task it is to take decisions /lOW the 
completion of a sufficient amount of empirical testing and its trans
lation into everyday language may take too long. 

It seems that one very important thing for penal policy-makers to 
do is to start by reading as much of the scientific literature on criminal 
deviance as they are able to; their practical experience will then show 
them that it is absolute nonsense to speak of either deviance or crime 
as one category of behaviour. Both the explanations indicated so far, 
and the attempts at testing them empirically, have, often implicitly, 
been directed towards very specific and very diverse sub-categories of 
criminal behaviour. 

The application of specific knowledge to specific forms of deviant 
behaviour would raise social treatment above thelevel of the physician 
whose cure for all « illnesses» was to bleed all his patients. 

It should also be remembered that even the most ancient of crim
inologicai perceptions, tllose of the rationalist Classical School, contained 
the genns of a humanist approach that are sometimes lacking both in 
the irrationalist mechanistic psychodynamic schools of thought and in 
the sociological « social robot» school of thought (humans seen as being 
entirely determined by their social circumstances and surroundings). 
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To the ex.treme control theorist the human individual is essentially 
an irrational animal, to be conditioned in more social direction. 

To the extreme sociologist, motivation of the human individual 
stems from her or his social periphery instead of from within. 

Neither philosophy allows for autonomous individuals, deliberately 
and freely electing for an alternative culture (system of norms and 
values) be it either more or less noble than the dominant one (the 
ethical hierarchy of course as seen from the standpoint of the speaker). 

The latter category of deviants (and their treatment) will be dis
cussed in a separate and final Chapter F of this paper. 

E. NEW FORMS OF TREATMENT 

For many years already there have been movements in modern 
democratic societies to humanize penal treatmt'nt. Efforts have been in 
one or more of the followiug directions: 

(a) Traditional punishment is, at least in Holland, reduced to the 
very minimum. Nearly three quarters of the penal law infringements 
that are brought to the knowledge of the public prosecutors are not 
prosecuted at all for one reason or another. But then at the police level 
too there is very great discrepancy between the number of penal cases 
reported and the number of cases brought to the knowledge of the 
judiciary. Furthermore what comes to the knowledge of the police is 
only a small fraction of all the cases that the public might have reported. 
What is more, if prosecution and conviction do take place, there is 
a strong tendency to send only recidivists to jail (for relatively short 
periods in comparison with most other countries) and to take other, 
less drastic measures such as imposing fines and/or supervision if at all 
possible. 

(b) To take into account the psychological and/or biological and/or 
$I)cial factors that may have helped to a greater or lesser extent to drive 
a criminal to certain kinds of penal norm infraction. For the outright 
« compulsory» acts (32) or for those that seemed more or less inevitable 
in the circumstances, there has been a growing tolerance, especially 
among (younger, better educated and more enlightened) lawyers. In 
a way the feelings of the general public towards many types of criminals 
(including in European terminology «young delinquents») are more 
vindictive and repressive thiln those of the judicial establishment. 

(32) For a sociologkal critic of the concept of compulsory crime see: CRESSEY, 
D. R., Role Theory, Differe .. tial Association, and Compulsive Crimes, in: CRESSEY, 
D. R. and D. A. WARD (eds.), Delinquent!)', Crime, and SOCIal Process, New York, 
1969 (pp. 1114-1128). 
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Psychologists) social workers and/or psychiatrists are often consulted 

before and during the trial, and their help may be sought afterwards, 
either in traditional prisons or in penal treatment institutions, (some of 
the very intensive care type, such as the Van del' Hoeven Clinic at Utrecht 
or the Pompe Clinic at Nijmegen, to give tV'IO Dutch examples), or during 
« probation» and after-care. 

(c) Recently there have been some hesitant attempts to give young' 
delinquents especially a chance of « alternative» treatment. Special 
prisons for young people have been introduced, as well as a kind of 
«training camp », roughly of the Outward Bound School type, with peri-
pheral group therapy (33). 

(d) Under progressive governments a fairly large amount of money 
has been voted for youth work, recreational facilities and social work, 
no doubt partly (if most implicitly) intended as a means of prevention 
of crime and delinquency. 

(e) Decriminalizing former « crimes» by removing them from the 
ambit of penal norms and sanctions, either by abolishing the penal norms 
(homosexual acts between consenting people over the age of 16 (Holland); 
pornography (Denmark); abortion (England» or by transferring the 
norms from the penal law to the realms of civil, administrative or disci-

plinary law. 

Two important things should be noted. Firstly, the ttrm « treat 
ment» has been used here in a very broad sense, including not only, 
say, psychological/psychiatric treatment, but also prevention, de
criminalizat:on and alt.ernative measures such as, e.g., a penal training 
camp for the young. In short «penal treatment» has been used here 
as equivalent to «penal n'ul,tion» in one form or another, including 
even prison treatment. 

Secondly, though the trend is very much towards the reduction of 
traditional crime (dccriminahzat'on; no prosecl.ltion at all if possible), 
other « new» crimes are creeping in. 

In a modern, complex society many more laws, including penal 
laws, are needed to regulate social behaviour than was formerly the case. 
Furthermore white collar cr mes and crimes born of new technical 
possibilities (see C above) are generally inflating the potential criminal 
popul ation. 

From a scientific point of view the following questions are relevant: 

(33) 

9G 

E.g.1. in Holland the penitentiary training-camp for male youths on short 
sentences «The Corridor », at the town o( Zeeland in the province of 
North Brabant. 

2. in the U.S.A.: tir(' Highfield project. 
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(1) Given a certain classification of present crimes, which types of treat
ment are presumed to be the most adequate per category? 

(2) Given s:>me theoretical explanations of the genesis (and epidemiology) 
of crime, which types of treatment art" in accordance with which type of 
theoretical I causal and predictional) thinking? 

(3) Given the possibilities for empirical evaluation of several types of 
treatment, wl::irh have proved « the best» (according to which criteria)? 

( 4) Could one, ei ther on the basis of theoretical and empirical know
ledge, or by extrapolation of experience so far, guess which potentially 
effective types of treatment are at present still not employed? 
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Question (J) The following table is intended solely as a basis for 
discussion. 

TYPE OF CRIME 

Aggressive crime 

« Moral» crime 

Property crime 

White-Collar crime 

Against humanity 

POSSIBLE 
CATEGORY 

, 

Biological anomaly 
Psychological anomaly 
Social anomaly (e.g. 
overcrowding) 
Ideological anomaly 

Blasphemy; insulting 
behaviour; porno-
graphy; prostitution; 
homosexuality; 
abortion; soft drugs; 
suicide 

Need 
« Kicks»; the need to 
belong (namely to the 
gang) 

Ideological anomaly 

By individuals; 
by public enterprises 

Discrimination; 
exploitation, war 

TYPE OF 
TREATMENT 

Medical treatment 
Psychiatric treatment 
Social improvements 
(preventive) 
? (Perhaps prison) 

Decriminilization 

Social improvements 
(preventive) 
Retribution to victim(s) 
-I- psychological treat-
ment 
(Perhaps prison) 

-
Demotion, fines. 
Fines; nationalisation 
or stade supervision. 
Closing down 

? 

Question (2) What can be done by the judiciary? 

The judiciary machinery has a limited range of punishments from which 
to choose its reaction to a legally unwishable act. 
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(A) The discussion about what sort of treatment should be prescribed begins 
at the very highest - the legislative - leveL At this level decisions 
may be taken to decriminalize certain offences and to recognise the 
fact that certain types of behaviour (e.g. drug-taking, pornography, 
homosexuality and abortion) are fundamcntal human freedoms. 

(B) At the next level there is the executive (the police, the Department 
of Public Prosecutions, the judiciary, the prison system and the 
rehabilitation authorities). 

Many of these branches can make a contribution to treatment. 
(1)* The police only came into the scene at a fairly late stage in crim
inological literature. Up to now criminology has been almost exclu
sively concerned with the convicted delinquent. In fact there is no 
thought of treatment until the delinquent has been tried. The penal 
reaction has, one might say, been compartmentalized (DUSTER (34) ). 
In other words up to and during the trial eVf'ry organ of the judicial 
system is more occupied with proving the punishable act and declaring 
the offender to be guilty. During the whole of this phase the accent is 
on the proof of the moral turpitude of the offence and the offender. 
Only when this phase is completed is attention devoted to a possible 
« humane» execution of the sentence. In the case of the Netherlands 
this is not entirely true as - in contrast to other countries - a fair 
number of diagnostic and advisory reports are made by psychiatrists, 
psychologists and rehabilitation officers bifore the trial. 

One reason why the police have been given so little attention is because 
we have always considered the judge to be the most important dedsion
maker. In fact the judge only weighs up on a fine scale the raw -
selected - material presented to him or her by the police and the 
Department of Public Prosecutions. 
Research has shown (e.g. the recent work by JONGMAN (35» that the 
methods of the police arc very selective (lower classes). 
The whole process would be more humane if the polic(O were to remedy 
this selectiveness. Anothel' point concerning the poIrce is that they are 
eager to complete a case as quickly as possible. Often this means that 
fundamental rights are violated. In the Netherlands for example it is 
complained that the police often submit a request for remand in custody 

* 
(34) 

(35) 

This section was originally compiled by my assistant F. C. M. DENKERS, 
a socio-psychologist - C.LD. 
DUSTER, T., Melltal Illness alld Criminal Inlmt jn: PLOG, S. and R. ED
GERTON (cds.), Changing Perspectives ill Mell/al IUl2ess, New York 1969 
(pp. 523-537) (about compartmentalization of the judicial organs). 

.lONGMAN, R. W., Ollgelijke kansen ill de Rechtergallg! Assen, 1972 .. (Study. of 
the theory of and literature about, amongst other thmgs, the selectlVe polley 
of the police.) 
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in the interests of investigation into the case. These requests are then 
allowed by the "Rechter-Commissaris" (examining magistrate) more 
than should actually be permitted. 

During interrogations at the police station there are also very often 
cases of inhumane treatment. It is not sufficiently borne in mind that 
the person arrested is only a suspect. 

Yet it is at this stage that it is important that the reaction of the 
police should be equitable, as that can create fertile ground for later 
readiness on the part of the suspect to be influenced by other organs of 
the penal system. 

(2) The department of Public Prosecution: In the Netherlands there 
exists an «opportuniteitsbeginsel» by which the Department of Public 
Prosecutions may decide whether the case should go to trial or not (As 
result it is possible for the Department to decide not to prosecute cases 
of soft drug use in the Netherlands). Increasing use is being made of 
this facility. ''''hen a case has been dropped in this way there can be 
no further proceedings and the suspect need fear no penal sanctions, 
unless fresh evidence is produced. 

(3) The Judiciary: the Judge can make a choice between suspended 
and non-suspended fines. Empirical research (HOOD and SPARKS 
(36) ) has shown that fines and suspended prison sentences are at least 
as effective as non-suspended prison sentences if the later recidivism is 
taken as a cri'erion. There are even indications that a suspended prison 
sentence if more effective than a non-suspended one (WARREN (37) ). 
It has recently been shown in the Netherlands too (BUIKHUISEN (38) ) 
that the severity of the p~nalty imposed for driving under the influence of 
alcohol is not related to the incidence of later recidivism. The upshot of 
all this is that if the junge's aim is prevention of a particular crime 
he or she is free to choose and does not impose any severe penalties. 

There is however the possibility (and this has hardly been subjected 
to empirical research as yet) that there is a variation in the general 
preventive effect. If We are now discussing the humane treatment of 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 
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HOOD, R.,and R. SPARKS, K'!)! ISS/les in CrimitlOlogy, London, 1970. (Chapter 
headed; Assessing the Effectiveness qf Punishments and Treatments). 
(Survey of comparatieve studies on the effectiveness of judicial sanctions. 
Fines and suspended prison sentences are apparently at least as effective as 
non-suspended sentences with regard to recidivism. Open institutions are at 
least as effective as closed institutions.) 

WARREN, M., The Communi!), Treatment Project, in: JOHNSON, N., 
L. SAVITZ and M. WOLFGANG (eris.), Tlze Sociology of Punishment and 
Correction, New York, 1970 (pp. 671-683). 
(Empirical investigation. Susp~nded sentence accompanied by community 
treatment is superior to non-suspended sentence.) 

BUIKHUISEN, W., Speciaal-Preventief Effect van de strafmaat bij Rijders 
onder Invlocd, Criminologisch Instituut, Gr?ningen, 1971. 

.-

delinquents and if the aim is general prevention, then it is essential that 
research should be carried out into whether and to what extent general 
prevention is effl;'(;tivej for the sake of the individual delinquents who 
happen to get.caught and who become thl' agents through whom a 
policy of general prevention is conducted. This is indeed true of all the 
testable assumptions on which penal policy is based. 

(4) Even if the judge is sparing in his imposition of pri~on sent~nces 
(as is increasingly the case in the Netherlands), we are still left WIth a 
number of delinquents who are sent to prison. Here too the judge has 
powers of discretion (although in the Netherlands, it is the Pri~ons 
Directorate of the Ministery of Justice which decides the type of pnson 
to which a person is sent). 
Treatment-oriented institutions are at least as effective as more punitive 
institution~ (BAILY (39». The same conclusion has been reached in 
the Netherlands (FISELIER (40)) with regard to open and closed 
prisons. 
Whatever the category of the prison, there is, as we have already stated, 
no difference with regard to recidivism. This is a surpri:ling conclusion. 
One explanation is that the differences between the different prisons 
are not yet great enough. The lesson to be learned from this is that t~e 
authorities must experiment more with the prison system. The authOfl
ties often counter this suggestion by saying firstly that there is no money 
available and s~condly that they are restricted by public opinion. 
To the first our reply is, vote for the party which does support a different 
policy for the treatment of delinquents, and to ~he second, n~thing is 
known about public opinion. It may be as vaned as the delInquents 
themselves, and the conclusion is that there shu:tld be an investigation 
into public opinion. 
The fact that treatme1!t-ol"iented prisons (with staff psychologists, etc.) 
do not achieve better results in the long run suggests that it is not im
portant what happens to the delinquents i~side. the prison. . 
It is not so very important whether the regIme IS stnct or flexIble and 
whether there is psychological treatment or not. 
What is important for recidivism is what happens to the delinquent 

(39) 

(40) 

BAILY W. All Evaluation of 100 Studies tifCorrectional outcomes, in: JOHNSON, 
N., L. SAViTZ and M. WOLFGANG (cds.)) The Sociology gfPunishment and 
Correction, New York, 1970 (pp. 731-744). .• . 
(Survey of comparative studies of the effectlveneSJ of different types of prl~on, 
particUlarly treatment-oriented as opposed to punitive-o,:iented. It. was not pOSSible 
to show definitely the superiority of treatment-orIented prIsons.) 
FISELIER, J. P. S., D. betekellis van de open gestichten· voor de recidive, Crimino
logisch Instituut, Nijmegen, 1969. .. . . . , 
(Open Institutions are at least as effective WIth regard to recidIVism as c10seu 
institutions.) 
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after his release. There is empirical evidence as WHEELER (4l) has 
found, that the greatest problem with which detainees have to content 
during their term in prison is the later stigma and discrimination. 

Now that the duration of prison sentences has been cut down (at 
least in the Netherlands) any possibility that the detention as such has 
any effects, either positive or negative is also, of course, reduced. But 
the delinquent has been «beh~nd bars ~.} and his biggest problem as an 
ex-convict is his conflict with society. (Treatment of prisoners must be 
directed towards finding a solution to' f1,his problem. 
This must be done in the first placl.) by influencing public opinion. 
But in the second place the detention .. 1'nust serve the purpose of teaching 
the prisoner how to cope with this. i'~onBict (teaching him or her how 
to apply for a job, and how to Cf,~me to terms with their ex-convict 
identity, etc.) The advantage of. this is that the detainee is ideally 
motivated as this is the greatest problem he or she has to face, person-
ally as well as objectively. . 
The above overlooks what we /;raditionally understand by «humane 
treatment », in other words the.,psychological and psychiatric treatment 
in prisons. There are namely points on which the latter is open to 
criticism: 

(41) 

(42) 
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1) It is based on all kinds of unproven assumptions such as the 
assur.'lption that delinquents suffer from neurosis. Some institutions 
only have the services of a psychiatrist: this is very typical of this 
attitude. It may be asked whether the stigma of being « neurotic » 
is not worse than that of being a thief. 

2) Only too often the delinquent is treated as an isolated unit. 
Modern psychology and psychiatry prefer to pay more attention 
to social interaction and there is, for example, a trend towards 
family-treatment. This is not yet so in the prisons although BUIK
HUISEN (42), for example, has shown that males convicted of 
ddving under the influence of alcohol are usually beset by marital 
problems. In such cases the wife should also be treated. 

3) It may well be that the application of indmtrbl psychology to 

'l3AUM, H. and S. WHEELER, Becoming OJI Inmate, in: S. WHEELER (ed.) 
Controlling Delinquents, New York, 1968 (pp. 153-186). 
(Empirical x('.search among juvenile delinquents. Their greatest problem 
during their detention is not the strictness of the prison directol', or similar 

" Iproblems, but the later stigma.) 

BUIKHUISEN, W. en F. DIJICSTERHUIS, Rijders onder Illvloed: Em diag
Tlostisch Onderzoek, Criminologisch Instituut, Groningen, 1969. 
(One of 'i:1;.~.rr..Djor problems of offenders driving under the influence of alcohol 
is the marital situation. The author maintains that the offende1' should no 
longer be considered in isolation, and that his 01' her wife or husband, for 
example, should be included in the treatment process.) 

the penal system is a more urgent requirement than the individual 
psychology approach. And if clients are to be given psychological 
treatment on an individual basis then the' staff, carrying out an 
extremely thankless task with a constant decrease in manpower, 
is probably more entitled to psychological supervision. 

4) It is a misconception that psychiatrists and p~ychologists make the 
penal system more humane. In the name of treatment they often 
advise in favour of much severer sentences or adopt far more radical 
measures than even a traditional jurist. Empirical evidence of this 
is given by WHEELER (43) and CARTER and WILKINS (4:4). 

This means that the psychological and psychiatric supervision of de~ 
tainees must continue to be supervised by the judicial authorities. The 
paradox is that we wish to lessen penalties and criminalization by leaving 
more to the psychologists; their methodes on the other hand seem to 
call for a control by the judiciary. This eagerness of the psychologists is 
also an argument against the two-stage process in which behavioural 
experts would be given the upper hand in the second stage. 

Summary: - humane treatment must ane/, can be given by many more 
organs than simply the prison system (including penal 
psychologists and psychiatrists) alone. 

- humane treatment does not consist only in treating in
dividual delinquents (and their husbands/wives), public 
opinion should be studied in the interest of the individual 
scapegoat. 

Question (3) Evaluation of penal measures 

In the field of penology we are, scientifically speaking, only just 
beginning to do sound research, or, to quote the famous words of Leslie 
WILKINS (45), we are as yet only at a stage where «the nature of 
our ignorance is beginning to be revealed ». 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

WHEELER, S., et aJ.. Agmts of DelilJquemy COlltrol, in: WHEELER, S. (ed.), 
Controllillg Delinquents, New York, 1968 (pp. 31-60). 
(Empirical investigation. Modern criminal judges trained in criminology 
Who have no wish to follow routine ideas in court impose more severe prison 
sentenr.es than the more old-fashioned, « traditional» judges. This is done 
« to C'Ilre the offender».) 
CARTER, R. and L, WILKINS, Some Factors in Sentencillg Poli'D'. in: Journal 
of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, 58, 1967, (pp. 503-511). 
(Rehabilitation officers in America are shown to advice more prison sentences 
than the judges actually impose.) 
Quoted by HOOD, R. and R. SPARKS, Key Issues in Criminology, London, 
1970, p. 171. 
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Thanks to W. H. NAGEL (46) we possess a complete bibliography 
of studies in penal prediction, from the beginning of the twentieth cen
tury until 1965. Yet, most of the studies in that list could not withstand 
now the criticism of a statistically and methodologically more sophistic
ated generation of scientists. 

Those studies that are generally sound ate often concerned with 
restricted problems, such as individual prevention (for relatively short 
periods) for members of relatively small samples. Even so, the problems 
of general prevention (the effect of penal meaSUlGS on other potential 
offenders) have hardly been investigated at all. And the question of the 
effect of penal measures on the law-abiding section of the public has, 
with a few exceptions such as DURKHEIM or CHAPMAN, hardly 
even been con5idered in the()~y:,let alone investigated empirically. 

Technically it iso'..';;r(liard to do convincing research with regard 
to general pr~ycrition, a sllbject about which (traditional) judges and 
prosecutor.s tend to hold fairly rigid views.) For literature and criticism 
see HOOD and SPARKS (47). .. 

Methodologically it is very important to make a sound classification 
of crimes, before attempting to assess the general preventive eC~.ct of 
penal measures. To quote HOOD and SPARKS, opus cit., who are 
themselves quoting ANDENAES (48); «Offences of a kind which are 
typically impulsive, or are committed as a result of emo.tional stress or 
mental 'l:tbnormality - including many murders, assaults and sexual 
offenders - are presumably less likely to be deterred than rationally 
planned, purposive crimes against property. Some account must also 
be taken of general moral and social attitudes towards different crimes; 
the threat of punishment is probably of little direct importance in 
inhibiting behaviour such as incest which is widely felt to be repugnant 
or morally wrong; whereas it may be very important in the case of 
such things as parking offences or business regulations, for which such 
moral restraints are not usually present. Much depends, too, on the 
extent to which the law is enforced, and on the probability of detection 
and conviction ». 

In the field of studies investigating individual prevention the first 
problem is to define criteria for « success» or «failure» for any type 
of penal treatment. There is great difference of opinion between the 
various studies about the period of non-recidivism which should be 

(46) NAGEL, W. H., Het Voorspellen van Krimineel gedrag, The Hague, 1965. 
(English edition forthcoming.) 

(47) HOOD and SPARKS, a.c. 

(48) ANDENAES, J., The General Preventive Effects of Punishment, in: Univ. q( 
Pennsylvania Law Review, 114, pp. 949-983, 1963. 
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taken as a criterion for «success », about what reconvictions should be 
. counted/disregarded, and as to whether or not any other criterion but 
judicial conviction (e.g. self-reported « dark-number» crime after re
lease, or mental change or «social stability»)· should be taken into 
account. 

Empirical research (49) seems to indicate· that a good period to 
select for possible recidivism is a periode of five years after release. But 
a follow-up study of much shorter duration can now provide a fair aSsess
ment of the probable rate of failures within the next few years. 

For the technicalities of .comparing several follow-up studies see 
again HOOD and SPARKS, opus cit., pp. 179-186. As for the results 
of research to date, I should like to quote briefly some of their remarks: 

(a) For many offenders, probation is likely to be at least as effective 
in preventing recidivism as an institutional sentence. (50) 

(b) Fines and discharges are much more, or no less, effective than 
either probation or imprisonment for first offenders and recidivists of 
all age groups. (N.B. This does not imply that each and every offender 
should therefore not be sent to prison. General prevention might thus 
be diminished and also. the crime rate might rise due to the fact that 
people within prisons ar~d other penal institutions cannot commit any 
crimes, as a rule.) (51) 

(c) Longer institutional sentences are no more effective in pre
venting recidivism than shorter ones (52). The same remark as in (b) 
applies here: if the realistic threat of (longer) imprisonment is totally 
removed, this may affect the crime rate. 

(d) The offenders most likely to improve are the «medium risks ». 
Offenders who are alre.ady a good risk before treatment, are not likely 
to improve by any meas',lre taken against them., neither will the very 
poor risks. (53) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(e) Open institutions are possibly at least as successful as closed 

See c.g. McCLINTOCK, F. H. Crimes of Violence, London 1963. 
See e.g. BABST, D. V. and J. W. MANNERING, Probation us. ImprisonmCllt 
for Similar 7jopes of Offenders - a Compart:(OII by Subsequent Violations, in: Jonrnal 
of Research in Crime and DelirlqllellCY, 2, 1963. 
HAMMOND, W. H., The Sentence of the Court: a Halldbookfor Sen/eI1cers, 
London, 1969. 
See e.g. WEEKS, H. A., Z'au/liful Offenders at Higlzfields, Ann Atbor, 1958, or: 
MUELLER, P. F. C., .Advanced Release /0 Parole, Sacramento, Cal. 1965. 
(Research Report no. 20, Research Division, California Dept. of Corrections.) 
BERNTSEN, K. and K. O. CHRISTIANSEN, .A Resocialization Experiment 
With Short-Term Offenders, in: CHRISTIANSEN, K. O.;.et al., (cds.), Scarldi
naviall Studies in Crimirl%gy, 1, London, 1965, pp. 35-54. 
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ones) though this point is not quite proven yet according to $trict 
methodological standards. (54) 

(1) No research has yet produced clear evidence that any specific 
type of treatment is relatively successful for one type of offender, and 
at the same time relatively detrimental for any other type. (55) 

(g) Most research to date bas not been successful in demonstrating 
different degrees of SUccess with different types of offenders but neither 
has it clearly been demonstrated that differential treatmen't is not cor
related under any circumstances with different treatment outcomes (56). 

Qjlestio/l (4) Possible /lew forms if penal treatment. 

This point is left for discussion. The chance that more and more 
sophisticated aversion therapy and/or biological intervention will over
take by surprise the criminological, penological and judicial community 
engaged in high-minded social discussions, does not seem small to the 
present author (57). One might consider the necessity of discussing how 
to prevent (politically) a future predominance of other (scientifically 
more advanced) sciences than criminology in the field of penal treatment 
that seem to disregard the essential freedom of humanity, thp innat; 
right for a human person to deviate (see also next chapter). 

F. CLASHING CULTURES 

One of the painful aspects of the history of (European) criminology 
is that it has often excelled in studying the Jesser crimes, the lesser social 
problems. Modern criminology, behind its sophisticated mask of grand 
surveys, subtile experiments, advanced. statistics, mathematical models 
and clever analysis, is still hiding, more often than not, the naive, con
tented smile of a child of the Enlightment. 

For all their intellectual fireworks andlor obvious humanism and 
progressiveI1ess, most criminologists tend to be involved, either on their 
own initiative or as a result of the kind of questions the judiciary or 

(54-) 

(55) 
(56) 

(57) 
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MANNHEIM, H. and· L. T. WILKINS, PrediCtion Methods ill Rela'tioll to 
Borstal Training, London, 1955. See also WEEKS, H. A., o.c, 
See HOOD and SPARKS, Op1lS cit., pp. 198.201. 

WARREN, M. Q., Recetlt Findings in the Communi(y Treatment ProJect in: 
Correction in the Communi(y: Altematiues to Incarceration Sacramento Cal. '1964-
(California Board of Corrections, Monograph no. 4). ' 
For al'er~ion therap'l:' (the ethical implications of which for criminality are 
hardly dIscussed by 1ts advocates) see: WOLPE, J., The Practice qf Behavior 
Therapy, New York, 1969, or! EYSENCK, H., Experiments in Behavior Therapy 
Oxford, 1964, ' 
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the community put to them, with traditional small-time criminals: the 
pirk-pod<:t:t, the shoplifter, the unIt! ;ky burglar or minor thief, the neurotic 
crook, the rowdy adolescent, in short the little man in prison, 01' 

liable to be sent there. 
By largely ignoring white-collar crime (as committed by public en

terprises) by ignoring war, the totally institutionaliz,~d and, in the upper 
echelons,' even highly rewarded large-scale murder"industry (defin~ng 
polemology as a subject distinct from criminology proper), by taCItly 
agreeing most of the time not to discuss political crimes, or the dis
crimination and exploitation of minorities, or sweated labour for youth, 
immigrant workers, and Women of each and every category, and by 
glossing over terrorism by the top dogs, the abuse of power by the 
establishment, by largely ignoring attempts at revolutions (Provo; hippie
culture; Black Power; Female Power), criminologists have for the greater 
part made themselves the handmaid3 of those in power in the best of 
all worlds. 

No amount of ple~s for decriminalisation and/or depenalisation, 
or for psychiatric treatment (read: adaptation to things as they are) can 
conceal the fact that a fair majority of criminologists have themselves 
been cajoled into spending their working lives studying the fringe prob
lems of society, qr feel themselves inclined to study the legal trespasses 
of the «little man ». 

Much criminology is founded on the unspoken assumption that in 
essence we all share the same set of norms and values, and that those 
who either for structural social reasons (see MERTON; MARX) or 
bec;use of personal deficiencies and problems (FREUD c.s.) or biolo
gical anomalies (genetic and/or endocriminological, for instance) fail 
to conforn! to those norms and values, should be treated as wisely and 
humanel'/ as possible, but primarily by re-adaptation in one form or 
another to the prevailing norms. 

As a first attempt at ending thi~ complacency SUTHERLAND's 
introduction of (a) the notion of subculture (a non-dominant system of 
beliefs, norms and values), and (b) white-collar crime into criminology 
can be seen. 

However, as we all know, the study of white-collar crime, except for 
some haphazard, isolated pieces of research (58), has been far from fruit
ful. Ana even the study of subcultures has been subsumed by among 
others, (e.g. A. K. COHEN (59) who introduced the concept of 

{58) 
(59) 

See GEISS, G., While.Collar Crime, New York, 1968, for an overview. 

COHEN, A. K., Delinquent Boys: the Culture of the Gang, New York, 19~5. 
Cohen initially thought that lower-class ?oys, out ?f frustrated « ~Iddle 
class» ambitions, mlght resort to «reactIOn formatIOn», ~.g. b~ ,wilfully 
destroying or stealing what they could not expect ever to acqUlre legitimately. 
He was severely criticized, among others by MILLER, W. B., Lower Class 

(vGor vervolg, zie pagilla 108) 
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«reaction-formation» among the lower classes) to what is essentially a 
harmony model of society. 

Recently W. H. NAGEL attempted to introduce the concept of 
« critical criminology» (60), at the Criminological Congress held in 
~ad.rid in .1970. I quote : «With the possible exception of theologians, 
crImmologists have always been the least critical of all scientists ( .... ).» 
Further: «The dominant values in our society include: (a) the socio
economic values; (b) the law. ( ... ) the two mentioned above ( ... ) at 
first sight seem to be of equivalent rank. The difference however is sub
stantial. 7he socio1economic values (a) are of direct benefit to the 
dominant groups, but the law (b) has a value on a subservient level: 
its function is to enS1.\re and preserve the primary dominant values in 
our society. Value (b) is thus the donkey that value (a) rides.}) 

The author then stresses the subservient position of criminology to 
the already subservient law-system and says that «critical criminology 
will not stand aloof from politics, as criminology persistently used to do.» 

One may very well accept the idea that 99% of the :inmates of our 
prisons and penal institutions essentially adhere to the prevailing norms 
and. values hut happened to find (or imagined) their way to legitimate 
achwvement of the shared goals of our society blocked, and yet realize 
that this does not account for all political criminai.~, not for alterl"tative 
culture~ likes those of the Provos or hippies, not fcc all members of 
protest, reform, or revolutionary movements (often in conflict with the 
police). 

It might rep;resent a great step fOI'ward towards scientific maturity 
in criminology, if criminologists started to realize that a harmony
deviancy model will not do for all cases of crime, that the traditional 
list of what behaviour constitutes deviancy is a rule thoroughly philistin~ 
(and moreover, by virtue of its ommissions hypocritical), and that there 
are subcultu~'es (it would be better to evade the subjectively hierarchical 
prefix «( sub» and, in the first instance to speak of alternative cultures), 
be they fascist or hippie, black power or female power, that one cannot 
do away with by treating them humanely (read: trying to adapt them 

(vervolg van pagz'rta 107) 
Culture as a Generating Milieu of Gang Delinquency, in: Journal qf Social Issues 14-

. Pl'· 5-19, 1958. Miller stressed the different culture of the lower-class ~ith 
~mo?g others, its ll;ccent on. « kicks », «toughness)} an.f machismo (leading 
mevltably to behaVIOur that IS defined as crime by the ·,:.;·,',He-class normS of 
the judiciary). (Miller, in his turn, was criticized by BORbUA, D., A Critique 
of Sociological lItterpretalio/1S qf Gang Delinquency, in: WOLFGANG, M. E., et 
aI., (eds.), The Sociology if Gallg alld Delinquency, pp~ 289-301, New York 1962 
w110 thought that MilleI,' had put the cat among the pigeons by e~uatin~ 
lower-class culture with the traits of the sIumJcriminlll lower-class culture. 
See further DESSAUR, 0.1., FoundatiOlIS qf Theory-Formation ill Criminology, 
The Hague, 1971, pp. 109-110 on this topic. 

(60) NAGEL, W. B., Critical Criminology"~ Amsterdam, 1970. 
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as kindly and efficiently as possible to the prevailing sta~e of affairs). 
Besides a criminology of deviance and its treatment, there is a great 

need for a criminology of fundamental culture confii{'t and how to live 
with it. Ifin this field penal measures have to be taken by those in power 
(as agaillst active fascists, but one might even grant the establishment 
their fear of movements that in our eyes seem much better than the 
present order), even the traditional prison may, in certain circumstances, 
be a more humane, more respectful reaction than the «headshrinking» 
activities of the Freudians (61). 

At the beginning of this paper we showed how one might try to 
compile a modd of criminal behaviour as a subset of deviant behaviour, 
while defining deviant behaviour by either of the two classes of definitions 
(a) or (b) or an eclectic combination of them. 

It is not as easy as that to propose even the rudimentary beginnings 
of a modd for (some) criminal behaviour as a subset of culturally con
flicting behaviour. One of the first attempts to describe, explain and 
predict (sDme) crime this way, is to be found in American studies, 
relating mostly to conflicts between different ethnic groups. The first 
theoretical foundation for this line of reasoning has been given by 
SELLIN (62), whereas empirical studies have been done by «ecolo
gists », from the Chicago School and fairly recently, SHOHAM in 
Israel (63). 

SELLIN distinguishes three roots for the genesis of (mainly ethnical) 
conflict: «Conflicts between the norms of divergent cultures may arise 

(61) 

(62) 

(1) when these codes clash on the border of contiguous cultures 
areas; 

(2) when, as may be the case "vith legal norms, the law of one cul
tural group is extended to cover the territory of another; or 

(3) when members of one cultural group migrate to another. » 

This topic is treated inore extensively in the last pamgraphs of n:r:SSA UR, 
0.1., Penul Law Put To :night, an introductory address to the Oongress of that 
name held under the auspices of the Coomhert-Liga, Lcitten 1972. An Englisl\ 
version of this speech has appeared as the leading article in Ah.,'mcts on 
Criminology and Penology"~ Summer 1972. 
The example is given Ilf the reorganisatiuu of the London Holloway prison 
Ii)): women into a «therapeutic centre ». Women who come into conflict with 
the law, will - per definition - be treated. as mental patients. They will not 
be allowed to discuss anything but restricted private prablems when incar
cercerated in the « therapeutic centre ». Structural social and cultural problems 
will be absolutely taboo in this brave new world where suave psychiatrists 
have taken the seat of judges. 
SELLIN, Th., Cultllre COllflict and Crime, New York, 1938. 

(63) SHOHAM, S., The AjJplication qf the «Culture-Conflict» Hypothesis to the Crim
illali(y qf Immigrants ill Israel, in: Journal qfCriminal Law, Criminology, (Iud Police 
Science, 53, pp. 207-214, 1962. 
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He then adds, in a note, that due to the modern media, no face
to-face contact is necessary for the transmission of divergent conduct 
norms. What we might now call {( symbolic interaction» may be suf
ficient for culture conflict to arise. 

There is, however, a fourth source of culture conflict which is hardly 
mentioned by either SELLIN or his disciples, and that is social change. 
In the view of SELLlN and his fellows, it is as if there existed a fixed 
amount of cultural (norm and value) systems on earth, which may 
« physically» or symbolically move from place to place (carried by 
persons or media), which may clash when they meet, which may be 
suppressed until they disappear which, in short, obey the laws of social 
mechanics and social entropy, but without ever seeming to be generated. 

SELLIN etc. might object that they too are involved with social 
change. This is, however, only true for « change» in a restricted sense: 
change as a re-arrangement of existing social and cultural «matter », 
or possibly as the extinction of such «matter ». They evade or, overlook 
the question of the capacity of the human species to generate norms and 
values that are, for all practical purposes, different from what has 
existed before. 

To give an example ; the belief that the female half of our species 
consists of totally human people, autonomous individuals entitled to all 
the fundamental human rights, is a value which, both in its verbal 
formulation and in its consequences, has only recently been formulated 
(save for some hesitant and mostly half-hearted attempts at formulation 
jn the past). Whether one defines this new value as a new and wider 
application of an old one (that of the humanity and autonomy of male 
humans), or as something totally new is only a matter of playing with 
words. (Analogous reasoning applies to coloured people, for slaves, for 
the working classes, for youths, groups which however, again consist 
of 50% females). 

It is my belief that one of the main sources of conflict-crime (as 
opposed to criminal deviance) in the near future, besides the border
migration- and usurpation-conflicts that SELLIN etc. already had in 
mind, will be precisely such cultural change due to the generation of new 
systems of beliefs, norms and values. 

As sociologists we do not care as much for the personal stresses 
these new value-systems may cause as for the interpersonal conflicts they 
may lead too. And just as in the case of deviancy criminal deviance 
formed a tiny subset of all possible deviant behaviour, so will conflict
crime form only a small, but important subset of all interpersonal 
conflicts. 

It would be a great step forward for criminologists, penologists and 
lawyers to recognize the existence of this type of crime. How one should 
react to it is very hard to say. 

One may be confronted with new value-systems that happen to be 
in one's own eyes very inferior to the prevailing one (say the value 
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system of the Third Reich, or the value svstem of di:.:tator-states and their 
adepts, or one may be confronted with what har.>pen to be in one's own 
eyes valuesystems of an ethically and ideologically higher order than 
the present one some branch of the new culture, female power or an 
emap.cipation movement for the coloured humans). 

How should the judicial establishment react if members of slIch new 
(<< alternative») cultures clash with the prevailing judicial order? 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

presented after the colloquium discussions 

The whole penal system - from the legislative leve~ through that 
of the judiciary, through the administrative and executIve levels, a~d 
including the medical, psychological and soc~al wor~ers con~ected with 
it _ can be seen as one big machine for solvmg social co~fhcts that ~re 
felt to be too serious or too complicate~ to be de~lt. w~th. otherwIse, 
in a more informal way. Penal legislatlOn, penal JtlflsdlctlOn and all 
penitentiary activities (whether punishment, treatmen~ or other. penal 
measures of social control) can be seen as ~onflict. solvmg. behavlOu:. 

The efficiency and effectiveness of thIS confhc~ SOIVlI~g behavlOur 
were discussed in section II of the LP.P.F. Colloqmum, wIth regard to 
two main categories of social conflicts: 

(a) Conflicts arising from criminal behaviour as it has been tradi

tionally defined; 

(b) Conflicts arising from « new» forms of crime. 

As to (a): In most of the countries represented at the Colloquiu~ 
traditional crime is felt to be a serious social proble~. Th.e problem IS 

not only that some of its manifestations, li~e ~ggresslVe Crime, may be 
on the increase quantitatively and/or quahtahve~y, and :hat oth~r tra
ditional crimes may be changing both in quantItv, qu~hty and m the 
"roups concerned (drug-taking among the youths, for mstance, where 
drug-taking was f~rmerly a typical middle-age crime of .,:omen and 
people in the medical professio~s); it is. also felt that tramtlOnal penal 
reactions towards it are becommg very madequate. 

Thanks to empirical criminological research most people employed 
in the penitentiary systems of the civilized world, are nowadays a,,:,are 
of the lack of positive effects - and indeed per~aps of the outl:l~ht 
criminogenetic effects - of traditional repressive.p~lshmenL and the stig-
matization process (often for life) connected ":lth It. . 

Repressive punishment is hardly an effiCIent and effectr;c ~~y of 
solving social conflicts either from the point of view o~ the mdlVIdu~l 
offender or from the point of view of the general pubhc, for whom It 

should have a deterrent effect. . 
The first reaction to this factual information has been, m. s~ver~l 

countries, to humanize the traditional prison .system by c~mb.Imng It 
with, or replacing it by compulsory psychologIcal or psychIatnc treat~ 
ment of serious offenders. 

Since compulsory treatment is mostly felt to be another form ?f 
punishment in the eyes of those undergoing it in ord~r to get fr~e ag~m 
and also, it seems, in the eyes of the general publIc, (countrIes WIth 
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already much experience in this field like the Scandinavian countries 
Britain and the Netherlands, could easily produce empirical data t~ 
prov~ th~s stateme~t), the s;igmatizing (and thereby criminogenetic) effects 
of thIS kind of SOCIal reactIOn, and its general preventive effects, are most 
probably as great, or as small, as that of the traditional types of re
pressive penal reaction. 

Empirical research has also shown that with regard to the pre
vention of recidivism no great difference exists between the effectiveness 
of these forms of treatment and of traditional punishment. It is at this 
point that one might start to consider the relative costs of crime of 
(de)criminalization, and of punishment and/or treatment, a poin~ to 
WhICh we shall return. 

Another way of solving social conflicts raised by «deviant» be
haviour held to be criminal, - evading both the costs and the relative 
ineffectiveness of either punishment or penal treatment - would be to 
raise the « tolerance limit» of the community through better education 
and factual information about such types of deviant behaviour as are 
either really a matter of individual responsibility and not a matter for 
p~triarchal state co,ntrol (like marital infidelity, blasphemy, homosexu
ahty, the consumptIOn of pornography) or which might better be dealt 
with through other social systems than the penal and penitentiary one. 
(Alcoholism, hard drug taking, vagrancy, prostitution, for example.) 

Thanks to the better education of the general public and the role 
of the media in disseminating information, one could teach most people 
to become as tolerant as modern, complex, dynamic societies in fact 
require them to be and help them to overcome old superstitions (like that 
of pornography leading to rape, whereas all empirical research tends to 
show that the only thing pornography may induce is release of sexual 
tensions and thus.a decrease of aggreSSive sexual crimes, or that of homo
sexuality being «contagious» for people that might have remainded 
heterosexual if they had not been exposed to it). 

If the general public in one country or another is not ripe yet for 
a high degree of tolerance towards these kinds of deviant behaviour, 
a start could be made by decriminalizing this behaviour by transferring its 
« control », or at least the official social reactions to it, to subsystems of 
the law other than the penal and penitentiary one, thus gradually teach
ing the public not to invoke the law at all, if social deviation or social 
conflicts can be dealt with in another manner. 

When even the transfer of social control to other subsystems of the 
law is not feasible for acts that in the eyes of the intellectual and political 
avant-garde should become decriminalized in the near future, a start 
could be made in the direction of de penalizing these acts by replacing 
traditional prison-punishment and traditional treatment with any of the 
following measures: fines, retributions to victims, «drivers clinics» 
drug-clinics, weekend-confinement, etcetera. ' 

As to (b): New types of crime, (in so far as they do not arise from 
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the development of old forms or criminal behaviour but are really due 
to changing values within a society), may be categorized as follows: 

(1) Those forms of deviant behaviour that only recently, through 
a new awareness and consciousness in society, have become perceived 
as criminal: the preparation and execution of war, of colonization, dis
crimination against and the exploitation of minorities, environmental 
pollution (be it through sheer stupidity or for reasons of sheer 
financial gain), etcetera. 

(2) Those forms of social conflict behaviour that are or may be 
defined formally as criminal, but that really are a consequence of deep
rooted social conflicts and cultural discrepancies. Protest and revolt 
among the young, students, coloured people, women are some examples 
of this category of behaviour. 

With regard to traditional crime, until recently the usual reaction 
in most countries has been to try to suppress its manifestation (to sup
press the symptoms) without seddng the causes that gave rise to the 
social conflict of which a criminal act may be the end product. Since 
this suppression of symptoms was hardly effective, people started looking 
for individual causes (the psychological treatment school of thought). 

We are now confronted in many civilizations with the new types of 
crime set out above, for which either imprisonment or fines or tradition
al treatment seem still less adequate than they proved to be for tradi-
tional crime. 

With regard to the forms of crime mentioned under (1) above, it 
seems much more effective to try to control the opportunities for crime 
(e.g. by a wider distribution of power) than to impose any penal sanc
tioning after the event. 

W'ith regard to the acts mentioned under (2) above, it seems worth-
wile to take the social conflict symptoms more seriously than is done by 
those who think they can just suppress them directly, e.g. by meeting 
violence with violence, and to investigate empirically their social causes. 
Much creative imagination will be needed to find macrosocial solutions 
for macrosocial problems which manifest themselves as protest and re
form movements or even as violent revolutionary movements, and to 
identify cultural innovations which would respond to cultural dis
satisfaction, that may manifest itself, among other ways, as a retreat from 
society through drugtaking. 

Yet it is only from such macrosocial thinking and cultural creativity 
that any hope for the future can be derived. 

To summarize one might say that the traditional role of the penal 
and penitentiary system is quickly changing in the most advanced 
countries of the world, and should start to change in the other countries 
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as soon as. possible Of they do not want to become overcome by violent 
or retreatlst mass protest movements on the one hand h' hI . l' a Ig y sup-
press~ve ~o Ice force on the other). This change would move away from 
r~actmg m a ~enaI manner to social conflicts, by means of measures 
~Ime~ at .the mdivid~'ll criminal and those that one supposes might 
ldentIfy WIth her ~r hIm) towards reactions aimed at macrosocial and 
even cultural SOlU~lOr;s. for present conflicts of interests and values. 

. Furth.er: by lImItIng opportunities f01" crime on the one hand (es
pecIally WIth r.egard to those that have too much power, allowing them 
to behave as Immorally and as ~etrimen~ally towards society as they 
please at p:-esent), ~nd by allowmg defimtions of crime on the other 
hand (spCClfic_aUy._:v!th re?ar.d ;? .those «deviant» acts for which any 
adult ~erson sfioultl. Dear .uc lIlwVldu"l responsibility herself or himself), 
~ne ml~h.t greatly reduce the tremendous cost. of crime and the need 
for tradItional methods of trying to suppress it. 
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REPORT ON THE DISCUSSIONS OF SECTION I, 
SOCIOLOGICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS 

Themes in topics discussed in this sections were: 

A. The concept of deviance. The aim was not to find a formal defi
nition but to achieve, ifpossible, a common approach to the concept 
of deviance and an evaluation of the concept's workability. 

B. Criminalisation and decriminalisation. 

C. Relationship and cooperation between criminologists and jurists on 
the one hand and theorists and practitioners on the other (both B 
and C in connection with the concept of deviance). 

A. The reports that were presented brought out certain features com
mon to all theories on deviance: 

Scientific neutrality with regard to traditional morality and criminal 
law. Deviance is viewed objectively and not judged from a sub
jective standpoint. 

The enormous relativity of the concept, deviance being non
conformity in relation to all the different sorts of norms operating 
in groups of the most varied kinds. 

The notion of a continuum from the strictest conformity to the most 
serious criminality. This should replace the dichotomy of delin
quent and non-delinquent. 

The shift of emphasis from the delinquent himself to the reaction 
of society and the importance attached to the processes of ({ label
ling» and « stigmatisation » in the rise and development of delin
quency. 

Some participants contended that these ideas were not very novel 
and that they were quite useless by virtue of thor extreme relativity 
and provided no certainty of any kind, whereas the notion of illegality 
was clear and easy to pin down. They said it was a fashion which 
would soon change. Others saw the theories on deviance as a movement 
into the camp of delinquency and their protagonists as ene<mies of 
authority who are much more interested in the misfortunes of criminals 
than the misfortunes of their victirns. 

At the other end of the scale some participants were glad that the 
concept of deviance had helped to counter a certain fetishism in the 
enforcement of law, pointing out the discrepancy between theo
retical norms and rules actually applied, putting just as much emphasis 
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oU the need for new laws as on present laws, many of which have not 
be-en adapted to modern society, and focusing attention on the deviance 
of the Establishment, Governments and even States. 

Some stressed the very general benefits that could be expected from 
the viewpoint represented by the notion of deviance: better acquaintance 
with the phenomena of interaction between individual behaviour and the 
processes of social reaction, an impetus to empirical research on the 
machinery of repression and tne adoption of a genuine criminal policy. 

Others hastened to examine the practical lessons that could be 
drawn, at that stage, from the theories. From here discussion moved 
on to the examination of the problems of criminalisation and decriminal
isation. 

B. The second problem dealt with, concerned the question of the 
relevance of the concept of deviance to criminology and present and 
future criminal law. The question was regarded as of special interest to 
the problems if criminalisation ana decriminalisation. 

An analysis was made of the different kinds of decriminalisation. 
They can be divided into three main types. 

The first is purel:J formal. It consists in repealing statutory provisions 
establishing an offence or replacing them by less strict provisions. This 
means partial adjustment of the penal system either by means of a 
number of reforms carried out collectively, as was done in Britain re
cently, or by provisions relating to particular sectors. This would provide 
an opportunity to abolish offences no longer having any bearing on the 
present situation and certain criminal norms could be changed. 

The second is de facto dllcriminalisation. Prosecution and punishment 
for certain offences ceases though the laws laying down the offences are 
not annulled or formally amended. Prosecution and punishment, or 
punishment only, are abandoned. Given such a development in police 
and judicial procedure, it would be necessary to look for the reason 
behind it, whom it relates to, on what consideration it is based and 
what types of offender are involved. 

Lastly there is decrimintilisation qf criminal poliqy. Legislators, prompt
ed by public opinion or sometimes anticipating it, take genuine note 
of the changes taking place in social ethics. We are witnessing here 
a review of values in the realm of criminal phillbsophy and of the notions 
behind anti-criminal reaction considered in thi~ir entirety. At the other 
extreme there emerges a policy of criminali~~tion, imposed either by 
public opinion or by the exigencies of moder~~ life. This tendency has 
been illustrated over the last twenty. years bl' failure to help persons 
in danger, dangerous driving offences, dmg ~!afficking, alcoholism, in
vasion of privacy and pollution. Many of thef/e new offences are exam
ples of certain forms of deviance tolerated lJihtil quite recently. 

It has been noted on several occasions tb:dt cel'tain forms of deviance 
and social reaction occur simultaneously throughout the whole world. 
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Criminalisation and decriminalisation follow certain patterns of legis
lative reform which go far beyond the political boundaries of the 
States concerned. 

The internationalisation of criminal policy stems largely from the 
realisation that similar deviant behaviour exists in other countries. 

The Section also examined the iffects qf decriminalisation and the positive 
findings if research into deviance. 

a) Decriminalisation so far did not appear to have affected the 
overall amount of criminality. Admittedly, the reverse side of the coin 
is that certain forms of deviance have been turned into offences. 

It might be thought, at first sight, that deviance in itself is of no 
interest to the jurist, for it either remains outside the scope of ordinary 
criminal law or, if it does come into it, it ceases, strictly speaking, to be 
deviance. Nevertheless the concept of deviance has something positive 
to offer the jurist, which he can no longer ignore. It helps him to under
stand that problems of criminality can no longer be solved merely be 
the application of norms. The idea of a continuum and the consideration 
that there are a series of situations which are cOIpplementary to those 
with which criminal law is concerned compel the jurist to enlist the aid 
of the social sciences. 

b) Deviance also leads the jurist and those concerned with delin
quency to questio12 the genera!1y accepted norms of social behaviour 
and the legitimacy of such norms in themselves. One comes up against 
an inevitably controversial element in the study of deviance. It is quite 
natural to find oneself questioning the devtance of society itself, the 
deviance of the socio-economic system, the failings, inadequacies and 
hypocracies of criminal law as it is implc,.mentrr:\ .and the violations in 
practice of its declared principles. Here deviance is uo longer individual; 
it is not even the deviance of certain groups but the deviance of the 
whole machinery of the State. Although this takr,:s us beyond the limits 
of the present discussion it is impossible to pass it over completely. 

c) Deviance thus emerges as a collective rather than an individual 
phenomenon, which again leads the jurist to question the soundness 
and the appropriateness or otherwise of the means employed by social 
reaction to deal with the conditions of a, society which itself engenders 
the forms of deviance about which it complains. And so the study of 
deviance becomes the study of social prophylaxis, prev~;nti(m, the re
vision of the penal system and a criminal policy founded not upon 
repression but upon the protection and humanising of the inevitable 
reaction against criminality or the various forms of deviant behaviour. 

C. On the subject forming the third point in the discussions, it was 
stated. that establishing a relation between jurists and criminologists, between 
practitioners and theorists, is first and foremost a problem of communi-
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cation, of thinking and speaking in a language understandable to all. 
Practitioners should be in a position to ask for scientific information 

which is useful to them. 
Often research findings are known only to the re!$earchers. 
With regard to the role of the empiricist in formulating criminal 

policy, the question was raised whether the re!$earcher was called upon 
to give an assessment or whether he .should abstain from judgment. 

Many suggestions were formulated for the improvement of a situ-
ation that is still far from satisfactory: 

Administrators should respect scientific freedom absolutely and 
acknowledge that an essential function of research, particularly 
research into deviance, is to evaluate and criticize existing insti
tutions and systems. 

Decision-makers should make concrete use of the results derived 
from research, which, though. they have been mostly negative up 
till now, at least show quite clearly what should not be done. 

It would of course be advisable to avoid the formation of closed 
specialist groups and_ to create services for converting the results of 
research into terms of administration and action. 

The collaboration between practitioners and researchers -should 
more often take the form of controlled experiments, etc ...• 

Lastly it wns noted that behind all these difficulties was the problem 
of the education of the men called upon to take legislative, administra
tive, judicial aHd even political decisions. They should not expect an 
easy formula but should to be equipped to appreciate the complexity of 
the problems and take aCC01.mt of scientific data not having any direct 
bearing on the matter in hand. They should realise howresearch could 
help them solve their problems. 
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REPORT OF THE DISCUSSIONS OF SECTION II: 

Prevention and treatment 

Section II has studied the following items: 

A. Concepts of deviance 

B. Prevention 

C. Scientists versus wactitioners 

D. Treatment 

E. New types of crime. 

As a guidance of the discussion served the report of the expert of 
Section II. As an introduction to the discussion the expert gave a general 
survey of the most important items out of the report. 

A. Concepts of deviance 

In the report is called attention to the fact) that there are different 
concepts of deviant behaviour. The appropriate preventive and treat
ment measures, which can be taken depend largely on the concept of 
deviant behaviour that is taken as a base, as a starting-point. 

The traditional concept of deviant behaviour is behaviour, which 
violates ihstitutionalised norms and rules set for people of a community 
and that exceeds the tolerance limit of the community. 

The traditional reactions of society towards deviant behaviour as 
to prevention and treatment is mainly based on this conception. 

In a way the total penal and penitentiairy system from the legis
lative level, through that of the judiciary, through the administrative 
and executionr , ;levels, including the medical-, psychological- and social 
workers connected with it, is based upon the traditional concept of 
deviant behaviour. The leading idea of th<:; penal and penitentiary 
system is that deviants, who violate the penal rules are people who are 
not able or not willing to live according to those rule, of the community 
and are in conflict with the norms and standards of the c.ommunity. 

The expert explained that deviant behaviour can also be seen as 
behaviour so labelled by the group, by the community. In. this concept 
deviant behaviour is not a property inherent to certain forms of 
behaviour, or a property inher entto certain kinds of people, but rather 
the result of the action by social control agencies. In this cOhception 
deviant behaviour is the product'of the responses of the conventional 
and conforming members of the society. 
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These different concepts of deviant behaviour and in connectio~ 
with it the efficiency and effectiveness of the actual penal and pem~ 
tentiary system have been under discussion. 

It was not to be expected that any agre~ment about. concepts or 
definitions of deviant behaviour could bea~hleved, especl~ny n?t be
cause most of the participants of this sectlOn were practlce-onented 

workers. . . 
Nevertheless the confrontation during the discussion of pracntlOners 

with modern theories of scientists about deviant and criminal beha~iour 
was very useful. The discussion showed c1earlythat there was qUlte a 
distance between scientists and practitioners. So it was put forward that 
the modern concepts of deviant behaviour were very interesting, but 
that it was not clear if from the new concepts could be drawn any. 
value for the daily practice of the penitentiary system. It was ~lso 
noticed that if deviant and criminal behaviour ,:"ould only.be a ques~lOn 
of a labelling process of the prevailing commumty, the notIon of devl.ant 
behaviour would be fully relative. In that case it would be not possI~le 
to come to general rules as to forms of treatment for those performmg 

deviant behaviour. 
There was the supposition that irrespective of different cot;tcepts of 

deviant and criminal behaviour there always would be certam forms 
of behaviour which were not acceptable at all, in whatever theory or 
concept, in what period, in what community. 

Such forms of behaviour could be taken as a base for the discussion 
of the efficiency and effectiveness of the to-days preventive and treat-

ment measures. 
From the discussion it appeared that one could not manag7 to 

achieve any general acceptance about the nature and causes of deVIant 
and criminal behaviour. As a consequence the discussion about pre~ 
venrion and treatment followed on the whole traditional lines. 

B. Prevention 

The expert pointed out that both the costs and the relative in~ 
effectiveness of both punishment and penal treatment could be evaded 
by application of other measures or methods. . . 

As a measure f.i. one could try to raise the tolerance hrrut of the 
community. This could be done through better education al;1d factual 
informatic. 1. with regard to certain types of deviant behaViour. One 
might imagine those types of deviant behaviour which are more. a ma:ter 
of individual resporisability and less a matter for state control f.1. mantal 
infidelity, blasphemy, homosexuality, consurnption of pornography. 
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Moreover one might think of those types of deviant behaviour which 
might b:tter. be dealt :vith through other social systems than the penal 
and per.~l1tentlary one f.1. alcoholism. A higher degree of tolerance could 
be achteved by decriminalising these kinds of deviant behaviour in 
order to transfer its « control» or at least the official social reactions to it 
to another ~ub.syst~r.n of the law than the penal and penitentiary one. ' 

I! .decl'lm11l.ahsI~g ~ould not be attainable one might start by de~ 
penahsmg certam crlIDmal acts by replacing traditional prison punish
ment and .tradit.i~nal treatment with other - perhaps more effective 
and less stIgmatIsmg - measures f.i. drivers clinic, drug-clinic, week
end-confinement. 

As to the n~w measures and methods of prevention the participants 
were rather hesttant and careful to discuss them. 

. Most of them lie outside the penal and penitentiary field and es
pec~al1y t~e practitioners in this field didn't estimate themselves competent 
to Judge If such measures as decl'iminalisincr would be more effective 
Besides it was stated that one must not over~ok the fact, that the mai~ 
purpose of the actual penal and penitentiarv system even is to achieve 
a g:ner~l preventive eff~ct. The assumptio!; that the actual penal and 
pemtentlary system has mdeed a general preventive effect towards tra
ditional crimes was amply discussed. It was pointed out that the results 
?f empiri~al cri~it;tological research showed a lack of positive effects -
if not outnght cnmmogene effects - of traditional repressive punishment. 

C. Scientists versus practitioners 

The discussion showed that in general the findings of research
work:r~ in the criminological field are not common property of the 
practitioners. There was a general agreement about the necessity of more 
research work about the effectiveness of the actual measures and methods 
as reaction .to criminal behaviour. Especially a better cooperation and 
understandlllg between researchworkers and practitioners sno:ud be 
achieved. It was pointed out that there is a missing link between re
search and practice. The practitioners are in general not skilled and 
not used to understand and to translate in terms of policy the findings 
of research~work. On the conttary the research~workers often are not 
skilled or ~ot will~ng to make themselves understandable for practitioners 
nor to adjust their research to the needs of policy~makers in the penal 
and penitentiary field. . 

In order to achieve a better understanding and cooperation and to 
promote a thinking on the same line it was considered advisable to have 
mote frequent contacts between both groups of workers, such as was 
the case in a useful way in this congress. . 
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D. Treatment 

Concerning the treatmeI,}t-measures and methods - e~pecially the 
institudonal ones - two preliminary remarks y.rere made. 

One must be careful not to entanglethcl:lotion of social react(on 
and that of treatment. Sq,cial reaction is a much wider notion than 
treatment. 

In the second place attention was drawn to thc fact that in judging 
the effectiveness of treatment methods in penitentiary institutions one 
must take into <lccount that there is no correlation between the period 
of imprisonment and the time needed for treatment. It may be that 
the time of imprisonment is far too short for an effective treatment, 
but also,the reverSe may be the case. It even may be thPit a long period 
of imprisonment creates a need for f.i. psychiatric treatment and not 
the fact that the offender has committed a crime. 

As to the effects of punishment by means of deprevation of liberty 
on the offender himse1f, the expert stated that repressive punishmen,t 
had shown hardly an efficient and effective way of solving social con
flicts both with regard to the individual offender and with reg?trd to 
the general public. The results of rest:8Tch didn't indicate that the 
change in the traditional prison system b;r combining it with or re
placing it by compulsory psychological or pSfchiatric treatment is much 
more effective. 

It was also mentioned that the prisonsystem must be very flexible 
in order to have possibilities to change and adopt the methods of treat
ment according to the changes in forms of deviant and criminal beha
viour. In order to dispose of those possibilities, of quick and smooth 
adaption of the prison system the advice was· given to put up in the 
penal law only the principal regulations and not details of application. 
The discussion concentrated on more practical questions connected with 
institutional treatment. 

Special attention was drawn to the fact that it is dangerous simply 
to take over treatment-methods from non-penitentiary institutions. 
Attention must be paid to the aspects of voluntariness. 

The lack of voluntariness may be a cause of the modest results of 
forms of agogi¢al, psychological and psych~atric treatment on offenders. 
Even if a prisoner is given a free choice to join a treatment-institution 
or not, his position may be essentially different from a patient in free 
society. 

In the shift from punishmO::ht tOireatment the role of the prison 
officer has become much heavier, more different and complicated. Much 
more attention should therefore be given to the for111,ation education 
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and training of staff. This is necessary to give staff members the right 
idea about relativity between normal and deviant behaviour and a better 
insight in the possible causes of criminal behaviour. It was a!so re
commended to give staff-members some experience themselve"d with 
treatment-methods. 

On the other hand one should be careful not to remove the prison 
officer to far from the norms and standards which play an important 
role in his own social group. One must avoid to try to make a thera
peutic spedalist out of a prison officer. In the first Flace he must remain 
a person who knows how to build up personal r(>lationships with the 
inmate. 

Attention was drawn to the fact that values and behavioural norms 
in institutions like prisons have a strong inclination to develop slowly 
if compared to development in society. This evokes irritation with the 
prisoners and tensions which damage the possibilities of treatment. 

Finally new types of crime, which are very different ftom tradi
tional forms of crime were taken into consideration. In the chapters 
C and F of the expert report a number of new forms of crime are treated 
a.o. forms of deviant behaviour, which though formally criminal are 
in reality a consequence of social conflicts and cultural discrepancies. 
As examples of such new forms of crime were given: 

students occupying the administrative building of the university 
to protest against a lack ot democracy in the management of the 
university; 

highjacking in order to draw t.he attention of the public to political 
of social problems and chcumstances; 

the use of drugs in order to escape from the reality of society. 

In the discussion there was some doubt as to how far we have to 
deal with real new forms of crime or only with traditional forms with 
the use of modern means and methods. 

Though the question what could be sensible and effective reactions 
( f society in the field of prevention as well as in the field of treatment 
(iwards neW forms of crime, was hardly discussed, there was in general 
a'greement that the solution could not be found in the penal law and 
penitentiary system alone. 

Especially. as to the new forms of crime there ls a need for the 
social aspects of ueviant behaviour to be approached in a fundamental 
and sociological manner. 
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Speech by Mr. P. Allewijn, general rapporteur: 

Mr. President, 

In preparing my report on the results of our colloquium on deviant 
behaviour and social reaction, I had the strong feeling, that the last 
elections of new members of the executive committee of our Foundation 
had given us an excellent President but had also deprived us of a 
Secretary-General who was very capable of acting as general rapporteur. 

At conferences everybody is of course always curious to know what 
the general rapporteur will conclude after so maay debates in the 
section meetings, how he will manage to formulate conclusions which 
the participants themselves are not alwa'0~ aWare they have reached. 
A difficult task indeed, so it is perhaps sensible to avoid the position of 
a general rapporteur. But I cannot get out of it, for as your general 
rapporteur I cannot be curious and I must know and present the 
conclusions. 

In my introductory speech I expressed the wIsh that you were all 
in the right mood. Well, I hope that you still are. Our hosts at least 
have done their best to make you happy. 

Rather paradoxically, however, I also hope that after our discus
sions we are more or less confused. I say this, because one of the aims 
of the: conference was to create confusion. One may ask if it was sensible 
to deal with a subj~ct as abstract and vague as deviant behaviour. 
A subject giving rise to many problems, which we knew before we started 
could not be solved in a conference, problems of definition, problems 
of ' distinction between what is normal, desirable, acceptable) tolerable, 
unacceptable, deviant and criminal, problems concerning the fight 
against criminal behaviour and the problem of effective reaction by 
society. 

At the end of this conference I can sum up by saying that our meeting 
has nevertheless been worthwhile. It was useful to be confronted with 
modern theories and models of deviant behaviour and new ideas about 
social reaction. I am also aware of the importance of the confusion 
created by such a confrontation about the part we play aI, legislators, 
policemen, prosecutors, judges, penal administrators, social workers, 
probation officers, psychiatrists etc. 

Our colloquium confroD t.ed people with the question: do you really 
know -- as you do your job - what is going on in society today and 
likely to take place tomorrow? Do you think that the penal and peni
tentiary system is effective and able to cope with the new forms of 
deviant and criminal behaviour? Is the judicial system still able -
if it eVer was ~ to furnish the right answer, the right reaction on behalf 
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of society, to the phenomena of deviant behaviour, the deviant. acts al
ready criminal or to be designated as criminal in the near future? 

The Foundation asked scientists and criminologists for their ideas 
about social developments and changes in relation to the penal and 
penitentiary system and deviant criminal behaviour. We asked for their 
ideas in order to challenge, - even to attack and to confuse - those 
who work in the field. 

The aim of our conference and the justification of its theme were 
excellently formulated by Mr. BRODA, the Minister of Justice, in his 
opening speech. For a long time the attitude of legislators, prosecutors, 
ludges apd those enforcing the law on deviant behaviour was unchal
lenged. 

This attitude was understood as moral in itself: It was the general 
opiniq~?'-i.:'l1is means that there was unanimity on the context of the 
mor?;):! dema\~(~$ ~:mong3t those who made the law and those who had 
to see it w?{! -obeyed. Outsiders had no say at all. Penal law was 

'. the highest Gf. moral bulwarks. Reforming penal law was like the 
'~)~)I'ork of the fOrtress architect, which did not. change the substance of 

yfhe bulwarks. The sci..:-nce of deviant behaviour only affected the 
./ penal system in as much as it meant a better understanding of this 

behaviour so that effective measures could be taken against it. But, 
said the Minister, opinions which at one time were abSOlutely unques
tioned have become doubtful today. The e~tent of what is considered 
moral has become smaller. Therefore, justice needs the sciences of 
deviant behaviour more than ever before. 

The reports prepared by the experts served as an excellent basis 
for attacks on the fortifications established by daily exercise of our 
profession in the, field. 

Prof. PAWL1K described some of the problems arising from the 
confrontation between theoretical criminologists and practical workers. 
He said in his report that the study of deviant beh~viour rather than 
crime offers the criminologist a "new perspective which is more suited 
to empiriGal research and theoretical shidy. He led us away from our 
safe strongholds in the penal and penitentiary field by a reexamination 
of the concepts of crime and deviance, showing a new model of deviance, 
crime and social conttol. . 

By offering his rather complex model}he disturbed our plain every
day model in which things were arranged in a simple way: «If you 
don't want certain things to be done and you are in pewer, ban them 
in criminal or other laws, bring those who violate them to court, try 
them, sentence them, punish or treat them and the problem will be 
solved, perhaps even in a humane way». 

«No », said Prof. PAWLIK, «it is not as simple as that »,and he 
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showed us his model including the variables underlying the social 
mechanisms of classification and. control of behaviour. He distUrbed 
the practical workers by saying that we have to decide about the selec
tion of the kinds of behaviour to be subjected to legal control and about 
the reactions of society to criminal deviancG. As regards the different 
ways of reacting, we saw a distinction between 

criminal behaviour, requiring punishment. 

socially harmful behaviour due !to insufficient knowledge or edu
cation) requiring special education. 

behaviour due to social environmental circumstances requiring en
vironmental support. 

inadequate behaviour due to insufficient knowledge or education 
requiring special education. ' 

In addition, Frof. PAWLIK confronted us in his model with the 
cost/benefit factor rather neglected in the penal field, by saying that 
the direct and indirect gains from social control must at least equal the 
losses due to deviance and crime plus the cost of executing that control. 

So Prof. PAWLIK's attack on the traditional bulwarks of the prac~ 
tical workers contained a lot of powerful ammunition. Shall we derive 
a lesson from it and examine mOre carefully the mechanisms of be
haviour, social opinion, social norms and their enforcement so that there 
can be a healthy widening of our trac1itional concepts'? 

Another attack came from Mr. VERIN. We could harbour Some 
hope, that he as a jurist would at least spare a little L'le practical ";'orkers 
entrenched behind the wall formed by the existing "criminal justice 
system. At the start of his report we had some hope he would do so, 
as he spoke of a kind of invasion of criminology by deviance. But this 
was only an illusion, since he suddenly chnllenged the tradition -
oriented lawyers. In his opinion the jurist can derive three guidelines 
from the new ideas on deviance 

the feeling of a certain sclerOSIS and a more or less unconscious 
attachment to custom and hypocritical and immoral social struc
tures, and arising from this, awareness of the need for a modern~ 
hation of the stlldy of morality; 

the adoption of an understanding attitude opposed to the tradi
tional punitive spirit, which brings us to the humanism of a. new 
defence of society; 

the adoption of a criminal policy in the true sense, 
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Mr. VERIN quoted Mr. VERSELE: It must be openly proclaim~ 
ed and admitted that criminal law does not support any moral view of 
life and that its objectives are social and not moral. 

The jurist has to examine his conscience. In their scientific role of 
description of facts and documentation the sociologist and criminologist 
are keeping open the hiatus between official ethics sanctioned by law 
and the ethics of real life. Mr. VERIN asked the jurists if it would not 
be wrong to try to renew knowledge of the living source of ethics. Should 
tI?e jurist be the only person not to take part in this work of salvation? 

These two attacks came in Section 1. The attack in Section II 
came from Dr. DESSAUR. Her report started by saying that she was 
astonished that our learned Foundation, composed mainly of criminal 
lawyers, wanted to look outside the criminal justice system by dealing 
with the general theme of deviance. Deviant behaviour is a relative 
concept~ She showed this by offering two models as a basis: 

the harmony model, in which there is a contrast between standard 
behaviour and deviance; 

the conflict model, in which we get rid of deviance, but h~ye a lot 
of conflicts, to cope with and react to. 

The traditional reaction towards deviance has always been 

to create a distance between the deviant and the community; 

to isolate the deviant from the community; , 

to mark the deviant more or less permanently (make him a scape
goat). 

Our attention was drawn to the fact that a deviant is not without 
norms, he is merely failing to observe the dominant norms in a certain 
context. We were confronted with the question whether there really is 
one dominant culture and if a part of the dominant (legal) norm is not 
also the expression of the interests of certain dominant groups. 

As to criminal behaviour Dr. DESSAUR explained that there is 
a real difference between 
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people who do not really reject the norms and rules of society but 
lack legitimate abilities and opportunities for reaching socially 
approved goals and 

people who also violate the law but do so qtlite openly and con
sciously because they do not agree with the existing structure of 
society> its values, norms and rules. 
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We had to decide whether our present-day reactions in the penal 
and penitentiary field are adequate for both groups of people. 

What where the results of the attacks on our traditional penal and 
penitentiary sy~tem? 

Of course the practical workers tried to defend themselves with a 
defence mechanism which is not unfamiliar and even tried to counter
attack. Obviously, now the fight is over, the discussions held, the ram
parts and the fortress are still there. 

But I think the attacks made holes in our walls. Perhaps some of 
us closed the holes again immediately after the debates, perhaps others 
left them open in order to observe society again in the light of our sub
ject, deviant behaviour and social reaction. 

It was generally agreed that our society is becoming so complex 
that there 15 a strong need for reorientation towards the traditional way 
of social reaction. In a complex modern society much more legislation, 
including criminal legislation, is needed to regulate social behaviour 
than was formerly the case. 

There :is also a need for' a moral system better adapted to our age. 

What can be considered the main result of the encounters and 
conf~ontations of the last few days? 

- Once more we have been' able to see that criminal law is not a 
question of morality, but a social problem, that we have to decide 
which behaviour will be proscribed by criminal law and 'vhich be
haviour it need not cover. The question which deviant behaviour mu.st 
be stigmatised as criminal and which not is not a moral problem but 
a social one. In making our decisions we must realise that it is wrong 
to assume that, generally speaking, people share the same standards and 
values. We must ask ourselves whether classifying J?ehaviour as criminal 
and p1.tnishing it are really the most efficient means of social reaction 
against certain forms of deviant behaviour. In the latter deviant and 
criminal behaviour are not based on morality, but depend on the 
decisions we make on classification and reaction. 

- Obviously, the fight against crime can no longer be based on ex
perience and common sense. We have seen during our discussions that 
there is still great faith in the effectiveness of traditional methods of 
reaction to traditional forms of crime. However, it has to be admitted 
that these methods of reaction oftt::Jl produce very poor results, at least 
if the discoveries of research workers are consulted. We all agree that 
we need more exact information on the general and special preventive 
effects of both the penalty and the methods of treatment. More fact~ 
and less theory, as one of the experts saicI. 
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As far as methods and effectiveness are concerned we are all aware 
that it is also important to approach the problem from the point of view 
of cost and benefit. Effectiveness also includes efficiency. In the light 
of this approach it is obvious that the reaction of the judicial system to 
deviant behaviour is only a small part of an overall criminal policy. 
This is particularly true as regards crime prevention, but also as regards 
reaction against deviant behaviour and its control. Society has other 
possibilities besides the judicial system. It is striking to note that partici
pants sometimes felt they were only qualified and competent to pro
nounce on problems connected directly with their own particular field. 

Nevertheless we should bear in mind that, taken together, those 
who work in the judicial sphere have a strong influence on criminal 
policy as a whole, even on the part of that policy which lies outside 
the judicial sphere. In view of this, we are obliged to playa double 
role, that of our own job and that of authority whose opinion and 
judgement influence the deVelopment of a general criminal policy. 

Finally, the discussion showed that there is still a wide gulf between, 
on the one hand, academics who are exploring the field of criminology, 
carrying out research and trying to develop new theories and, on the 
other, those working in the field who have to cope with an increase 
in crime and try to wipe it out. The gulf appears in particular in respect 
of new forms of crime, especially the more frequent use of violence. 
There should be no misunderstancli1lg and it is perhaps proper to speak 
plainly here: there isrv.;,<llfference on this subject as far as the develop
ment of appalling,ar,{s' of violence is 20ncerned. 

I am sure we all admit that the new forms of deviant behaviour 
that threaten society must be fought. The gap between theoreticians 
and practical workers in the field regards the choice of the most effective 
and profitable method of prevention, control and reaction to the new 
forms of criminality and the development of violence. Of course, each 
country must find its own solution, bearing in mind its own situation 
and culture. 

It has nevertheless been most useful to have analysed the present 
state of society more carefully with the aid of academics. The conclusion 
of this week of discussions is that more frequent contact between crim
inologists and those in the field is essential. 

Those in the field would be better informed of research work and 
the develop~ent of new theories. The academics would have a .l!.etter 
idea of the problems that need investigation and require more appro
priate analysis and explanation. 

Our Foundation is pleased to have provided an opportunity for 
contact of this kind. 
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During the private meeting held on 9 June by the present members 
of the Council of the Foundation, Mr. DRAPKIN recalled that it is 
exactly a hundred years since the international penitentiary congress in 
London which gave rise to the International Penal and Penitentiary 
Commission, the origin of the present Foundation .. I hope fuat the 
I.P.P.F. will enable us to meet, as long as such meetmgs are necessary, 
for another hundred years. 

Let us not forget that the aim of our cOIlferences is not in the first 
place to organise meetings at which people can modify theories, J:>ut to 
organise meetings at which theories can modify peoples. If thIS has 
been so, the conference has been a success. 

After presenting his general report, Mr. ALLEWIJN expressed his 
gratitude to all fuose who had helped him in the performance of his 
duties. 

The time had come for Professor DUPREEL, President of the 
I.P.P.F. and of the Colloquium, to say the closing words. 

On behalf of the Foundation he thanked all those who, in different 
capacities, had worked on the preparation and execution of the de
liberations and other activities of the meeting. He emphasized the part 
played by the organisers, the considerable contribution of the section 
chairmen, Mr. ANCEL and Mrs. ANTTILA, aided by the scientific 
secretaries, and of course the important contributions made by the ex
perts. He mentioned in particular the scientific contribution consisting 
of the remarkable preparatory document on deviance and social reaction 
put at the participants' disposal by the National Centre of Social Prevention 
and Defence of Milan, with a contribution from Professor NUVOLONE 
and a team of criminologists. 

. He also quoted the interesting information provided in a report by 
Mr. Kyozo USJ,JI on new forms of crime and preventive meaSures in 
Japan. ' . ' " , . 

Finally, Mr. DUPREEL addressed all participants, particularly the 
representatives of the major organisations associated with fue Colloquium, 
alid those who had come a long way expressing the Foundation's grati
tude to them for having, by their presence) guaranteed that the event 
would be an interesting one. 

He then declared the Colloquium closed. 
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RECEPTIONS, VISITS AND BANQUETS 

Those who took part in the Vienna Colloquium were invited by 
the local, provincial and federal authorities and by the I.P.P.F. to attend 
a nunlPer of official receptions and banquets and to make several offi
cial visits. 

I 
On 6 June, following a tour of Grinzing lasting several hoursj the 

participants were received by Dr. Christian BRODA, the Federal Minister 
for Justice, at an informal musical evening in a typical V$-f!nnese wine 
restaurant. 

On the evening of 7 June, Herr Felix SLAVIK, the Burgomaster 
of Vienna, gave a dinner for the participants in the Donau Restaurant 
in the Wiener Donaupark. 

The following day was devoted to VlSlts to two institutions con
cerned ""ith the administration of justice: 

a) the special institution for young offenders in Gerasdorf, whose direc
tm;, Dr. Theodor SAGL, gave a brief description of ehe work of 

)'11{~ institution; , 

h) the provincial court (<< Landesgericht ») and prison at Eisenstadt 
in Burgenland. A short explanatory talk was given by Dr. Wolfgang 
DOLEISCH, a senior government official. 

On the same day, the participants were entertained to luncheon at 
the« Zur Grenze» Hotel, Pottsching, by the Federal Minister for Justice 
and, in the evening, to dhmer at Purbach am See by Herr Theodor 
KERY, Head of Government of Burgenland province, who was re
presented by the former Federal Minister, Franz SORONICS. 

The participants also had an opportunity in the course of the day 
of enjoying a pleasure trip on the Neusiedler Lake and of visiting the 
Austrian-Hungarian frontier. 

Finally, on the evening of 9 June, the participants were the guests 
of the I.P.P.F. at a farewell banquet in Vienna's «Rathauskeller» 
restaurant. Noteworthy among the toasts were those of Mr. William 
CLIFFORD, the United Nations representative, and M. Jean 
DUPREEL, the President of the I.P.P.F., the latter expressing thanks 
to all those- who had helped to make the Colloquium a success. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THEINTERNATlp'NAL PENAL 

AND PENITENTIARY FOUNDATION 

L - Les methodes modernes de traitement penitentiaire, Berne, 1955 - on 
~, sale by Stampfli et Oie. Bern-;:. 

Ibis. - Modern methods of penal treatment, Berne, 1955 - on sale 
by Stampfli et Cie, Berne. 

2 a 4 - Trois aspects de l' action penitentiaire -- Three aspect.s of penal 
tn!atment,Berne, 1960-1961 - on sale by Stampfli et Cie, Berne. 
(2) Tome I: Rapports - Reports. 
(3) 
(4) 

Tome II: Synthese des travaux du Cycle d'Etudes de Slrasbourg. 
Tome II: A synthetic report of the proceedings of the Stras-

bourg Seminar. " 

5. - Le regime de la detention preventi1Je, Imprimerie Penitentiaire, Nivel
les - Belgique, 1961 (not in the stores). 

6. - The treatment of untried prisoners, Imprilllerie Penitentiaire, 
Nivelles - Belgium, 1961 (not in the stores). 

7. - Les nouvelles metlIOdes psyclzologiques de traitement des detenus - Actes 
du Colloque International de Bruxelles, 26-31 mars 1962, Imprimerie 
Administrative, Nivelles -- Belgique, 1963 (not in the stores). 

8. - New psychological methods for the treatment of prisoners. Acts 
of the International Colloquium of Brussels, 26-31 March 1962, 
Imprimerie Administrative, Nivelles - Belgium, 1963 (not in 
the stores). 

9. - Studies in Penology - Etudes Pellologiques - (To the memory of 
- A la memoire de Sir Lionel Fox) - The Hague, 1964 - On sale 
by Martinus Nijhoff - The Hague. . 

10. - Actes de la premiere reunion des Chl!fs des Administrations penitenliaires
Rome, 7-10 octobre 1964 - Et lIOmmage au President Charles Germain 
- Imprimerie Administrative, Nivelles - Belgiquc., 1965 (not 
in the stores). 

11. - Proceedings of the First meeting of Heads of the Penitentiary Ad
ministrations - Rome, 7-10 October 1964 - And homage to 
President Charles Germain - lmprimerie Administrative, Ni
velles - Belgium, 1965 (not in the stores). 

12. - Les nouvelles methodes de restriction de liberte dans le systeme pellitelltiaire 
- Actes du Colloque International d' Ulm, 17-22 avril 1967, Imprimerie 
Administrative, Nivelles - Belgique, 1%.7 (not in the stores). 
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13. - New methods of Restriction of Liberty in the Penitentiary System 
- Acts of the International Colloquium of DIm, 17-22 Apri11967, 
Imprimerie Administrative, Nivelles - Belgium, 1968 (not in 
the stores). 

14. - Actes de la deuxieme reunion des Chifs des Administrations penitentiaires -
Paris, 26-29 septembre 1967 - Et hommage aM. le Directeur general 
Alfonso Garofalo - Imprimerie Administrative, Nivelles - Belgi
que, 1969 (not in the stores). 

15. - Proceedings of the Second meeting of Heads of Prison Administra
tions -- Paris, 26-29 September 1967 - And homage to Mr. 
Director-general Alfonso Garofalo - Imprimerie Administrative, 
Nivelles - Belgium, 1969 (not in the stores). 

16. - Actes de la trois):eme reunion des Chifs des Administrations penitentiaires
Lisbonne, 22-,'17 septembre 1969 - Imprimerie Administrative, 
NivelJes - Belgique, 1970 (not in the stores). 

17. - Proceedings of the Third meeting of Heads of Prison Administra
tions - Lisbon, 22-27 September 1969 - Imprimerie Admini
strative, Nivelles - Belgium, 1970 (not in the stores),' ' 

18. - Deviances et reactions sociales - Actes du Colloque International de 
Vienne, 5-9 juin 1973 - Imprimerie Van Haeringen b.v., La 
Haye 1973 (hors commerce). 

19. - Deviance and social reaction - Acts of the International 00110-
quiunl of Vienna - 5-9 June 1973 - Printed by Van Haeringen 
b.v., The Hague, 1973 (not in the stores). 
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